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Abstract
We consider a two-valued function u that is either Dirichlet energy minimizing, C1,µ har-
monic, or in C1,µ with an area-stationary graph such that Almgren’s frequency (restricted to
the singular set) is continuous at a singular point Y0. As a corollary of recent work of Wickra-
masekera and the author, if the frequency of u at Y0 equals 1{2`k for some integer k ě 0, then
the singular set of u is a C1,τ submanifold and we have estimates on the asymptotic behavior
of u at singular points. Using a nontrivial modification of the argument of Wickramasekera
and author, we show that the frequency of u at Y0 cannot equal an integer and therefore must
equal 1{2 ` k for some integer k ě 0. We then use the asymptotic behavior of u and partial
Legendre-type transformations based on those of Kinderlehrer, Nirenberg, and Spruck to show
that the singular set in this case is in fact real analytic.
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1 Introduction
We consider the singular set of two-valued functions on a domain Ω Ď Rn. A two-valued function is
a map u : ΩÑ A2pRmq, where A2pRmq denotes the space of unordered pairs ta1, a2u of a1, a2 P Rm
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not necessarily distinct. Given any two-valued function u : ΩÑ A2pRmq, we let Bu denote the sin-
gular set consisting of all points Y P Ω for which there is no δ ą 0 such that upXq “ tu1pXq, u2pXqu
on BδpY q for some C1 single-valued functions u1, u2 : BδpY q Ñ Rm. (Here and throughout we let
Bkρ pY q denote the open ball in Rk of center Y and radius ρ ą 0 and we let BρpY q “ Bnρ pY q where n
is fixed.) We shall assume the basic facts and notation for two-valued functions used in [KruWic] (in
particular, see Sections 2 and 3 of [KruWic]). We will consider three classes of two-valued functions:
Dirichlet energy minimizing two-valued functions. u PW 1,2pΩ;A2pRmqq that are Dirichlet
energy minimizing in the sense that ż
Ω
|Du|2 ď
ż
Ω
|Dv|2
for all v PW 1,2pΩ;A2pRmqq with u “ v a.e. in ΩzK for some compact set K Ă Ω.
C1,µ harmonic two-valued functions. u P C1,µpΩ;A2pRmqq, where µ P p0, 1q, that are locally
harmonic in ΩzBu in the sense that for every ball B ĂĂ ΩzBu, upXq “ tu1pXq, u2pXqu on B for
harmonic single-valued functions u1, u2 : B Ñ Rm.
C1,µ two-valued functions with area-stationary graphs. u P C1,µpΩ;A2pRmqq, where µ P
p0, 1q, whose graphs are area-stationary varifolds. In other words, if we write upXq “ tu1pXq, u2pXqu
for X P Ω, then the graph M of u is the set of all points pX,u1pXqq and pX,u2pXqq for X P Ω
and can be regarded as an integral varifold with multiplicity function θ : M Ñ Z` given by
θpX,u1pXqq “ θpX,u2pXqq “ 1 whenever u1pXq ‰ u2pXq and θpX,u1pXqq “ 2 whenever u1pXq “
u2pXq. M is area-stationary if ż
M
divM ζ θ dH
n “ 0
for all ζ P C1c pΩˆ Rm;Rn`mq.
Such multivalued functions arise in the study of minimal submanifolds at branch point sin-
gularities, i.e. singular points where at least one tangent cone is a plane of integer multiplicity
ě 2. In particular, Almgren in his work posthumously published as [Alm83] used Dirichlet en-
ergy minimizing multivalued functions as approximations of area minimizing n-currents in order
to show that the singular set of such currents has Hausdorff dimension at most n´ 2. Later work
by De Lellis and Spadaro of [DeLSpa] provides a more accessible proof of Almgren’s result. Wick-
ramasekera in [Wic08] and [Wic] used C1,µ two-valued harmonic functions as approximations of
orientable, stable, minimal hypersurfaces close to a multiplicity two hyperplane in order to show
that such hypersurfaces are locally the graphs of C1,µ
1
two-valued functions over the plane for some
µ1 ă µ. Then C1,µ two-valued harmonic functions were used as approximations of area-stationary
C1,µ
1
two-valued graphs in any codimension firstly by Simon and Wickramasekera in [SimWic11]
to show that the singular set of such two-valued graphs has Hausdorff dimension at most n´2 and
later by Wickramasekera and the author in [KruWic-2] to show that in any ball the singular set of
such two-valued graphs is the finite union of locally pn´ 2q-rectifiable sets.
Almgren [Alm83] showed in the case of Dirichlet energy minimizing multivalued functions that
Bu has Hausdorff dimension at most n´ 2. To accomplish this, Almgren introduced the frequency
function
Nu,Y pρq “
ρ2´n
ş
BρpY q |Du|2
ρ1´n
ş
BBρpY q |u|2
(1.1)
for a Dirichlet energy minimizing two-valued function u P W 1,2pΩ;A2pRmqq, Y P Ω, and ρ P
p0,distpY, BΩqq. Almgren showed that Nu,Y pρq is monotone nondecreasing as a function of ρ and
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additionally introduced the frequency NupY q “ limρÓ0Nu,Y pρq of u at Y . We regard NupY q
as quantifying the rate at which u decays at Y (see [KruWic, Lemma 3.2(a)(b)]). Simon and
Wickramasekera later extended Almgren’s arguments in [SimWic11] to show that in the cases of
C1,µ harmonic two-valued functions and C1,µ two-valued functions with area-stationary graphs,
Bu has Hausdorff dimension at most n ´ 2. Modifying arguments of Simon in [Sim93], which
were originally applied to multiplicity one classes of minimal submanifolds, and using Almgren’s
frequency function, Wickramasekera and the author in [KruWic] and [KruWic-2] showed that for
all three cases of two-valued functions above, in any ball Bu is the finite union of locally pn ´ 2q-
rectifiable sets. We will show that:
Theorem 1.1. For all three classes of two-valued functions above, there is a relatively open dense
subset of Bu on which Bu is a locally real analytic pn´ 2q-dimensional submanifold.
Examples show that for the three classes of multivalued functions u that we consider, Bu is not
a smoothly embedded pn´2q-dimensional submanifold in general. Consider u P C1,1{2pR4;A2pR2qq
given by upz, wq “ t˘pz2 ´ w4q3{2u for z, w P C, where here we identify C – R2. Since u is
holomorphic, u is Dirichlet energy minimizing and the graph of u is area-minimizing. In this
particular example, Bu is the holomorphic variety tz “ ´w2u Y tz “ w2u consisting of locally
real analytic 2-dimensional submanifolds away from the origin along which Nu is constant 3{2 and
the origin at which Nup0, 0q “ 3. Since one can regard the singular set of two-valued harmonic
functions as analogous to the singular part of the nodal set of harmonic single-valued functions, the
latter which is known to be a real analytic variety, one might conjecture that for the three classes
of two-valued functions that we consider, Bu is a real analytic variety. Motivated by examples like
the one above, we will show that Bu consists of real analytic pn ´ 2q-dimensional submanifolds
along which Nu|Bu is constant and a relatively closed set Ju of points at which Nu|Bu is not
lower semicontinuous. Moreover, one can further conjecture that Ju is small in the sense that
Hn´2pJuq “ 0 or dimJu ď n´ 3, though we will not prove that here.
Suppose that either (a) u PW 1,2pΩ;A2pRmqq is a Dirichlet energy minimizing two-valued func-
tion or (b) u P C1,µpΩ;A2pRmqq is locally harmonic on ΩzBu. (The case where u P C1,µpΩ;A2pRmqq
with an area-stationary graph has some important differences and will be discussed below.) In
these cases we may assume that u is nonzero and symmetric, i.e. upXq “ t´u1pXq,`u1pXqu
for some u1pXq P Rm for every X P Ω, so that Bu Ď tX : upXq “ t0, 0uu in case (a) and
Bu Ď tX : upXq “ t0, 0u, DupXq “ t0, 0uu in case (b). Here we prove the following:
Theorem 1.2. Suppose that either (a) u P W 1,2pΩ;A2pRmqq is a nonzero, symmetric, Dirichlet
energy minimizing two-valued function or (b) u P C1,µpΩ;A2pRmqq, where µ P p0, 1q, is a nonzero,
symmetric two-valued function that is locally harmonic in ΩzBu. Then
Bu “
8ď
k“0
Γu,1{2`k Y Ju
where:
(i) For each k “ 0, 1, 2, . . ., Γu,1{2`k is defined to be the set of points Y P Bu for which there
exists σ ą 0 such that NupXq “ 1{2 ` k for all X P Bu X BσpY q. In case (b), Γu,1{2 “ H.
Γu,1{2`k is a locally real analytic pn´ 2q-dimensional submanifold for all k.
(ii) Ju is the set of all points Y P Bu for which there exists an integer k ě 0 (depending on Y )
such that Y is a limit point of Γu,1{2`k but NupY q ą 1{2` k.
Note that Theorem 1.2 does not say anything about the size or local structure of Ju; rather
the theorem says that BuzJu is a relatively open dense subset of Bu. From standard stratification
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theory, we know that Ju is the union of a set of Hausdorff dimension n ´ 3 and the subset of
points in Ju where at least one blow-up is “cylindrical”, i.e. translation invariant along an pn´ 2q-
dimensional linear subspace, the latter set potentially having Hausdorff dimension n´ 2. One can
consider this analogous to the situation with the singular set of stationary integral varifolds, where
by Allard regularity the set of regular points is an open dense subset of the support of the varifold
and the singular set in principle could have Hausdorff dimension n due to branch point singularities
near which at least one tangent cone is an integer multiplicity hyperplane. Very little is known
about branch point singularities in general. There are some results in special cases are obtained
in [Alm83] [DeLSpa] for area-minimizing currents and in [Wic08] [Wic] [SimWic11] [KruWic-2] for
stable minimal hypersurfaces near branch points with a multiplicity two tangent plane. In the
study stable minimal hypersurfaces near branch points with a tangent plane of multiplicity ě 3,
one must similarly consider the set of singular points where density restricted to the singular set
is not lower semicontinuous. Consequently, we regard establishing the size of Ju as a challenging
problem for future study and do not consider the problem further here.
The proof of Theorem 1.2 is broken up into several theorems as follows. An easy consequence
of the work of Wickramasekera and the author in [KruWic], whose proof we discuss in Section 2,
is:
Theorem 1.3. Suppose that either (a) u P W 1,2pΩ;A2pRmqq is a symmetric Dirichlet energy
minimizing two-valued function or (b) u P C1,µpΩ;A2pRmqq, where µ P p0, 1s, is a two-valued
function that is locally harmonic on ΩzBu. Suppose that Y0 P Bu such that NupY0q “ 1{2 ` k for
some integer k ě 0 (k ě 1 in case (b)) and
NupY q ě NupY0q for all Y P Bu. (1.2)
Then for some τ “ τpn,mq P p0, 1q and ρ0 “ ρ0pn,m, uq P p0,distpY0, BΩq{2q,
(i) NupY q “ 1{2` k for all Y P Bu XBρ0pY0q,
(ii) for every Y P BuXBρ0pY0q there is a unique homogeneous degree 1{2` k two-valued function
ϕY : R
n Ñ A2pRmq such that for some rotation qY of Rn and cY “ pc1Y , c2Y , . . . , cmY q P Cm
(with cY ¨ cY “
řm
κ“1pcκY q2 “ 0 in case (a)),
ϕY pq´1Y Xq “ t˘RepcY px1 ` ix2q1{2`kqu
and
ρ´n
ż
Bρp0q
GpupY `Xq, ϕY pXqq2dX ď Cρ1`2k`2τ
for all ρ P p0, ρ0q and some constant C “ Cpn,m, uq P p0,8q, where G is the metric on the
space A2pRmq of unordered pairs of Rm defined by
Gpta1, a2u, tb1, b2uq “ min
!a
|a1 ´ b1|2 ` |a2 ´ b2|2,
a
|a1 ´ b2|2 ` |a2 ´ b1|2
)
(1.3)
for any a1, a2, b1, b2 P Rm,
(iii) for every Y,Z P Bu XBρ0pY0q,ż
B1p0q
GpϕY pXq, ϕZ pXqq2dX ď C|Y ´ Z|2τ
for some constant C “ Cpn,m, uq P p0,8q, and
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(iv) Bu is a C
1,τ pn´ 2q-dimensional submanifold in Bρ0pY q.
The argument of [KruWic] involves an application of a blow-up method original due to Si-
mon [Sim93]. To prove Theorem 1.3 using this blow-up method, one shows that at least one
blow-up ϕ of u at Y0 is “cylindrical” in the sense that Bϕ is an pn´ 2q-dimensional subspace along
which ϕ is translation invariant and there are “no small gaps” in that there is a sufficiently high
concentration of points Z P Bu (with NupZq ě 1{2` k) near Bϕ.
Theorem 1.3 naturally leads to the question of what happens if (1.2) holds true but NupY0q
takes a value other than 1{2` k for some integer k ě 0. Using the theory of frequency functions,
in particular Lemma 2.2 below and the upper semicontinuity of Nu, one concludes that (1.2) holds
true only when NupY0q “ k{2 for some integer k ě 1 (k ě 3 in case (b)). For the case where NupY0q
equals an integer, we assume without loss of generality that Ω “ B1p0q and Y0 “ 0 and show:
Theorem 1.4. There is no symmetric two-valued function u with either (a) u PW 1,2pB1p0q;A2pRmqq
Dirichlet energy minimizing or (b) u P C1,µpB1p0q;A2pRmqq, where µ P p0, 1s, harmonic on
B1p0qzBu such that 0 P Bu, Nup0q is an integer, and
NupZq ě Nup0q for all Z P Bu.
To prove Theorem 1.4, we suppose that u did exist. We extend the blow-up method of Wickra-
masekera and the author in [KruWic] to establish the asymptotic behavior of u at its singular points
and thereby show that u decomposes into two harmonic single-valued functions near the origin,
contradicting 0 P Bu. However, the blow-ups of u at singular points Y with NupY q “ Nup0q equal
t˘hpxqu for some homogeneous degree Nup0q, harmonic, single-valued polynomial h : Rn Ñ Rm.
Consequently it is possible that the blow-ups to u at such singular points are not cylindrical and/or
that the no gap condition fails to hold true. Inspired by ideas of Wickramasekera in [Wic14] and
Hughes in [Hugh], we modify the blow-up method as follows. Let α “ Nup0q and Φα denote the
set of ϕ “ t˘ϕ1u where ϕ1 is a homogeneous degree α, harmonic, single-valued polynomial ϕ1.
Given ϕ P Φα, let the spine of ϕ be the maximal subspace along which ϕ is translation invariant.
Assuming the hypothesis that u is closer to a particular ϕ P Φα than it is to any element of Φα
whose spine contains the spine of ϕ, we establish a De Giorgi-type excess decay lemma for the L2
distance of u to elements of Φα using the blow-up method. We weaken the above hypothesis to u
is close to ϕ P Φα using a multiple scales argument similarly used by Wickramasekera in [Wic14].
Small gaps are permitted since if NupXq ă Nup0q then there are no singular points of u near X
and thus we can apply standard elliptic estimates for single-valued functions near X.
Next, we prove that:
Theorem 1.5. Suppose that either (a) u P W 1,2pΩ;A2pRmqq is a symmetric Dirichlet energy
minimizing two-valued function or (b) u P C1,µpΩ;A2pRmqq, where µ P p0, 1s, is a two-valued
function that is locally harmonic on ΩzBu. Suppose that Y0 P Bu such that NupY0q “ 1{2 ` k for
some integer k ě 0 (k ě 1 in case (b)) and (1.2) holds true. Then for some σ P p0,distpY0, BΩqq,
Bu is a real analytic pn´ 2q-dimensional submanifold in BσpY0q.
To prove Theorem 1.5, by taking derivatives of u we can reduce the proof of Theorem 1.5 to the
case of a two-valued function u that is locally harmonic on ΩzBu and is asymptotic to a homogeneous
degree 1{2, harmonic two-valued function at each point on Bu. The proof of Theorem 1.5 then
follows by using partial Legendre-type transformations based on those of Kinderlehrer, Nirenberg,
and Spruck in [KNS]. We use the partial Legendre-type transformation x˜1 “ u1pXq, x˜2 “ u2pXq,
and x˜j “ xj if j “ 3, 4, . . . , n. One can show that there exists an inverse transformation, which
necessarily has the form x1 “ φ1pX˜q, x2 “ φ2pX˜q, and xj “ x˜j if j “ 3, 4, . . . , n for some functions
φ1 and φ2. Under the partial Legendre-type transformation, Bu maps into t0uˆRn´2 and ∆u “ 0
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in B1p0qzBu transforms into a singular elliptic differential system of φ1 and φ2. The analyticity
of Bu is then established by an analysis of the regularity of φ
1 and φ2 and then using the fact
that Bu is the graph of pφ1, φ2q over t0u ˆ Rn´2. We establish a preliminary regularity result
for φ1 and φ2 using a difference quotient argument and a Schauder estimate, whose application
uses the asymptotic behavior of u at branch points established in Theorem 1.3. The necessary
regularity of φ1 and φ2 for proving Bu is locally real analytic follows from iteratively applying the
Schauder estimate to obtain precise estimates on derivatives of φ1 and φ2 and bounding terms in
the Schauder estimates using a method using majorants based on arguments of Friedman in [Fri58]
and the author in [Kru].
Finally, Theorem 1.2 follows from combining Theorems 1.3, 1.4, and 1.5 and using some facts
about frequency, in particular the upper semicontinuity of frequency and Lemma 2.2 below.
Theorems 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, and 1.5 can all be extended to the case of a two-valued function u P
C1,µpΩ;A2pRmqq, where µ P p0, 1q, such that M “ graphu is area-stationary. At each branch
point p ofM, writeM as the graph of a C1,µ two-valued function u˜p over the tangent plane toM
at p. Write u˜ppXq “ tu˜p,1pXq, u˜p,2pXqu at each X and let u˜p,apXq “ pu˜p,1pXq ` u˜p,2pXqq{2 and
u˜p,spXq “ t˘pu˜p,1pXq ´ u˜p,2pXqq{2u so that u˜p “ u˜p,a ` u˜p,s. We define the frequency NMppq of
M at p by NMppq “ limρÓ0Nu˜p,s,0pρq, where Nu˜p,s,0pρq is given by (1.1) with u˜p,s and 0 in place of
u and Y respectively. The existence of the limit NMppq is justified by [SimWic11] and [KruWic-2].
The analogue to Theorem 1.2 for area-stationary graphs, which follows by combining the analogues
of Theorems 1.3, 1.4, and 1.5, is:
Theorem 1.6. Suppose that u P C1,µpΩ;A2pRmqq, where µ P p0, 1q, is a two-valued function whose
graph M is area-stationary. Then the set of points of M near which M is not locally the union of
smoothly embedded submanifolds equals
singM “
8ď
k“1
ΓM,1{2`k Y JM
where:
(i) For each k “ 1, 2, 3, . . ., ΓM,1{2`k is defined to be the set of points p0 of M for which there
exists σ ą 0 such that NMppq “ 1{2` k for all branch points p in Bn`mσ pp0q. ΓM,1{2`k is a
locally real analytic pn´ 2q-dimensional submanifold for all k.
(ii) JM is the set of all branch points p of M for which there exists an integer k ě 1 (depending
on p) such that p is a limit point of ΓM,1{2`k but NMppq ą 1{2` k.
In particular, as a direct consequence of [Wic08, Theorem 1.5], we have:
Corollary 1.7. There exist ε, σ P p0, 1q depending only on n such that the following holds true.
Let V be a stationary integral varifold of Bn`12 p0q in the varifold closure of orientable immersed
stable minimal hypersurfaces M with 0 PM, Hn´2psingMq ă 8, and HnpMq
ωn2n
ď 2 ` ε. Let regV
denote the set of points of spt }V } near which spt }V } is a union of embedded hypersurfaces (possibly
intersecting) and singV “ spt }V }z regV . Then
singV XBn`1σ p0q “
8ď
k“0
ΓV,1{2`k Y JV Y SV
where:
(i) For each k “ 1, 2, 3, . . ., ΓV,1{2`k is the set of branch points p0 of V at which the unique tangent
cone to V is a multiplicity two hyperplane and there exists δ ą 0 such that NMppq “ 1{2`k for
all branch points p of V in Bn`mδ pp0q. ΓM,1{2`k is a locally real analytic pn´ 2q-dimensional
submanifold for all k.
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(ii) JM is the set of all branch points p of M at which the unique tangent cone to V is a
multiplicity two hyperplane and for which there exists an integer k ě 1 (depending on p) such
that p is a limit point of ΓM,1{2`k but NMppq ą 1{2` k.
(iii) SV is a relatively closed subset of spt }V }XBn`1σ p0q such that SV “ H if n ď 6, SV is discrete
if n “ 7, and the Hausdorff dimension of SV is at most n´ 7 if n ě 8.
Remark 1.8. In [Wic], which is currently in preparation, the a priori regularity assumption (i.e.
Hn´2psingMq ă 8) of [Wic08] is removed. Specifically, Wickramasekera shows that there exist
ε, σ P p0, 1q depending only on n such that if V is a stationary integral n-varifold of Bn`12 p0q such
that 0 P spt }V }, }V }pB
n`1
2
p0qq
ωn2n
ď 2` ε, regV is stable in the sense thatż
regV
|∇regV ζ|2 ď
ż
regV
|Areg V |2ζ2
for all ζ P C1c pregV q where ∇regV denotes the gradient of regV and AregV denotes the second
fundamental form of regV , and there is no singular point of V at which the tangent cone to V
is the sum of three half-hyperplanes meeting at equal angles along a common boundary, then the
conclusion of [Wic08, Theorem 1.5] holds true. Hence for such a V the conclusion of Corollary
1.7 also holds true.
As an easy consequence of [KruWic-2] we obtain the analogue of Theorem 1.3 of:
Theorem 1.9. Suppose that u P C1,µpΩ;A2pRmqq, where µ P p0, 1q, is a two-valued function whose
graphM is area-stationary. Suppose that p0 P singM such that NMpp0q “ 1{2`k for some integer
k ě 1 and
NMppq ě NMpp0q for all p P singM. (1.4)
Then for some τ “ τpn,mq P p0, 1q and ρ0 “ ρ0pn,m,Mq P p0,distpY, BΩq{2q,
(i) NMppq “ 1{2` k for all p P singMXBn`mρ0 pp0q,
(ii) for every p P singM X Bρ0pp0q there is a unique homogeneous degree 1{2 ` k two-valued
function ϕp : TpM Ñ A2pTpMKq and there exists an orthogonal map qp : TpM Ñ Rn and
cp P TpMK b C such that
ϕppq´1p Xq “ t˘Repcppx1 ` ix2q1{2`kqu
and
ρ´n
ż
Bρp0q
G
˜
u˜p,spXq
}us}L2pB2ρ0 p0qq
, ϕZpXq
¸2
dX ď Cρ1`2k`2τ
for all ρ P p0, ρ0q and some constant C “ Cpn,m,Mq P p0,8q, and for every p, p1 P singMX
Bρ0pp0q,
|qp ´ qp1| ď C|p´ p1|τ and |cp ´ cp1 | ď C|p´ p1|τ
for some constant C “ Cpn,m,Mq P p0,8q, and
(iii) singM is a C1,τ pn´ 2q-dimensional submanifold in Bρ0p0q ˆ Rm.
By modifying the proof of Theorem 1.4 using ideas from [KruWic-2], we obtain:
Theorem 1.10. There is no two-valued function u P C1,µpΩ;A2pRmqq, where µ P p0, 1q, whose
graph M is area-stationary such that 0 P Bu, up0q “ 0, Dup0q “ 0, NMp0q is an integer and
Nuppq ě Nup0q for all p P singM.
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By extending the arguments leading to Theorem 1.5, we will show that:
Theorem 1.11. Suppose that u P C1,µpΩ;A2pRmqq, where µ P p0, 1q, is a two-valued function
whose graph M is area-stationary. Suppose that p0 P singM such that NMpp0q “ 1{2`k for some
integer k ě 1 and (1.4) holds true. Then for some σ P p0,distpp0, BΩ ˆ Rmq{2q, singM is a real
analytic pn´ 2q-dimensional submanifold in Bn`mσ pp0q.
Note that since the derivatives of u do not solve the minimal surface system, to prove Theo-
rem 1.11 we consider a differential system satisfied by u and itself derivatives. In fact, we prove
Theorems 1.5 and 1.11 jointly by considering an abstract differential system and we gain some
additional information about the structure of u near singular points from this approach.
2 Frequency functions and blow-ups
Dirichlet energy minimizing two-valued functions. Let Ω be an open subset of Rn. We
consider Dirichlet energy minimizing two-valued function u P W 1,2pΩ;A2pRmqq. We assume that
u is symmetric in that at each X P Ω, upXq “ t´u1pXq,`u1pXqu for some u1pXq P Rm and that
u is nonzero.
Recall that given a nonzero, symmetric, Dirichlet energy minimizing two-valued function u P
W 1,2pΩ;A2pRmqq and Y P Ω, we define the frequency function Nu,Y : p0,distpY, BΩqq Ñ p0,8q
by (1.1). Nu,Y is well-defined and monotone nondecreasing [Alm83, Theorem 2.6(10)]. Moreover,
Nu,Y ” α constant if and only if upY ` Xq is a homogeneous degree α function of X. By the
monotonicity of Nu,Y , we can define the frequency NupY q of u at Y P Ω by NupY q “ limρÓ0Nu,Y pρq.
Also by the monotonicity of frequency functions, frequency has the following upper-semicontinuity
property:
Lemma 2.1 (Upper semicontinuity of frequency). Suppose that uj , u P W 1,2pΩ;A2pRmqq are
nonzero, symmetric, Dirichlet energy minimizing two-valued functions such that uj Ñ u in L2
on compact subsets of Ω and suppose that Yj, Y P Ω such that Yj Ñ Y . Then
NupY q ě lim sup
jÑ8
NujpYjq.
For each Dirichlet energy minimizing two-valued function u P W 1,2pΩ;A2pRmqq, let Σu be the
set of Y P Ω such that upY q “ t0, 0u but u ı t0, 0u near Y . Since u is continuous by [Alm83,
Theorem 2.13], Bu Ď Σu. Clearly NupY q is a positive integer for all Y P ΣuzBu, whereas NupY q
can take both integer and non-integer values for Y P Bu. By [Alm83, Theorem 2.13], there exists
µ “ µpn,mq P p0, 1q such that u P C0,µpΩ;A2pRmqq and consequently (see [KruWic, Lemma 3.1])
NupY q ě µ for all Y P Σu.
Given a nonzero, symmetric, Dirichlet energy minimizing two-valued function u PW 1,2pΩ;A2pRmqq
and Y P Σu, we define a blow-up ϕ PW 1,2pRn;A2pRmqq of u at Y to be any limit of the form
ϕ “ lim
jÑ8
uY,ρj letting uY,ρpXq “
upY ` ρXq
ρ´n{2}u}L2pBρpY qq
for ρ ą 0, (2.1)
where ρj Ñ 0` and the limit is taken in W 1,2 on compact subsets of Rn. By the compactness
properties of Dirichlet energy minimizing multivalued functions and monotonicity of frequency
functions (see [KruWic, Lemma 3.1(b)]), there exists at least one blow-up ϕ of u at each Y ;
however, the blow-up ϕ might not be unique independent of the particular sequence ρj . Every
blow-up ϕ of u at Y is a nonzero, homogeneous degree NupY q, locally Dirichlet energy minimizing
two-valued function.
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For every nonzero, homogeneous, two-valued function ϕ P W 1,2pRn;A2pRmqq that is Dirichlet
energy minimizing, we define the spine Spϕq of ϕ by
Spϕq “ tZ P Rn : NϕpZq “ Nϕp0qu. (2.2)
Note that Spϕq is always a linear subspace and ϕpZ `Xq “ ϕpXq for all X P Rn and Z P Spϕq.
Let u P W 1,2pΩ;A2pRmqq be a nonzero, symmetric, Dirichlet energy minimizing two-valued
function. For j “ 1, 2, . . . , n ´ 2, let Σpjqu denote the set of all Y P Σu such that dimSpϕq ď j for
every blow-up ϕ of u at Y and let B
pjq
u “ Bu X Σpjqu . Then
Σu “ Σpn´2qu Ě Σpn´3qu Ě ¨ ¨ ¨ Ě Σp1qu Ě Σp0qu
and the Hausdorff dimension of Σ
pjq
u is at most j (see [KruWic, Lemma 3.2]). ΣuzΣpn´3qu consists
of the set of all Y P Σu such that at least one blow-up ϕ of u at Y has dimSpϕq “ n ´ 2. After
rotating so that Spϕq “ t0u ˆ Rn´2, ϕ has the form ϕpXq “ t˘Repcpx1 ` ix2qk{2qu for some
c “ pc1, c2, . . . , cmq P Cm with řmκ“1pcκq2 “ 1 by [MicWhi94] and integer k ě 1. Consequently
NupY q “ k{2.
Lemma 2.2. Let u P W 1,2pΩ;A2pRmqq be a nonzero, symmetric, Dirichlet energy minimizing
two-valued function. Then BuzBpn´3qu is dense in Bu.
Proof. Given an open ball B Ď Ω, by the appendix of [SimWic11] if Hn´2pBuXBq “ 0 then BzBu
is simply-connected and thus u decomposes into two or more harmonic single-valued functions on
B. Hence either BuXB “ H or Hn´2pBuXBq ą 0. Bpn´3qu has Hausdorff dimension at most n´3,
so BuzBpn´3qu is dense in Bu as claimed.
As a consequence of Lemma 2.2, NupY q ě 1{2 for every nonzero, symmetric, Dirichlet energy
minimizing two-valued function u PW 1,2pΩ;A2pRmqq and Y P Σu. Note that Lemma 2.2 is specific
to the case of two-valued functions since in the case of q-valued function for q ě 3, Bu is not
necessarily contained in the set of points Y where upY q “ t0, 0, . . . , 0u.
Proof of Theorem 1.3 for case (a). First we claim that dimSpϕq “ n ´ 2 for every blow-up ϕ of
u at Y0. Write ϕ “ limjÑ8 uY0,ρj with convergence in locally in W 1,2 for ρj Ó 0 and let Z P Bϕ.
Clearly NϕpZq ď NupY0q. For every δ ą 0, BδpZq X BuY0,ρj ‰ H for j sufficiently large since
then otherwise uY0,ρj decomposes into two harmonic single-valued functions on BδpZq and then
by the Schauder estimates ϕ decomposes into two harmonic single-valued functions on Bδ{2pZq,
contradicting Z P Bϕ. Therefore there exists Zj P Bu0,ρj such that Zj Ñ Z. By (1.2) and the upper
semicontinuity of frequency,
NϕpZq ě lim sup
jÑ8
NuY0,ρj
pZjq “ lim
jÑ8
NupY0 ` ρjZjq ě NupY0q.
Therefore NϕpZq “ NupY0q for all Z P Bϕ, i.e. Bϕ “ Spϕq. Since Nϕp0q “ 1{2 ` k, 0 P Bϕ. If
dimSpϕq ď n ´ 3, then RnzSpϕq is simply-connected and thus u decomposes into two harmonic
single-valued functions on Rn, contradicting Bϕ ‰ H. Therefore dimSpϕq “ n´ 2.
Let ϕp0q be any blow-up of u at Y0. Translate so that Y0 “ 0 and rotate so that Bϕp0q “
t0u ˆ Rn´2. We claim that for every δ ą 0 there is a ε0 “ ε0pn,m,ϕp0q, δq ą 0 such that if
v P W 1,2pB1p0q;A2pRmqq is a Dirichlet energy minimizing two-valued function such thatż
B1p0q
GpvpXq, ϕp0qpXqq2dX ă ε0,
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then for every y0 P Bn´21{2 p0q there is a Z P Bv X Bδp0, y0q. Suppose vj P W 1,2pB1p0q;A2pRmqq
are Dirichlet energy minimizing two-valued functions converging to ϕp0q in L2pB1p0q;A2pRmqq
and Bvj X Bδp0, yjq “ H for some yj P Bn´21{2 p0q. Let yj Ñ y. Then vj decomposes into two
harmonic single-valued functions on Bδ{2p0, yq for j sufficiently large. By the Schauder estimates
ϕp0q decomposes into two harmonic single-valued functions on Bδ{4p0, yq, contradicting Bϕp0q “
t0u ˆ Rn´2.
By the proof of Proposition 8.1 of [KruWic], noting that by the discussion in the previous
paragraph and (1.2) we can rule out option (i) of Lemma 4.5 of [KruWic], BuXBσp0q Ď ΓXBσp0q for
the graph Γ of some Lipschitz function over t0uˆRn´2 and some σ P p0,distp0, BΩqq. Suppose there
exists z P Bn´2
σ{2 p0q and η P p0, σ{2´|z|q such that BuXB2ηpzqˆRn´2 “ H. Then upXq “ t˘u1pXqu
on Bσ{2p0qzpΓzpB2ηpzqˆRn´2qq for some harmonic single-valued function u1 since the set is simply-
connected. We claim that u1 extends to a continuous function on all of Bσ{2p0q. If z1 P Bn´2σ{2 p0q and
η1 P p0, σ{2´|z1|q such that BuXB2η1pz1qˆRn´2 “ H, then u1 extends to a unique harmonic single-
valued function such that upXq “ t˘u1pXqu on the set Bσ{2p0qzpΓzppB2ηpzqYB2η1pz1qqˆRn´2qq since
the set is simply-connected and thus u1 extends smoothly across ΓX pB2η1pz1q ˆRn´2q. Clearly u1
extends continuously across Bu with u1 “ 0 on Bu. Therefore u1 extends to a continuous function
on Bσ{2p0q. By Weyl’s lemma, u1 is harmonic on Bσ{2p0q. Clearly upXq “ t˘u1pXqu on Bσp0q,
contradicting 0 P Bu. Therefore BuXBσ{2p0q “ ΓXBσ{2p0q. The rest of the conclusion of Theorem
1.3, in particular that Bu is a C
1,τ submanifold near 0 and u is exponentially asymptotic to unique
blow-ups along Bu near 0, now follows from the proof of Proposition 8.1 of [KruWic].
Notice that the above proof of Theorem 1.3 would not extend if we replaced the hypothesis of
Theorem 1.3 that NupY0q “ 1{2` k with NupY0q being an integer since then neither the origin nor
any other point on Spϕq would necessarily be a singular point of ϕ. Indeed, from the argument
above we could conclude that if ϕ is a blow-up of u at Y0 then Bϕ Ď Spϕq due to NupZq ě NupY0q
for all Z P Bu. Hence, using the fact that either dimSpϕq “ n ´ 2 or dimSpϕq ď n ´ 3 implying
Bϕ “ H, ϕpXq “ t˘ϕ1pXqu for some nonzero, homogeneous degree NupY0q, harmonic single-valued
function ϕ1 : R
n Ñ Rm. Consequently we are not guaranteed the conditions that the blow-ups
ϕ at Y0 are “cylindrical” (i.e. Spϕq “ n ´ 2) and there are “no small gaps” (i.e. y0 P Bn´21{2 p0q
there exists Z P Bu X Bδp0, y0q with NupZq ě Nup0q) which are essential to the blow-up method
of [KruWic].
Assuming Theorem 1.3 and Theorem 1.5, which we will prove below, the proof of Theorem 1.2
is as follows:
Proof of Theorem 1.2 for case (a). Let Y P Bu. Suppose that Nu is continuous at Y , i.e. for every
ε ą 0 there exists δ P p0,distpY, BΩqq such that for every X P Bu XBδpY q, NupY q ´ ε ă NupXq ă
NupY q`ε. By Lemma 2.2, NupY q “ k{2 for some integer k ě 1 and NupXq ě NupY q for all X P Bu
sufficiently close to Y . By Theorem 1.4, NupY q is not an integer. By Theorem 1.3, Y P Γu,NupY q.
By Theorem 1.5, Γu,NupY q is real analytic near Y .
If instead Nu is not continuous at Y , by the upper semicontinuity of Nu, there exists a sequence
Zj P Bu converging to Y such that limjÑ8NupZjq ă NupY q. By Lemma 2.2, there exists integers
kj ě 0, Yj P pBuzBpn´3qu q X B1{jpZjq, and δj ą 0 such that NupYjq “ kj{2, NupYjq ď NupZjq, and
NupXq ě NupYjq for all X P Bu X BδjpYjq. After passing to a subsequence, we may assume that
kj “ k for some integer k ě 0 independent of j. Clearly NupY q ą k{2. By Theorems 1.3 and 1.4,
k is an odd integer and Yj P Γu,k{2.
C1,µ harmonic two-valued functions. This case is similar to the case of Dirichlet energy
minimizing two-valued functions. We consider u P C1,µpΩ;A2pRmqq, where µ P p0, 1q, such that u
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is locally harmonic on ΩzBu. We may assume that such u are symmetric and nonzero. Given such
a u and Y P Ω, we again define the frequency function Nu,Y : p0,distpY, BΩqq Ñ p0,8q by (1.1) and
the frequency NupY q of u at Y P Ω by NupY q “ limρÓ0Nu,Y pρq. By [SimWic11, Lemma 2.2], Nu,Y
is well-defined and monotone nondecreasing and thus the limit NupY q exists. Nu,Y ” α constant if
and only if upY `Xq is a homogeneous degree α function of X. By the monotonicity of frequency
functions, the upper-semicontinuity property Lemma 2.1 above continues to hold true with C1,µ
harmonic two-valued functions in place of Dirichlet energy minimizing two-valued functions.
For nonzero, symmetric two-valued functions u P C1,µpΩ;A2pRmqq that are locally harmonic on
ΩzBu, we replace Σu above with Ku, the set of Y P Ω such that upY q “ t0, 0u and DupY q “ t0, 0u
but u ı t0, 0u near Y . Clearly NupY q is a integer ě 2 for all Y P KuzBu, whereas NupY q can take
both integer and non-integer values for Y P Bu. By [SimWic11, Lemma 4.1], if u P C1,µpΩ;A2pRmqq
is nonzero, symmetric, and locally harmonic on ΩzBu, then u P C1,1{2pΩ;A2pRmqq andNupY q ě 3{2
for all Y P Ku.
Given a nonzero, symmetric, two-valued function u P C1,µpΩ;A2pRmqq that is locally harmonic
on ΩzBu and Y P Ku, we define a blow-up ϕ P C1,1{2pRn;A2pRmqq of u at Y to be any limit given by
(2.1) for some ρj Ñ 0` where the limit is taken in C1 on compact subsets of Rn. By the Schauder
estimates for C1,µ harmonic two-valued function [SimWic11, Lemma 3.2] and monotonicity of
frequency functions (see [KruWic, Lemma 3.1(b)]), there exists at least one blow-up ϕ of u at each
Y ; however, the blow-up ϕ might not be unique independent of the particular sequence ρj . Every
blow-up ϕ of u at Y is nonzero, homogeneous degree NupY q, and locally harmonic on RnzBϕ.
For every nonzero, homogeneous, two-valued function ϕ P C1,µpRn;A2pRmqq, where µ P p0, 1q,
we define the spine Spϕq of ϕ by (2.2) above. Spϕq is always a linear subspace and ϕpZ`Xq “ ϕpXq
for all X P Rn and Z P Spϕq.
Let µ P p0, 1q and u P C1,µpΩ;A2pRmqq be nonzero, symmetric, and locally harmonic on ΩzBu.
For j “ 1, 2, . . . , n ´ 2, let Kpjqu denote the set of all Y P Ku such that dimSpϕq ď j for every
blow-up ϕ of u at Y and let B
pjq
u “ Bu XKpjqu . Then
Ku “ Kpn´2qu Ě Kpn´3qu Ě ¨ ¨ ¨ Ě Kp1qu Ě Kp0qu
and the Hausdorff dimension of K
pjq
u is at most j. KuzKpn´3qu consists of the set of all Y P Ku such
that at least one blow-up ϕ of u at Y has dimSpϕq “ n´2. After rotating so that Spϕq “ t0uˆRn´2,
ϕ has the form ϕpXq “ t˘Repcpx1` ix2qk{2qu for some c P Cm and integer k ě 3 and consequently
NupY q “ k{2. Lemma 2.2 above continues to hold true with C1,µ harmonic two-valued functions
in place of Dirichlet energy minimizing two-valued functions.
The proofs of Theorem 1.3 and Theorem 1.2 all continue to hold in the case of C1,µ harmonic
two-valued functions with obvious changes.
C1,µ two-valued functions with area-stationary graphs. The case of C1,µ two-valued func-
tions with area-stationary graphs is significantly different due to the fact that these area-stationary
submanifolds are only approximately the graphs of harmonic functions when expressed as graphs
over the tangent planes at branch points. Let µ P p0, 1q and u P C1,µpB2p0q;A2pRmqq be a two-
valued function whose M “ graphu is area-stationary as a varifold. Note that by [SimWic11],
u P C1,1{2pB1p0q;A2pRmqq. Assume that uspXq “ t˘pu1pXq ´ u2pXqq{2u is not identically t0, 0u,
where upXq “ tu1pXq, u2pXqu at X P B1p0q, so that M is not the graph of smooth single-valued
function with multiplicity two. Assume that for ε ą 0 to be determined,
}u}C1,1{2pB1p0qq “ sup
B1p0q
|u| ` sup
B1p0q
|Du| ` rDusµ,B1p0q ă ε. (2.3)
Recall that singM denotes the set of all points p of M for which there is no δ ą 0 such that
M is the union of smooth embedded submanifolds in Bn`mδ ppq. In place of Σu and Ku, we will
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consider the set KM of all points p ofM at whichM has a multiplicity two tangent plane. Observe
that singM Ď KM.
At each p P KM, we can write M as the graph of a two-valued function u˜p P C1,1{2pTpM X
Bn`m?
1´4ε2p2´|p|qp0q;TpMKq over the tangent plane TpM to M at p [KruWic-2]. Writing u˜ppXq “
tu˜p,1pXq, u˜p,2pXqu at each X, let u˜p,apXq “ pu˜p,1pXq ` u˜p,2pXqq{2 and u˜p,spXq “ t˘pu˜p,1pXq ´
u˜p,2pXqq{2u so that u˜p “ u˜p,a`u˜p,s. By [SimWic11, Theorems 7.1 and 7.4], assuming ε is sufficiently
small depending on n and m,
|u˜p,spXq| ` distpX,Bu˜pq|Du˜p,spXq| ` distpX,Bu˜pq2|D2u˜p,spXq| ď Cpn,mqεdistpX,Bu˜pq3{2,
|D2u˜p,apXq| ď Cpn,mqε. (2.4)
Let B be an open ball in TpMXBn`m?1´4ε2p2´|p|qp0qzBu˜p . Observe that u˜ppXq “ tu˜p,1pXq, u˜p,2pXqu
on B for single-valued solutions u˜p,1, u˜p,2 to the minimal surface system
Di
´a
GpDu˜lqGijpDu˜lqDj u˜κl
¯
“ 0 (2.5)
on B for κ “ 1, 2, . . . ,m and l “ 1, 2, where GpP q and pGijpP qq denote the determinant and
inverse matrix respectively of the nˆ n matrix pGijpP qq where GijpP q “ δij ` P κi P κj for P P Rmn.
Subtracting (2.5) for l “ 1, 2 yields
Di
´
A
ij
κλpDu˜p,a,Du˜p,sqDj u˜λp,s
¯
“ 0 on B (2.6)
for κ “ 1, 2, . . . ,m, where u˜p,apXq “ pu˜1pXq ` u˜2pXqq{2, u˜p,spXq “ pu˜2pXq ´ u˜1pXqq{2, and
A
ij
κλpP,Qq “
1
2
ż 1
´1
pDPκi Pλj p
?
GqqpP ` tQqdt. (2.7)
Note that Aijκλp0, 0q “ δijδκλ and AijκλpP,Qq “ Aijκλp´P,Qq “ AijκλpP,´Qq for all P,Q P Rmn. We
can rewrite (2.6) as
∆u˜κs ` fκ “ 0 on B where fκ “ Di
´
pAijκλpDu˜p,a,Du˜p,sq ´ δijδκλqDj u˜λp,s
¯
(2.8)
for κ “ 1, 2, . . . ,m. Note that by adding (2.5) for l “ 1, 2 we get that
Di
´
A
ij
κλpDu˜p,s,Du˜p,aqDj u˜λp,a
¯
“ 0 on B (2.9)
for κ “ 1, 2, . . . ,m.
By [KruWic-2], provided ε is sufficiently small, eCερ
1{4
Nu˜p,s,0pρq is monotone nondecreasing as
a function of ρ for some constant C “ Cpn,mq P p0,8q, where Nu˜p,s,0pρq is given by (1.1) with
u˜p,s and 0 in place of u and Y respectively. Thus we may define the frequency NMppq of M at
p by NMppq “ limρÓ0Nu˜p,s,0pρq. NMppq is an integer ě 2 for each p P KMz singM, but NMppq
can take both integer and non-integer values for p P singM. By [SimWic11], NMppq ě 3{2 for all
p P KM. Frequency has the following upper-semicontinuity properties:
Lemma 2.3 (Upper semicontinuity of frequency). (i) Suppose that u P C1,µpB1p0q;A2pRmqq is a
two-valued functions such that us ı t0, 0u, (2.3) holds true for some ε “ εpn,m, µq ą 0 sufficiently
small, and M “ graphu is area stationary. Let pj, p P KM such that pj Ñ p. Then
NMppq ě lim sup
jÑ8
NMppjq.
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(ii) Suppose that uj P C1,µpB1p0q;A2pRmqq is a two-valued functions for which Mj “ graphuj
is area stationary. Let uj,spXq “ t˘puj,1pXq ´ uj,2pXqq{2u where ujpXq “ tuj,1pXq, uj,2pXqu
and assume that uj,s ı t0, 0u. Suppose that }uj}C1,µpB1p0qq Ñ 0 and uj,s{}uj,s}L2pB1p0qq converge
to a nonzero two-valued function ϕ P C1,µpB1p0q;A2pRmqq that is locally harmonic on B1p0qzBϕ.
Let Yj P B1p0q with pYj , ujpYjqq P KMj (slightly abusing notation so that ujpYjq denotes both the
unordered pair tuj,1pYjq, uj,2pYjqu and common value uj,1pYjq “ uj,2pYjq) and Y P B1p0qXKϕ such
that Yj Ñ Y . Then
NϕpY q ě lim sup
jÑ8
NMjpYj , ujpYjqq.
Proof. To prove (i), recall that M is the graph of u˜p over the tangent plane to M at p and let Yj
be the projection of pj onto the tangent plane of M at p. Using the monotonicity of Nu˜pj ,s,0, we
compute that
NMppq “ lim
ρÓ0
Nu˜p,s,0pρq “ lim
ρÓ0
lim
jÑ8
Nu˜p,s,Yj pρq
ě lim
ρÓ0
lim
jÑ8
¨˝
1´ Cpn,mq sup
B2|Yj |p0q
|Du˜p|‚˛Nu˜pj,s,0pρq ě lim sup
jÑ8
NMppjq.
To prove (ii), write M as the graph of u˜j over the tangent plane to Mj at pj and let u˜j,spXq “
t˘puj,1pXq ´ uj,2pXqq{2u where u˜jpXq “ tuj,1pXq, uj,2pXqu. Using the monotonicity of Nu˜j,s,0, we
compute that
NϕpY q “ lim
ρÓ0
Nϕ,Y pρq “ lim
ρÓ0
lim
jÑ8
Nuj,s{}uj,s}L2pB1p0qq,Yjpρq “ limρÓ0 limjÑ8Nuj,s,Yjpρq
ě lim
ρÓ0
lim
jÑ8
˜
1´ Cpn,mq sup
B1p0q
|Duj |
¸
Nu˜j,s,0pρq ě lim sup
jÑ8
NMppjq.
Given u P C1,µpB1p0q;A2pRmqq with us ı t0, 0u whose M “ graphu is area-stationary as a
varifold and p P KM, we define a blow-up ϕ P C1,µpTpM;A2pTpMKqq ofM at p to be any limit of
the form
ϕ “ lim
jÑ8
u˜ppρjXq
ρ
´n{2
j }u˜p}L2pBρpY qq
,
where TpM denotes the tangent plane to M at p, ρj Ñ 0`, and the limit is taken in W 1,2 on
compact subsets of Rn. By [KruWic-2], for each M and p at least one blow-up ϕ exists; however,
the blow-up ϕ might not be unique independent of the particular sequence ρj. Every blow-up ϕ of
M at p is a nonzero, homogeneous degree NMppq two-valued function that is locally harmonic on
TpMzBϕ. For j “ 1, 2, . . . , n´ 2, let KpjqM denote the set of all p P KM such that dimSpϕq ď j for
every blow-up ϕ of M at p. Then
KM “ Kpn´2qM Ě Kpn´3qM Ě ¨ ¨ ¨ Ě Kp1qM Ě Kp0qM
and the Hausdorff dimension of K
pjq
M
is at most j by [KruWic-2]. KMzKpn´3qM consists of the set
of all p P KM such that at least one blow-up ϕ of M at p has dimSpϕq “ n ´ 2 and thus after
rotating so that M is tangent to Rn ˆ t0u at p and Spϕq “ t0u ˆ Rn´2 Ă Rn, ϕ has the form
ϕpXq “ t˘Repcpx1 ` ix2qk{2qu for some c P Cm and integer k ě 3 and consequently NupY q “ k{2.
Arguing much like we did to prove Lemma 2.2, we obtain that singMzKpn´3q
M
is dense in singM.
The proof of Theorem 1.9 is similar to the proof of Theorem 1.3 and is included for completion.
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Proof of Theorem 1.9. First we claim that dimSpϕq “ n´2 for every blow-up ϕ ofM at p0. Since
Nϕp0q “ NMpp0q is not an integer, 0 P Bϕ. In particular Bϕ ‰ H, so Bϕ has Hausdorff dimension
n ´ 2. Write ϕ “ limjÑ8 u˜p0,spρjXq{ρ´n{2j }u˜p0,s}L2pBρj p0qq with convergence in locally in C1 for
ρj Ó 0 and let Z P Bϕ. Clearly NϕpZq ď Nup0q. Then for every δ ą 0, BδpZq X Bu˜p0,spρjXq ‰ H
for j sufficiently large since then otherwise u˜p0,spρjXq decomposes into two harmonic single-valued
functions on BδpZq and then by the Schauder estimates applied to u˜p0,spρjXq{ρ´n{2j }u˜p0,s}L2pBρj p0qq,
which solves a homogeneous elliptic differential equation in divergence form due to u˜p0 solving the
minimal surface system (see Section 5 of [SimWic11]), ϕ decomposes into two harmonic single-
valued functions on Bδ{2pZq, contradicting Z P Bϕ. Therefore there exists Zj P Bu˜p0,spρjXq such
that Zj Ñ Z. By (1.2) and Lemma 2.3(ii), NϕpZq ě NMpp0q. Therefore NϕpZq “ Nupp0q for all
Z P Bϕ. Consequently Spϕq “ Bϕ and dimSpϕq “ n´ 2.
Let ϕp0q be any blow-up of M at p0. Rotate so that M is tangent to Rn ˆ t0u at p0 and
Bϕp0q “ t0u ˆ Rn´2 Ă Rn. Using the Schauder estimates, we can show that for every δ ą 0 there
is a ε0 “ ε0pn,m,ϕp0q, δq ą 0 such that if v P C1,1{2pB1p0q;A2pRmqq with vs ı t0, 0u and graph v
area-stationary such that
}v}C1,1{4pB1p0qq ď ε0,
ż
B1p0q
G
˜
vpXq
}v}L2pB1p0qq
, ϕp0qpXq
¸2
dX ă ε0,
then for every y0 P Bn´21{2 p0q there is a Z P Bv XBδp0, y0q.
The conclusion of Theorem 1.9 now follows from the arguments of [KruWic-2] like in the proof
of Theorem 1.3 for case (a) above, noting that by the discussion in the previous paragraph and
(1.4) we can rule out small gaps.
The proof of Theorem 1.6 is nearly identical to the proof of Theorem 1.2 with obvious changes,
in particular replacing Lemma 2.1 and Theorems 1.3, 1.4, and 1.5 with Lemma 2.3(i) and Theorems
1.9, 1.10, and 1.11 respectively. Corollary 1.7 is a direct consequence of [Wic08] [Wic] and Theorem
1.2.
Now Sections 3-6 will be devoted to the proofs of Theorems 1.4 and 1.10 and Sections 7-10 will
be devoted to the proofs of Theorems 1.5 and 1.11.
3 Apriori estimates - Part I: Statement of estimates and blow-ups
In the next two sections, we will state and prove the main a priori estimates needed to prove
Theorem 1.4. These estimates are extensions of the estimates of Wickramasekera and the author
in Section 6 of [KruWic], which itself is based on the earlier work of Simon in [Sim93]. Recall that
unlike in [Sim93] and [KruWic] here we consider a situation where there may be small gaps and the
homogeneous degree α, harmonic two-valued functions can have spines of different dimensions. The
small gaps are handled by the fact that in any open ball where frequency ă α by assumption there
are no singular points and thus we may apply the Schauder estimates. The main challenge with
the spines having different dimensions is that in our setting that a given homogeneous degree α,
harmonic two-valued function may be close to another homogeneous degree α, harmonic two-valued
function with a spine of larger dimension. To handle this issue, we introduce and use the concept
of an optimal sequence with increasing spines and, motivated by the work of Wickramasekera
of [Wic04] and [Wic14], we assume Hypothesis 3.2(ii) and prove an estimate Corollary 3.8 for the
distance of singular points to spines of homogeneous degree α, harmonic two-valued functions.
Definition 3.1. Fix an integer α ě 1.
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Let Fα denote the set of all Dirichlet energy minimizing two-valued functions u PW 1,2pB1p0q;A2pRmqq
such that NupY q ě α for all Y P Bu.
Let Φα denote the set of all nonzero two-valued functions ϕ : R
n Ñ A2pRmq such that
ϕpXq “ t˘ϕ1pXqu for all X P Rn and some nonzero, homogeneous degree α, harmonic single-
valued polynomial ϕ1.
Hypothesis 3.2. Let ε, β ą 0. Let ϕp0q P Φα be Dirichlet energy minimizing and write ϕp0qpXq “
t˘ϕp0q1 pXqu for all X P Rn and some harmonic single-valued function ϕp0q1 : Rn Ñ Rm. Let ϕ P Φα,
and u P Fα such that
(i)
ş
B1p0q Gpϕ,ϕp0qq2 ă ε and
ş
B1p0q Gpu, ϕp0qq2 ă ε and
(ii) either dimSpϕq “ dimSpϕp0qq orż
B1p0q
Gpu, ϕq2 ď β inf
ϕ1PΦα, SpϕqĂSpϕ1q
ż
B1p0q
Gpu, ϕ1q2,
where for two sets A and B we let A Ă B denote that A is a proper subset of B.
Definition 3.3. Given ϕ P Φα, there exists a finite sequence tϕjuj“0,1,2,...,N Ă Φα, called optimal
sequence with increasing spines, such that ϕ0 “ ϕ, ϕj satisfies Spϕj´1q Ă Spϕjq andż
B1p0q
Gpϕ,ϕjq2 ď 3
2
inf
ϕ1PΦα, Spϕj´1qĂSpϕ1q
ż
B1p0q
Gpϕ,ϕ1q2
for j “ 1, 2, . . . , N , and dimSpϕN q “ dimSpϕp0qq.
The statement of the a priori estimates are as follows. For each l P t1, 2, . . . , nu, ζ P Rn´l,
κ P r0, 1s, and ρ ą 0, let
Alρ,κpζq “ tpx, yq P Rl ˆ Rn´l : p|x| ´ ρq2 ` |y ´ ζ|2 ă κ2ρ2{4u
if l ă n and Anρ,κ “ tx P Rn : p1´ κ{2qρ ă |x| ă p1` κ{2qρu.
Lemma 3.4. Suppose ϕp0q P Φα is a Dirichlet energy minimizing two-valued function with dimSpϕp0qq “
n´l0 for some integer l0 P t2, 3, . . . , nu. Let l P tl0, l0`1, . . . , nu. For every γ, ν P p0, 1q there exists
ε0, β0 ą 0 depending on n, l, m, ϕp0q, γ, and ν such that the following holds true. Let ϕ P Φα and
after an orthogonal change of coordinates suppose that Spϕq “ t0u ˆRn´l. (Note that we need not
assume that Spϕq Ď Spϕp0qq.) Let u P W 1,2pAl1,γp0q;A2pRmqq be a nonzero, symmetric, Dirichlet
energy minimizing two-valued function. Suppose thatż
Al
1,γp0q
Gpϕ,ϕp0qq2 ă ε0,
ż
Al
1,γ p0q
Gpu, ϕp0qq2 ă ε0,
and either l “ l0 or ż
Al
1,γp0q
Gpu, ϕq2 ď β0 inf
ϕ1PΦα, SpϕqĂSpϕ1q
ż
Al
1,γp0q
Gpu, ϕ1q2.
Then there is a harmonic single-valued function v : Al
1,γ{2p0q Ñ Rm such that
upXq “ tϕ1pXq ` vpXq,´ϕ1pXq ´ vpXqu
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for all X P Al
1,γ{2p0q, where ϕpXq “ t˘ϕ1pXqu for all X P Rn and some harmonic single-valued
function ϕ1 : R
n Ñ Rm close to ϕp0q1 in L2pB1p0q;Rmq, and
sup
Al
1,γ{2
p0q
p|v| ` |Dv|q ď ν,
ż
Al
1,γ{2
p0q
p|v|2 ` |Dv|2q ď C
ż
Al
1,γp0q
Gpu, ϕq2,
for some C “ Cpn, l,m,ϕp0q, γq P p0,8q.
As an obvious consequence of Lemma 3.4 we obtain:
Corollary 3.5. Suppose ϕp0q P Φα is a Dirichlet energy minimizing two-valued function with
dimSpϕp0qq “ n ´ l0 for some integer l0 P t2, 3, . . . , nu. Let l P tl0, l0 ` 1, . . . , nu. For every
γ, ν, τ P p0, 1q with τ ă 1 ´ γ there exists ε0, β0 ą 0 depending on n, l, m, ϕp0q, γ, ν, and τ such
that if ϕ P Φα and u P Fα such that dimSpϕq “ n ´ l and Hypothesis 3.2 holds true with ε “ ε0
and β “ β0, then there is a harmonic single-valued function v : Bγp0q X tr ą τu Ñ Rm such that
upXq “ tϕ1pXq ` vpXq,´ϕ1pXq ´ vpXqu
for all X P Bγp0q X tr ą τu and
sup
Bγp0qXtrąτu
pr´α|v| ` r1´α|Dv|q ď ν,ż
Bγp0qXtrąτu
p|v|2 ` r2|Dv|2q ď C
ż
B1p0q
Gpu, ϕq2,
where C “ Cpn, l,m,ϕp0q, γq P p0,8q and rpXq “ distpX,Spϕqq.
Lemma 3.6. Suppose ϕp0q P Φα is a Dirichlet energy minimizing two-valued function with dimSpϕp0qq “
n ´ l0 for some integer l0 P t2, 3, . . . , nu. Let l P tl0, l0 ` 1, . . . , nu. For every γ P p0, 1q there ex-
ists ε0, β0 ą 0 depending on n, l, m, ϕp0q, and γ such that if ϕ P Φα and u P Fα such that
dimSpϕq “ n´ l, Hypothesis 3.2 holds true with ε “ ε0 and β “ β0, and Nup0q ě α, thenż
Bγp0q
|∇Spϕqu|2 `
ż
Bγp0q
R2´n
ˆBpu{Rαq
BR
˙2
ď C
ż
B1p0q
Gpu, ϕp0qq2 (3.1)
where ∇Spϕq denotes the tangential derivative along Spϕq, RpXq “ |X|, and C “ Cpn, l,m,ϕp0q, γq P
p0,8q.
Corollary 3.7. Suppose ϕp0q P Φα is a Dirichlet energy minimizing two-valued function with
dimSpϕp0qq “ n ´ l0 for some integer l0 P t2, 3, . . . , nu. Let l P tl0, l0 ` 1, . . . , nu. For every
γ, σ P p0, 1q there exists ε0, β0 ą 0 depending on n, l, m, ϕp0q, γ, and σ such that if ϕ P Φα
and u P Fα such that dimSpϕq “ n ´ l, Hypothesis 3.2 holds true with ε “ ε0 and β “ β0, and
Nup0q ě α, then ż
Bγp0q
Gpu, ϕq2
|X|n`2α´σ ď C
ż
B1p0q
Gpu, ϕq2
for some C “ Cpn, l,m,ϕp0q, γq P p0,8q.
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Corollary 3.8. Suppose ϕp0q P Φα is a Dirichlet energy minimizing two-valued function with
dimSpϕp0qq “ t0u ˆ Rn´l0 for some integer l0 P t2, 3, . . . , nu. Let l P tl0, l0 ` 1, . . . , nu. For
every γ P p0, 1q there exists ε0, β0 ą 0 depending on n, l, m, ϕp0q, and γ such that the following
holds true. Let ϕ P Φα and u P Fα such that Hypothesis 3.2 holds true with ε “ ε0 and β “ β0.
Let tϕjuj“0,1,2,...,N Ă Φα be an optimal sequence with increasing spines such that ϕ0 “ ϕ and
SpϕN q “ t0u ˆ Rn´l0. Let Z P B1{2p0q with NupZq ě α. Then
distpZ,Spϕjqq2 ď
C
ş
B1p0q Gpu, ϕq2ş
B1p0q Gpϕ,ϕj`1q2
for j “ 0, 1, 2, . . . , N ´ 1,
distpZ,Spϕp0qqq2 ď C
ż
B1p0q
Gpu, ϕq2,
for some C “ Cpn, l,m,ϕp0q, γq P p0,8q.
Corollary 3.9. Suppose ϕp0q P Φα is a Dirichlet energy minimizing two-valued function with
dimSpϕp0qq “ t0u ˆ Rn´l0 for some integer l0 P t2, 3, . . . , nu. Let l P tl0, l0 ` 1, . . . , nu. For every
γ, τ, σ P p0, 1q there exists ε0, β0 ą 0 depending on n, l, m, ϕp0q, γ, τ , and σ such that the following
holds true. Let ϕ P Φα and u P Fα such that Hypothesis 3.2 holds true with ε “ ε0 and β “ β0 and
dimSpϕq “ n´ l. Let ϕ1 and v be as in Corollary 3.5. Let Z P B1{2p0q with NupZq ě α. Then
(i)
ż
Bγp0q
Gpu, ϕq2
|X ´ Z|n´σ ď C
ż
B1p0q
Gpu, ϕq2,
(ii)
ż
Bγp0qXt|x|ąτu
|vpXq ´Dϕ1pXq ¨ Z|2
|X ´ Z|2α`n´σ ď C
ż
B1p0q
Gpu, ϕq2,
for some C “ Cpn, l,m,ϕp0q, γ, σq P p0,8q.
We will prove Lemma 3.4, Lemma 3.6, Corollary 3.7, Corollary 3.8, and Corollary 3.9 in
Section 4 via an induction argument on l. Before doing so, we consider an important consequence
of these results, the existence of blow-ups relative to elements of Φα. First we need the following
lemma:
Lemma 3.10. Let γ P p0, 1q, d ě 0 be an integer, and ψ : B1p0q Ñ Rm be a nonzero single-valued
polynomial of degree at most d. There exists ε “ εpn,m, γ, ψq ą 0 such that if u, v P CdpB1p0q;Rmq
are single-valued functions such that
}u´ ψ}CdpB1p0qq ` }v ´ ψ}CdpB1p0qq ă ε, (3.2)
then ż
Bγp0q
|u´ v|2 ď C
ż
B1p0q
Gpt˘uu, t˘vuq2, (3.3)
for some constant C “ Cpn,m, γ, ψq P p0,8q.
Proof. We shall proceed by induction on the degree d of the function ψ. The case d “ 0 is obvious.
Assume the induction hypothesis that for some integer d ě 1, Lemma 3.10 holds true in the case
that ψ is a polynomial of degree at most d´1. We want to show that Lemma 3.10 holds true in the
case that ψ is a polynomial of degree d. By locally approximating ψ by homogeneous polynomials,
it suffices to prove Lemma 3.10 in the special case that ψ is a homogeneous degree d polynomial.
Given a homogeneous degree d polynomial ψ, let
Lpψq “ tX : DkψpXq “ 0 for all k ă du,
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noting that Lpψq is always a linear subspace and ψpY ` Xq “ ψpXq for all X P Rn and Y P
Lpψq. We claim that it suffices to prove Lemma 3.10 in the special case that ψ is a homogeneous
degree d polynomial with Lpψq “ t0u. Having shown that, if ψ : B1p0q Ñ Rm is any nonzero
homogeneous degree d polynomial and u, v P CdpB1p0q;Rmq satisfy (3.2), we could rotate so that
Lpψq “ t0u ˆRn´l for some integer l and conclude thatż
Bl
γ
?
1´|y|2
p0q
|upx, yq ´ vpx, yq|2dx ď C
ż
Bl?
1´|y|2
p0q
Gpt˘uu, t˘vuq2 (3.4)
for all y P Bn´lγ p0q and some constant C “ Cpn,m, γ, ψq P p0,8q, provided ε is sufficiently small.
Then using the fact that Bl?
γ2´|y|2p0q Ď B
l
γ
?
1´|y|2p0q and integrating both sides of (3.4) over
y P Bn´lγ p0q, we obtain (3.3).
Suppose that ψ : B1p0q Ñ Rm is a nonzero, homogeneous degree d, harmonic single-valued
function such that Lpψq “ t0u. Suppose that for every integer j ě 1, there exists single-valued
functions uj, vj P CdpB1p0q;Rmq such that uj Ñ ψ and vj Ñ ψ in CdpB1p0q;Rmq butż
B1p0q
Gpt˘uju, t˘vjuq2 ă 1
j
ż
Bγp0q
|uj ´ vj |2. (3.5)
Without loss of generality assume that
}uj ´ ψ}CdpB1p0qq ` }vj ´ ψ}CdpB1p0qq
ď 2 inf
ZPRn
´
}ujpXq ´ ψpX ´ Zq}CdpB1p0qq ` }vjpXq ´ ψpX ´ Zq}CdpB1p0qq
¯
. (3.6)
By the induction hypothesis and the homogeneity of ψ, there exists ε0 “ ε0pn,m, γ, ψq ą 0 such
that if u, v P CdpB1p0q;Rmq such that
dÿ
k“0
ρk sup
Bρp0qzBγ3ρp0q
|Dku´Dkψ| `
dÿ
k“0
ρk sup
Bρp0qzBγ3ρp0q
|Dkv ´Dkψ| ă ε0ρd,
then ż
Bγρp0qzBγ2ρp0q
|u´ v|2 ď C
ż
B1p0qzBγ3ρp0q
Gpt˘uu, t˘vuq2 (3.7)
for some constant C “ Cpn,m, γ, ψq P p0,8q. Thus if Dku˜jp0q “ Dkv˜jp0q “ 0 for k ă d, then
|DkujpXq ´DkψpXq| ď Cpn, d, kq sup
B1p0q
|Dduj ´Ddψ||X|d´k ,
|DkvjpXq ´DkψpXq| ď Cpn, d, kq sup
B1p0q
|Ddvj ´Ddψ||X|d´k ,
for k “ 0, 1, 2, . . . , d and X P B1p0q, so by (3.7) and the obvious covering argument, (3.3) holds true
with u “ uj and v “ vj , contradicting (3.5). Thus we may rescale letting u˜jpXq “ λ´dj ujpλjXq
and v˜jpXq “ λ´dj vjpλjXq where λj ą 0 is chosen such that
d´1ÿ
k“1
p|Dku˜jp0q|2 ` |Dkv˜jp0q|2q “ 1. (3.8)
Since uj Ñ ψ and vj Ñ ψ in CdpB1p0q;Rmq, λj Ñ 0 and
lim
jÑ8
sup
B1{λj p0q
|Ddu˜j ´Ddψ| “ lim
jÑ8
sup
B1p0q
|Dduj ´Ddψ| “ 0,
lim
jÑ8
sup
B1{λj p0q
|Ddv˜j ´Ddψ| “ lim
jÑ8
sup
B1p0q
|Ddvj ´Ddψ| “ 0. (3.9)
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By (3.5), ż
B1{λj p0q
Gpt˘u˜ju, t˘v˜juq2 ă 1
j
ż
Bγ{λj p0q
|u˜j ´ v˜j|2. (3.10)
By (3.8) and (3.9),
|Dku˜jpXq ´DkψpXq| ď Cpn, d, kqp|X|d´k´1 ` sup
B1p0q
|Dduj ´Ddψ||X|d´kq,
|Dkv˜jpXq ´DkψpXq| ď Cpn, d, kqp|X|d´k´1 ` sup
B1p0q
|Ddvj ´Ddψ||X|d´kq,
for k “ 0, 1, 2, . . . , d and X P B1{λj p0qzB1p0q, so by (3.7) and the obvious covering argument there
exists R ą 0 depending on ψ such thatż
Bγ{λj p0qzBRp0q
|u˜j ´ v˜j|2 ď C
ż
B1{λj p0qzBγRp0q
Gpt˘u˜ju, t˘v˜juq2 (3.11)
for large j and some constant C “ Cpn,m, γ, ψq P p0,8q. By (3.8) and (3.9), u˜j ´ ψ Ñ f and
v˜j ´ ψ Ñ g in Cd on compact subsets of Rn for some nonzero polynomials f and g of degree at
most d´ 1. By (3.10) and (3.11),ż
Bγ{λj p0qzBRp0q
|u˜j ´ v˜j|2 ď 2C
j
ż
BRp0q
|u˜j ´ v˜j |2
for large j and so by letting j Ñ 8, f “ g on RnzBRp0q. Since f and g are polynomials, f “ g
on Rn. Observe that we cannot have DkfpZq ` DkψpZq “ 0 for all k “ 1, 2, . . . , d ´ 1 for some
Z P BRp0q since otherwise fpXq ` ψpXq “ ψpX ´ Zq for all X P Rn and thus
}ujpXq ´ ψpX ´ λjZq}CdpB1p0qq ` }vjpXq ´ ψpX ´ λjZq}CdpB1p0qq
ă 1
2
}ujpXq ´ ψpX ´ Zq}CdpB1p0qq ` }vjpXq ´ ψpX ´ Zq}CdpB1p0qq
for j sufficiently large, contradicting (3.6). By locally approximating f ` ψ by Taylor polynomials
of degree less than d near points in BRp0q and applying the induction hypothesis,ż
BRp0q
|u˜j ´ v˜j|2 ď C
ż
B2Rp0q
Gpt˘u˜ju, t˘v˜juq2 (3.12)
for large j and some constant C “ Cpn,m, f, ψq P p0,8q. But (3.11) and (3.12) contradict (3.5)
for large j.
Blow-ups. Suppose εj , βj Ñ 0` and ϕp0q, ϕj P Φα and uj P Fα such that Hypothesis 3.2 holds
true with ε “ εj , β “ βj , ϕ “ ϕj , and u “ uj . After passing to a subsequence, we may assume
that l “ n´dimSpϕjq is independent of j. Assume that Corollary 3.5 and Corollary 3.9(i) all hold
true for this particular value of l. Let τj Ñ 0` slowly enough that Corollary 3.5 holds true with
p1` γq{2 in place of γ, τ “ τj, σ “ 1{2, ϕ “ ϕj , and u “ uj .
By the sequential compactness of the space of closed subsets of a compact space equipped
with the Hausdorff metric, after passing to a subsequence Buj converges to some closed subset
D Ď t0u ˆ Bn´l1 p0q in Hausdorff distance on compact subsets of B1p0q. By Corollary 3.5 and the
Schauder estimates, we get vj P C2pUj;Rmq, where Uj “ tX P Bp1`γq{2p0q : distpX,Dq ą τju, such
that
ujpXq “ t˘pϕj, 1pXq ` vjpXqqu
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for all X P Uj , where ϕjpXq “ t˘ϕj,1pXqu for all X P Rn and a unique harmonic single-valued
function ϕj,1 : R
n Ñ Rm that is close to ϕp0q1 in L2pB1p0q;Rmq. Define
wj “ vj{Ej for Ej “
˜ż
B1p0q
Gpuj , ϕjq2
¸1{2
.
By elliptic estimates and Lemma 3.10,
}wj}C3pKq ď C,
for large j and some constant C “ Cpn,m,K,ϕp0qq P p0,8q for every compact subsetK of B1p0qzD,
so after passing to a subsequence wj converge to some w in C
2pK;Rmq for every compact subset K
of B1p0qzD. We call any such w a blow-up of uj relative to ϕj over Bγp0q. We claim that wj Ñ w
in L2pBγp0q;Rmq.
Given δ P p0, p1 ´ γq{2q, for every p0, y0q P Bγp0q X D and for j sufficiently large there exists
Zj P Buj XBδp0, y0q and thus by Corollary 3.9(i) thenż
Bp1`γq{2p0q
Gpuj , ϕp0qq2
|X ´ Zj|n´1{2
ď C
ż
B1p0q
Gpuj , ϕp0qq2 (3.13)
for some C “ Cpn, l,m,ϕp0q, γq P p0,8q. By (3.13),ż
B2δp0,y0q
Gpuj , ϕjq2 ď Cδn´1{2
ż
B1p0q
Gpuj , ϕjq2. (3.14)
By covering tX P Bγp0q : distpX,Dq ď δu by N balls B2δp0, zkq for zk P Bρ{2p0q X D and N ď
Cpn, l, γqδl´n and summing (3.14) with y0 “ zk over k “ 1, 2, . . . , N ,ż
tXPBγ p0q:distpX,Dqďδu
Gpuj , ϕjq2 ď Cδl´1{2
ż
B1p0q
Gpuj , ϕjq2
for j sufficiently large and for some C “ Cpn, l,m,ϕp0q, γq P p0,8q. Consequently wj Ñ w in
L2pBγp0q;Rmq with
lim
jÑ8
E´2j
ż
Bγ p0q
Gpuj , ϕjq2 “
ż
Bγp0q
|w|2.
4 Apriori estimates - Part II: Proof of estimates
Fix a Dirichlet energy minimizing two-valued function ϕp0q P Φα and let l0 “ n´ dimSpϕp0qq. The
proof of the results Lemma 3.4, Lemma 3.6, Corollary 3.7, Corollary 3.8, and Corollary 3.9 will
proceed by induction, assuming for some λ P tl0, l0 ` 1, . . . , nu that:
Hypothesis 4.1. Either λ “ l0 or λ ą l0 and Lemma 3.4, Lemma 3.6, Corollary 3.7, Corollary
3.8, and Corollary 3.9 all hold true whenever l0 ď l ă λ.
Proof of Lemma 3.4 for l “ λ. We claim that whenever ε0 and β0 are sufficiently small and the
hypotheses of Lemma 3.4 hold true with l “ λ, BuXAλ1,3γ{4p0q “ H. Then by the Schauder estimates
and the structure of ϕp0q when λ “ 2 and Aλ
1,5γ{8p0q being simply connected when λ ě 3, there
exists a harmonic single-valued function v : Aλ
1,5γ{8p0q Ñ Rm such that upXq “ t˘pϕ1pXq`vpXqqu
for all X P Aλ
1,5γ{8p0q and the estimates on v in Aλ1,γ{2p0q follow from the Schauder estimates and
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Lemma 3.10. Since the claim is obviously true when λ “ l0, we shall assume that λ ą l0. By
rotating Rn slightly, it suffices to prove the claim under the assumption that Spϕp0qq “ t0uˆRn´l0
and Spϕq “ t0u ˆ Rn´λ.
Suppose there exist εj , βj Ó 0, ϕj , and uj such that the hypotheses of Lemma 3.4 hold true
with εj , βj , ϕ
p0q, ϕj , and uj in place of ε0, β0, ϕp0q, ϕ, and u, Spϕp0qq “ t0u ˆ Rn´l0 , and
Spϕjq “ t0u ˆ Rn´λ but there exists Zj P Buj XAλ1,3γ{4p0q.
Let tϕj,kuk“0,1,2,...,Nj Ă Φα be an optimal sequence with increasing spines over Aλ1,1p0q instead
of B1p0q with ϕj,0 “ ϕj . After passing to a subsequence and making an orthogonal change of
coordinates fixing t0u ˆ Rn´λ and t0u ˆ Rn´l0 , assume that Nj and dimSpϕj,kq are independent
of j and that Spϕj,kq converge to t0u ˆRn´pk for some integers λ “ p0 ą p1 ą p2 ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą pN “ l0.
Then after small rotations of uj, ϕj , and ϕj,k, we may assume that Spϕj,kq “ t0u ˆ Rn´pk . After
passing to a subsequence, we can find K P t1, 2, . . . , Nu such that
lim inf
jÑ8
ş
Aλ
1,1p0q Gpϕj , ϕj,kq
2ş
Aλ
1,1p0q Gpϕj , ϕj,k`1q
2
ą 0 for k “ 1, 2, . . . , N ´ 1
and either K “ N or
lim
jÑ8
ş
Aλ
1,1p0q Gpϕj , ϕj,Kq
2ş
Aλ
1,1p0q Gpϕj , ϕj,K`1q
2
“ 0. (4.1)
Note that by the definition of an optimal sequence with increasing spines, for large j,ż
Aλ
1,1p0q
Gpϕj,k, ϕj,k`1q2 ď 2
ż
Aλ
1,1p0q
Gpϕj,K , ϕj,kq2 ` 2
ż
Aλ
1,1p0q
Gpϕj,K , ϕj,k`1q2
ď 6
ż
Aλ
1,1p0q
Gpϕj,K , ϕj,k`1q2. (4.2)
By Corollary 3.8, we can find, in order, rotations Γj,N ,Γj,N´1, . . . ,Γj,K of Rn such that Γj,k is
the identity map on t0u ˆ Rn´λ for all k, Γj,k is the identity map on Rpk`1 ˆ t0u for k ă N , and
sup
Rn
|Γj,k ´ I| ď C
ş
Aλ
1,1p0q Gpuj , ϕj,Kq
2ş
Aλ
1,1p0q Gpϕj,K , ϕj,k`1q
2
for k ă N,
sup
Rn
|Γj,N ´ I| ď C
ż
Aλ
1,1p0q
Gpuj , ϕj,Kq2, (4.3)
for some C “ Cpn, λ,m,ϕp0qq P p0,8q and
pΓj,k ˝ Γj,k`1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ Γj,NqpZjq P t0u ˆ Rn´pk (4.4)
for all k. Let Γj “ Γj,K ˝ Γj,K`1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ Γj,N . By Hypothesis 4.1, (4.1), and (4.3), there exists
ηj Ñ 0` such thatż
Aλ
1,1p0q
Gpuj ˝ Γ´1j , ϕp0qq2 ď 2
ż
Aλ
1,1p0q
Gpuj , ϕp0qq2 `C sup
Rn
|Γj ´ I|2 ď 2εj ` ηj ,
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which converges to zero as j Ñ8, andż
Aλ
1,1p0q
Gpuj ˝ Γ´1j , ϕj,Kq2 ď C
ż
Aλ
1,1p0q
Gpuj , ϕj,Kq2
` C
N´1ÿ
k“K
ż
Aλ
1,1p0q
|Dϕj,K,1 ´Dϕj,k`1,1|2 sup
t0uˆRpk´pk`1ˆt0u
|Γj ´ I|2
` C
ż
Aλ
1,1p0q
|Dϕj,K,1|2 sup
Rl0ˆt0u
|Γj ´ I|2
ď C
ż
Aλ
1,1p0q
Gpuj , ϕj,Kq2 (4.5)
and so ż
Aλ
1,1p0q
Gpuj ˝ Γ´1j , ϕj,Kq2 ď ηj
ż
Aλ
1,1p0q
Gpϕj,K , ϕj,K`1q2,
where ϕj,kpXq “ t˘ϕj,k,1pXqu for all X P Rn and some harmonic single-valued function ϕj,k,1 that
is close to ϕ
p0q
1 in L
2pB1p0q;Rmq and C “ Cpn, λ,m,ϕp0qq P p0,8q. Hence Hypothesis 4.1 holds
true with ε “ 2εj ` ηj , β “ ηj, u “ uj ˝ Γ´1j , and ϕ “ ϕj,K .
Now, after passing to a subsequence, uj˝Γ´1j blows up to some w relative to ϕj,K over Aλ1,7γ{8p0q
(in place of the ball B1p0q). By Hypothesis 3.2(ii), w is also the blow-up of ϕj ˝ Γ´1j relative
to ϕj,K , so in particular w is a nonzero, homogeneous degree α, harmonic polynomial. Write
ϕj,kpXq “ t˘ϕj,k,1pXqu for X P Rn for a harmonic single-valued function ϕj,k,1 that is close
to ϕ
p0q
1 in L
2pB1p0q;Rmq and let rϕjpXq “ t˘pϕj,K,1pXq ` EjwpXqqu for X P Rn, where Ej “´ş
Aλ
1,γp0q Gpuj , ϕj,Kq
2
¯1{2
. Obviously t0u ˆRn´λ Ď Sprϕjq Ď t0u ˆ Rn´pK for large j.
Write Zj “ p0, ζjq for ζj P Rn´pK . After passing to a subsequence, ζj Ñ ζ in Rn´pK and
distpp0, ζq, t0u ˆ Rn´λq ě 1 ´ 3γ{4. By Corollary 3.9(ii) applied on a ball whose center lies on
Spϕj,Kq, ż
Bγ{16pZjqXt|x|ąτju
|vjpXq|2
|X ´ Zj|2α`n´1{2
ď C
ż
B1p0q
Gpuj , ϕj,Kq2 (4.6)
for some C “ Cpn, λ,m,ϕp0q, γq P p0,8q, where τj Ñ 0` slowly enough that Corollaries 3.5 and
3.9 hold with p1 ` γq{2 in place of γ, τ “ τj, σ “ 1{2, ϕ “ ϕj,K , and u “ uj ˝ Γ´1j and v “ vj in
Corollary 3.5. By dividing (4.6) by E2j and using (4.1) and (4.4),ż
Bγ{32p0,ζq
|wpXq|2
|X ´ Z|2α`n´1{2 ď C
for some C “ Cpn, λ,m,ϕp0qq P p0,8q, which implies that w vanishes at order α at p0, ζq. Hence
Spϕjq “ t0u ˆ Rn´λ Ă Sprϕjq.
Since w is the blow-up of both ϕj ˝ Γ´1j and rϕj relative to ϕj,K over Aλ1,7γ{8p0q,
lim
jÑ8
ş
Aλ
1,1p0q Gpϕj ˝ Γ
´1
j , rϕjq2ş
Aλ
1,1p0q Gpuj ˝ Γ
´1
j , ϕj,Kq2
“ 0
and thus by Hypothesis 4.1(ii) and (4.5),
lim
jÑ8
ş
Aλ
1,1p0q Gpuj , rϕj ˝ Γjq2ş
Aλ
1,1p0q Gpuj , ϕj,Kq
2
“ 0,
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contradicting the definitions of tϕj,kuk“0,1,...,N and of K as the smallest value satisfying (4.1).
Lemma 4.2. Suppose ϕp0q P Φα is a Dirichlet energy minimizing two-valued function with Spϕp0qq “
t0u ˆ Rn´l0 for some integer l0 P t2, 3, . . . , nu. Let λ and l be integers such that Hypothesis 4.1
holds true and l0 ď λ ď l ď n. Given ε1, β1 ą 0, and ρ P p0, 1{2s, there exists ε2, β2 ą 0 depending
on n, λ, m, ϕp0q, ε1, β1, and ρ such that if ϕ P Φα, u P Fα, Z P B1{2p0q such that Hypothesis 3.2
holds true with ε “ ε2 and β “ β2, Spϕq “ t0u ˆ Rn´l, and NupZq ě α, then Hypothesis 3.2 holds
true with rupXq “ ρ´αupZ ` ρXq in place of u and ε “ ε1 and β “ β1.
Proof. By Hypothesis 4.1(i), given δ ą 0 if ε2 and β2 are sufficiently small then
distpZ,Spϕp0qqq ď δ,
so by Hypothesis 4.1(i),ż
B1p0q
Gpru, ϕp0qq2 “ ρ´n´2α ż
BρpZq
GpupXq, ϕp0qpX ´ Zqq2dX
ď 2ρ´n´2α
ż
B1p0q
Gpu, ϕp0qq2 ` C distpZ,Spϕp0qqq2
ď 2ρ´n´2αε2 ` Cδ2
for C “ Cpn, λ,m,ϕp0q, ρq P p0,8q. Therefore Hypothesis 4.1(i) holds true with ε “ 2ρ´n´2αε2`Cδ
and u “ ru.
Suppose that l ą λ. Let tϕkuk“0,1,2,...,N be an optimal sequence with increasing spines and
ϕ0 “ ϕ. Write ϕkpXq “ t˘ϕk,1pXqu for all X P Rn and some harmonic single-valued function
ϕk,1 that is close to ϕ
p0q
1 in L
2pB1p0q;Rmq. After a small rotation of Rn fixing t0u ˆRn´l, assume
that SpϕN q “ Spϕp0qq. Assume that Spϕkq “ t0u ˆ Rn´pk for k “ 0, 1, 2, . . . , N for some integers
λ “ p0 ą p1 ą p2 ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą pN “ l. Write Z “ pξ0, ξ1, ξ2, . . . , ξN , ζq P Rl0ˆRpN´1´pNˆRpN´2´pN´1ˆ
¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Rp0´p1 ˆ Rn´l. By Hypothesis 4.1 and Corollary 3.8,ż
B1p0q
Gpru, ϕq2 “ ρ´n´2α ż
BρpZq
GpupXq, ϕpX ´ Zqq2dX
ď C
ż
B1p0q
Gpu, ϕq2 ` C
ż
B1p0q
ż 1
0
|Dϕ0,1pX ` tZq|2|ξ0|2dtdX
` C
Nÿ
k“1
ż
B1p0q
ż 1
0
|pDϕ0,1 ´Dϕk,1qpX ` tZq|2|ξN´k`1|2
ď C
ż
B1p0q
Gpu, ϕq2 ` C
ż
B1p0q
|ϕ|2|ξ0|2 ` C
Nÿ
k“1
ż
B1p0q
Gpϕ,ϕkq2|ξN´k`1|2
ď C
ż
B1p0q
Gpu, ϕq2 (4.7)
for C “ Cpn, λ,m,ϕp0q, ρq P p0,8q provided ε2 and β2 are sufficiently small and thusż
B1p0q
Gpru, ϕq2 ď Cβ2 inf
ϕ1PΦα, SpϕqĂSpϕ1q
ż
B1p0q
Gpϕ,ϕ1q2.
Therefore Hypothesis 4.1(ii) holds true with β “ 4Cβ2 and u “ ru provided Cβ2 ă 1{4.
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Suppose that l “ λ ą l0. Let tϕkuk“0,1,2,...,N be an optimal sequence with increasing spines
and ϕ0 “ ϕ. We want to show that given η ą 0, if ε2 and β2 are sufficiently small, then
distpZ,Spϕp0qqq ď η, (4.8)
and
distpZ,Spϕkqq2 ď
η infϕ1PΦα, SpϕqĂSpϕ1q
ş
B1p0q Gpϕ,ϕ1q2ş
B1p0q Gpϕ,ϕk`1q2
for k “ 1, 2, . . . , N ´ 1,
distpZ,Spϕp0qqq2 ď η inf
ϕ1PΦα, SpϕqĂSpϕ1q
ż
B1p0q
Gpϕ,ϕ1q2. (4.9)
(4.8) is clearly true by Corollary 3.5. Assuming that (4.9) is also true, by the computation of (4.7)
with (4.8) and (4.9) in place of Corollary 3.8,ż
B1p0q
Gpru, ϕq2 ď Cpβ2 ` ηq inf
ϕ1PΦα, SpϕqĂSpϕ1q
ż
B1p0q
Gpϕ,ϕ1q2
for C “ Cpn, λ,m,ϕp0q, ρq P p0,8q provided ε2 and β2 are sufficiently small. By choosing η such
that Cη ă β1{2 and then choosing ε2 and β2 so that (4.8) and (4.9) hold true and Cβ2 ă β1{2,
Hypothesis 4.1(ii) holds true with β “ β1 and u “ ru.
Suppose there exists η ą 0, εj , βj Ó 0, ϕj P Φα, uj P Fα, Zj P B1{2p0q, and tϕj,kuk“0,1,2,...,N an
optimal sequence with increasing spines with ϕj,0 “ ϕj such that Hypothesis 4.1 holds true with
ε “ εj , β “ βj , ϕ “ ϕj , and u “ uj, dimSpϕjq “ n´ λ, NujpZjq ě α, and (4.9) fails to hold true
with Z “ Zj, ϕ “ ϕj , and ϕk “ ϕj,k. After passing to a subsequence of j, we can find an increasing
sequence tkiui“1,2,...,I ĂP t1, 2, . . . , Nu such that
lim inf
jÑ8
ş
B1p0q Gpϕj , ϕj,kq2ş
B1p0q Gpϕj , ϕj,k`1q2
ą 0 if k R tkiu,
lim
jÑ8
ş
B1p0q Gpϕj , ϕj,kiq2ş
B1p0q Gpϕj , ϕj,ki`1q2
“ 0 for i “ 1, 2, . . . , I ´ 1, (4.10)
and kI “ N . As in the proof of Lemma 3.4, we may assume that Spϕj,kiq “ t0u ˆ Rn´pi for
some integers λ “ p0 ą p1 ą p2 ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą pI “ l0. Write Zj “ pξj,0, ξj,1, ξj,2, . . . , ξj,I , ζjq P
R
l0 ˆ RpI´1´pI ˆ RpI´2´pI´1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Rp0´p1 ˆ Rn´λ. Let w be a blow-up of uj relative to ϕj,k1
over B3{4p0q. By Hypothesis 4.1(ii), w is also a blow-up of ϕj relative to ϕj,k1 and thus w is
homogeneous degree α and wpY ` Xq “ wpXq for all X P B3{4p0q if Y P t0u ˆ Rn´λ. Write
ϕj,kpXq “ t˘ϕj,k,1pXqu for all X P Rn and some harmonic single-valued function ϕj,k,1 that is
close to ϕ
p0q
1 in L
2pB1p0q;Rmq. After passing to a subsequence, the limit
pϕi “ lim
jÑ8
ϕj,k1,1 ´ ϕj,ki`1,1´ş
B1p0q Gpϕj,k1 , ϕj,ki`1q2
¯1{2
exists in L2pB1p0q;Rmq for k “ 1, 2, . . . , I ´ 1. Let pϕI “ ϕp0q. By (4.10),
pϕi “ lim
jÑ8
ϕj,ki,1 ´ ϕj,ki`1,1´ş
B1p0q Gpϕj,k1 , ϕj,ki`1q2
¯1{2
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and consequently pϕi is translation invariant along t0uˆRn´pi . After passing to a subsequence, the
limits
κi “ lim
jÑ8
˜ş
B1p0q Gpϕj,k1 , ϕj,ki`1q2ş
B1p0q Gpuj , ϕj,k1q2
¸1{2
¨ ξj,I´i for k “ 1, 2, . . . , I ´ 1,
κI “ lim
jÑ8
ξj,0´ş
B1p0q Gpuj , ϕj,k1q2
¯1{2 ,
exist and ζj converges to some ζ in t0uˆRn´λ. Since (4.9) fails to hold true with Z “ Zj, ϕ “ ϕj ,
and ϕk “ ϕj,k, one of κi is nonzero. By Corollary 3.9(ii),
ż
B3{4p0qXt|x|ąτju
ˇˇˇ
vj ´
řI´1
i“1 pDϕj,k1,1 ´Dϕj,ki`1,1q ¨ p0, ξj,I´i, 0q ´Dϕj,k1,1 ¨ p0, ξj,0, 0q
ˇˇˇ2
|X ´ Zj|2α`n´1{2
ď C
ż
B1p0q
Gpuj , ϕj,Kq2
for some C “ Cpn, λ,m,ϕp0qq P p0,8q, where τj Ñ 0` slowly enough that Corollaries 3.5 and 3.9
hold with γ “ 3{4, τ “ τj, σ “ 1{2, ϕ “ ϕj,K , and u “ uj ˝ Γ´1j and v “ vj in Corollary 3.5 and
where p0, ξj,I´i, 0q P Rpi`1 ˆ Rpi´pi`1 ˆ Rn´pi. Dividing by
ş
B1p0q Gpuj , ϕj,k1q2 and letting j Ñ8,
ż
B3{4p0q
ˇˇˇ
w ´řIi“1Dpϕi ¨ p0, κi, 0qˇˇˇ2
|X ´ p0, ζq|2α`n´1{2 ď C (4.11)
for some C “ Cpn, λ,m,ϕp0qq P p0,8q, where p0, κi, 0q P Rpi`1 ˆ Rpi´pi`1 ˆ Rn´pi . By integration
by parts and the fact that pϕi is translation invariant along t0u ˆ Rn´pi,ż
B1{8p0,ζq
Dp0,κi,0q pϕi ¨Dp0,κj ,0q pϕj “ ż
B1{8p0,ζq
pϕi ¨Dp0,κi,0qDp0,κj ,0q pϕj “ 0 (4.12)
if 1 ď i ă j ď I, where we rewrite the partial derivatives Dpϕi ¨ p0, κi, 0q as Dp0,κi,0q pϕi and let ¨
denote the inner product on Rm. Since w is homogeneous degree α, (4.12) implies thatż
B1{8p0,ζq
Dp0,κi,0q pϕi ¨Dp0,κj ,0q pϕj
|X ´ p0, ζq|2α`n´1{2 “ 0 (4.13)
if 1 ď i ă j ď I. By (4.13) and w being homogeneous degree α at Z,
Iÿ
i“1
ż
B1{8p0,ζq
|Dpϕi ¨ p0, κi, 0q|2
|X ´ p0, ζq|2α`n´1{2 ď C. (4.14)
But by (4.10), pϕi is not translation invariant in the p0, κi, 0q direction whenever κi ‰ 0 and thus
since pϕi is homogeneous degree α at p0, ζq, (4.14) is impossible.
Proof of Lemma 3.6 for l “ λ. Let ψ : r0,8q Ñ R be a smooth function with ψptq “ 1 for t P r0, γs,
ψptq “ 0 for t ě p1 ` γq{2, and 0 ď ψ1ptq ď 3{p1 ´ γq for t P r0,8q. Arguing as in [KruWic] using
the fact that Nup0q ě α, we obtain (6.6) of [KruWic], i.e.ż
Bγ p0q
R2´n
ˆBpu{Rαq
BR
˙2
ď C
ż
pr2|Du|2ψpRq2 ` 2αR´1|u|2ψpRqψ1pRqq, (4.15)
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where rpXq “ distpX,Spϕqq, RpXq “ |X|, and C “ Cpn,m,ϕp0q, γq P p0,8q.
After an orthogonal change of coordinates suppose that Spϕq “ t0u ˆ Rn´λ. Equip Rn with
cylindrical coordinates prω, yq for r ą 0, ω P Sλ´1, and y P Rn´λ and let ∇Sλ´1 denote the gradient
with respect to ω. Recall (3.3) and (3.4) of [KruWic], i.e.ż
B1p0q
ˆ
1
2
|Du|2δij ´DiuκDjuκ
˙
Diζ
j “ 0, (4.16)ż
B1p0q
p|Du|2ζ ` uκDiuκDiζq “ 0, (4.17)
for ζ1, ζ2, . . . , ζn, ζ P C8c pB1p0qq. Let pζ1, ζ2, . . . , ζnq “ ψpRq2px1, x2, . . . , xλ, 0, . . . , 0q in (4.16) to
obtainż ˆ
λ
2
|Du|2 ´ |Dxu|2
˙
ψpRq2 “ ´2
ż ˆ
1
2
r2|Du|2 ´ r2|Dru|2 ´ rDrupy ¨Dyuq
˙
R´1ψpRqψ1pRq,
(4.18)
where rpXq “ distpX, t0u ˆ Rn´λq. Let ζ “ ψpRq2 in (4.17) to obtainż
|Du|2ψpRq2 “ ´2
ż
pruDru` upy ¨DyuqqR´1ψpRqψ1pRq. (4.19)
By multiplying (4.19) by α and adding it to (4.18), and adding also 2αpα`λ{2´1q şR´1|u|2ψpRqψ1pRq
to both sides, we obtainż
|Dyu|2ψpRq2 ` pα` λ{2´ 1q
ż `|Du|2ψpRq2 ` 2αR´1|u|2ψpRqψ1pRq˘
“ ´2
ż ˆ
1
2
r2|Du|2 ´ αpα` λ{2´ 1qR´1|u|2 ´ rDruprDru´ αuq
˙
R´1ψpRqψ1pRq
` 2
ż
py ¨DyuqprDru´ αuqR´1ψpRqψ1pRq.
By Cauchys inequality,
1
2
ż
|Dyu|2ψpRq2 ` pα` λ{2´ 1q
ż `|Du|2ψpRq2 ` 2αR´1|u|2ψpRqψ1pRq˘
ď ´2
ż ˆ
1
2
r2|Du|2 ´ αpα` λ{2´ 1q|u|2 ´ rDruprDru´ αuq
˙
R´1ψpRqψ1pRq
` 2
ż
|rDru´ αu|2ψ1pRq2. (4.20)
Using the Besicovitch covering theorem, cover B1`n´λγ p0qXp0,8qˆRn´λ by a collection of balls
tBp1´γqρ{2pρ, ζqupρ,ζqPI , where I is an index set consisting of points of B1`n´λγ p0q X p0,8q ˆRn´λ,
such that tBp1´γqρ{2pρ, ζqupρ,ζqPI is the union of N ď Cpn, λq subcollections of mutually disjoint
balls. Observe that thenBγp0qzt0uˆRn´λ is covered by the collection of annuli tAλρ,p1´γq{2pζqupρ,ζqPI
and this collection is the union of N subcollections of mutually disjoint annuli. Let tχpρ,ζqupρ,ζqPI
be a partition of unity subordinate to tAλ
ρ,p1´γq{2pζqupρ,ζqPI such that χpρ,ζqpx, yq depends only on
|x| and y. We want to show that
´ 2
ż ˆ
1
2
r2|Du|2 ´ αpα` λ{2´ 1q|u|2 ´ rDruprDru´ αuq
˙
R´1ψpRqψ1pRqχpρ,ζq
` 2
ż
|rDru´ αu|2ψ1pRq2χpρ,ζq ď C
ż
Aλρ,1´γpζq
Gpu, ϕq2 (4.21)
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for some C “ Cpn, λ,m,ϕp0q, γq P p0,8q. Since given pρ0, ζ0q P I, Aλρ0,p1´γq{2pζ0q XAλρ,p1´γq{2pζq ‰
H for at most N 1 ď Cpn, λq points pρ, ζq P I, by summing (4.21) over pρ, ζq P I and combining
with (4.15) and (4.20), (3.1) holds true. To prove (4.21), fix pρ, ζq P I and let χ “ χpρ,ζq. Letrε, rβ P p0, 1q depend only on n, λ, m, ϕp0q, and γ and will be determined below. We shall consider
three cases:
I. ρ´n´2α
ş
Aλρ,1´γpζq Gpu, ϕq
2 ě p2rβ{3qnrε,
II. ρ´n´2α
ş
Aλρ,1´γpζq Gpu, ϕq
2 ă p2rβ{3qnrε and Aλρ,1´γpζq X Bu “ H, and
III. ρ´n´2α
ş
Aλρ,1´γpζq Gpu, ϕq
2 ă p2rβ{3qnrε and Aλρ,1´γpζq X Bu ‰ H.
In Case I, by theW 1,2 estimates for harmonic two-valued functions (see Section 2 of [KruWic]),ż
Aλ
ρ,p1´γq{2
pζq
p|u|2 ` r2|Du|2q ď C
ż
Aλρ,1´γpζq
|u|2 ď C
ż
Aλρ,1´γpζq
|ϕ|2 `C
ż
Aλρ,1´γpζq
Gpu, ϕq2
ď Cρn`2α ` C
ż
Aλρ,1´γpζq
Gpu, ϕq2 ď C
ż
Aλρ,1´γpζq
Gpu, ϕq2
for C “ Cpn, λ,m,ϕp0q, γq P p0,8q and thus (4.21) follows.
In Case II, by the Schauder estimates and Lemma 3.10, provided rε is sufficiently small, there
exists v : Aλ
ρ,p1´γq{2pζq Ñ Rm such that
upXq “ tϕ1pXq ` vpXq,´ϕ1pXq ´ vpXqu for all Aλρ,p1´γq{2pζq,ż
Aλ
ρ,p1´γq{2
pζq
p|v|2 ` r2|Dv|2q ď C
ż
Aλρ,1´γpζq
Gpu, ϕq2
for C “ Cpn, λ,m,ϕp0q, γq P p0,8q. Hence
´ 2
ż ˆ
1
2
r2|Du|2 ´ αpα ` λ{2´ 1q|u|2 ´ rDruprDru´ αuq
˙
R´1ψpRqψ1pRqχ
` 2
ż
|rDru´ αu|2ψ1pRq2χ ď 1
2
ż `|∇Sλ´1ϕ|2 ´ αpα` λ´ 2q|ϕ|2˘R´1ψpRqψ1pRqχ
`
?
2
ż
p∇Sn´λ´1v∇Sλ´1ϕ´ αpα` λ´ 2qvϕqR´1ψpRqψ1pRqχ`C
ż
Aλρ,1´γpζq
Gpu, ϕq2 (4.22)
for some C “ Cpn, λ,m,ϕp0q, γq P p0,8q. Since ϕ is harmonic and homogeneous degree α and
Spϕq “ t0u ˆ Rn´λ, ∆Sλ´1ϕ` αpα` λ´ 2qϕ “ 0 and thus by integration by partsż
|∇Sλ´1ϕ|2R´1ψpRqψ1pRqχ “ αpα ` λ´ 2q
ż
|ϕ|2R´1ψpRqψ1pRqχ
and ż
∇Sλ´1ϕ ¨∇Sλ´1vR´1ψpRqψ1pRqχ “ αpα` λ´ 2q
ż
ϕvR´1ψpRqψ1pRqχ.
Hence by (4.22), (4.21) holds true.
Finally we will consider Case III. By Lemma 3.4, provided rε and rβ is sufficiently small, there
exists J ě 1 and a sequence ϕ0, ϕ1, ϕ2, . . . , ϕJ such that ϕ0 “ ϕ, Spϕj´1q Ă Spϕjq andż
Aλρ,1´γpζq
Gpu, ϕj´1q2 ą 2
3
rβ ż
Aλρ,1´γpζq
Gpu, ϕjq2 (4.23)
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for all j “ 1, 2, . . . , J , and letting rϕ “ ϕJ either dimSprϕq “ l0 orż
Aλρ,1´γpζq
Gpu, rϕq2 ď rβ Pψ1PΦα, SprϕqĂSpϕ1q ż
Aλρ,1´γpζq
Gpu, ϕ1q2. (4.24)
Observe that by (4.23),ż
Aλρ,1´γpζq
Gpu, rϕq2 ă p2rβ{3q´n ż
Aλρ,1´γpζq
Gpu, ϕjq2 ă rε. (4.25)
After an orthogonal change of coordinates, assume that dimSprϕq “ t0uˆRn´l. Let psω, zq denote
cylindrical coordinates on Rn where s ě 0, ω P Sl´1, and z P Rn´l. Note that by (4.23), (4.25),
Corollary 3.8, provided rε and rβ are sufficiently small,
distpZ,Sprϕqq ď cE for all Z P Bu XAλρ,1´γpζq (4.26)
for some constant c “ cpn, λ,m,ϕp0q, γq P p0,8q, where E “
´
ρ´n´2α
ş
Aλρ,1´γpζq Gpu, rϕq2¯1{2. Sincerϕ is harmonic and homogeneous degree α and t0u ˆ Rn´λ Ă Sprϕq, ∆Sλ´1 rϕ ` αpα ` λ ´ 2qrϕ “ 0
and thus by integration by partsż
|∇Sλ´1 rϕ|2R´1ψpRqψ1pRqχ “ αpα ` λ´ 2q ż |rϕ|2R´1ψpRqψ1pRqχ
and since (4.24) holds true, in order to prove (4.21) it suffices to show that
´ 2
ż ˆ
1
2
r2p|Du|2 ´ |Drϕ|2q ´ αpα` λ{2´ 1qp|u|2 ´ |rϕ|2q ´ rDruprDru´ αuq˙R´1ψpRqψ1pRqχ
` 2
ż
|rDru´ αu|2ψ1pRq2χ ď C
ż
Aλρ,1´γpζq
Gpu, ϕq2 (4.27)
For X P Aλρ,1´γpζq, let dpXq “ maxtdistpX,Buq, p1 ´ γqρ{32u. Observe that we can cover
Aλ
ρ,p1´γq{2pζq byAλρ,p1´γq{2pζqXts ą p1´γqρ{64u, Bmaxt4cE,dp0,ξq{2up0, ξq where p0, ξq P Aλρ,p1´γq{2pζqX
t0u ˆ Rn´l, and Al
σ,1{2pξq where p0, ξq P Aλρ,p1´γq{2pζq X t0u ˆ Rn´l and maxt4cE, dp0, ξq{2u ď σ ď
p1 ´ γqρ{32. Using the Besicovitch covering theorem, cover Aλ
ρ,p1´γq{2pζq by a collection of such
balls and annuli that equals the union of N ď Cpn, λ, lq subcollections of mutually disjoint sets. Let
tηSuSPC be a partition of unity subordinate to C that ηSpXq depends only on s and z. Note that
since two sets in C intersect only if they are roughly the same size, by defining η1S : R
n Ñ r0, 1s by
η1SpXq “ distpX,RnzSq, approximating η2S by an appropriate smooth function η2S via convolution,
and letting
ηS “ η
2
Sř
TPC η
2
S
,
we can assume that |Dη0,S | ď Cρ´1 when S “ Aλρ,p1´γq{2pζqXts ą p1´γqρ{64u and |Dη0,S | ď Cσ´1
whenever S “ Bσpξq P C or S “ Alσ,1{2pξq P C.
Suppose that Bdp0,ξq{2p0, ξq P C and dp0, ξq ě 8cE. If dp0, ξq´n´2α
ş
Bdp0,ξqp0,ξq Gpu, rϕq2 ă rε, then
by the Schauder estimates there exists a harmonic function v : Bdp0,ξq{2p0, ξq Ñ Rm such that
upXq “ trϕ1pXq ` vpXq,´rϕ1pXq ´ vpXqu for all X P Bdp0,ξq{2p0, ξq,ż
Bdp0,ξq{2p0,ξq
p|v|2 ` s2|Dv|2q ď C
ż
Bdp0,ξqp0,ξq
Gpu, rϕq2 (4.28)
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for some C “ Cpn, λ,m,ϕp0q, γq P p0,8q, where rϕpXq “ t˘rϕ1pXqu for all X P Rn and some
harmonic single-valued function rϕ1 : Rn Ñ Rm that is close to ϕp0q1 in L2pB1p0q;Rmq. By Lemma
4.2 and Corollary 3.7,ż
Bdp0,ξqp0,ξq
Gpu, rϕq2 ď C ˆdp0, ξq
ρ
˙n`2α´1{2 ż
Aλρ,1´γpζq
Gpu, rϕq2 (4.29)
for some C “ Cpn, λ,m,ϕp0q, γq P p0,8q. By (4.28), (4.29), and ∆Sλ´1 rϕ` αpα ` λ´ 2qrϕ “ 0,
´ 2
ż ˆ
1
2
r2p|Du|2 ´ |Drϕ|2q ´ αpα ` λ{2´ 1qp|u|2 ´ |rϕ|2q ´ rDruprDru´ αuq˙R´1ψpRqψ1pRqχ
` 2
ż
|rDru´ αu|2ψ1pRq2χη
ď ´2
ż
p∇Sλ´1v ¨∇Sλ´1 rϕ´ αpα ` λ´ 2qv rϕqR´1ψpRqψ1pRqχη ` C ˆdp0, ξqρ
˙n`2α´1{2 ż
Aλρ,1´γpζq
Gpu, rϕq2
ď 2
ż
v∇Sλ´1 rϕ ¨∇Sλ´1ηR´1ψpRqψ1pRqχ` Cρ´n´2α`5{2
˜ż
Bdp0,ξq{2p0,ξq
s2α´5{2
¸˜ż
Aλρ,1´γpζq
Gpu, ϕq2
¸
,
(4.30)
where η “ ηBdp0,ξq{2p0,ξq and C “ Cpn, λ,m,ϕp0q, γq P p0,8q. Similarly, when Alσ,1{2pξq P C with
σ´n´2α
ş
Alσ,1pξq Gpu, rϕq2 ă rε,
´ 2
ż ˆ
1
2
r2p|Du|2 ´ |Drϕ|2q ´ αpα ` λ{2´ 1qp|u|2 ´ |rϕ|2q ´ rDruprDru´ αuq˙R´1ψpRqψ1pRqχ
` 2
ż
|rDru´ αu|2ψ1pRq2χη
ď 2
ż
v∇Sλ´1 rϕ ¨∇Sλ´1ηR´1ψpRqψ1pRqχ` Cρ´n´2α`5{2
˜ż
Al
σ,1{2
pξq
s2α´5{2
¸˜ż
Aλρ,1´γpζq
Gpu, ϕq2
¸
,
(4.31)
where η “ ηAl
σ,1{2
pξq and C “ Cpn, λ,m,ϕp0q, γq P p0,8q. Also,
´ 2
ż ˆ
1
2
r2p|Du|2 ´ |Drϕ|2q ´ αpα` λ{2´ 1qp|u|2 ´ |rϕ|2q ´ rDruprDru´ αuq˙R´1ψpRqψ1pRqχ
` 2
ż
|rDru´ αu|2ψ1pRq2χη ď 2
ż
v∇Sλ´1 rϕ ¨∇Sλ´1ηR´1ψpRqψ1pRqχ` C ż
Aλρ,1´γpζq
Gpu, ϕq2,
(4.32)
where η “ ηAλ
ρ,p1´γq{2
pζqXtsąp1´γqρ{64u and C “ Cpn, λ,m,ϕp0q, γq P p0,8q.
Suppose instead that Bdp0,ξq{2p0, ξq P C with dp0, ξq ě 8cE and dp0, ξq´n´2α
ş
Bdp0,ξqp0,ξq Gpu, rϕq2 ěrε. Then by the W 1,2 estimates for harmonic two-valued functions,ż
Bdp0,ξq{2p0,ξq
p|u|2 ` |rϕ|2 ` s2|Du|2 ` s2|Drϕ|2q ď ż
Bdp0,ξqp0,ξq
p|u|2 ` |rϕ|2q
ď Cdp0, ξqn`2α ` C
ż
Bdp0,ξqp0,ξq
Gpu, rϕq2
ď C
ż
Bdp0,ξqp0,ξq
Gpu, rϕq2
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for C “ Cpn, λ,m,ϕp0q, γq P p0,8q, so by (4.29),
´ 2
ż ˆ
1
2
r2p|Du|2 ´ |Drϕ|2q ´ αpα` λ{2´ 1qp|u|2 ´ |rϕ|2q ´ rDruprDru´ αuq˙R´1ψpRqψ1pRqχ
` 2
ż
|rDru´ αu|2ψ1pRq2χη ď C
ˆ
dp0, ξq
ρ
˙n`2α´2´1{2 ż
Aλρ,1´γpζq
Gpu, ϕq2
ď Cρ´n´2α`5{2
˜ż
Bdp0,ξq{2p0,ξq
s2α´5{2
¸˜ż
Aλρ,1´γpζq
Gpu, ϕq2
¸
, (4.33)
where η “ ηBdp0,ξq{2p0,ξq and C “ Cpn, λ,m,ϕp0q, γq P p0,8q. Similarly, Similarly, when Alσ,1{2pξq P C
with σ´n´2α
ş
Alσ,1pξq Gpu, rϕq2 ě rε, (4.33) holds true with η “ ηAlσ,1{2pξq and şAlσ,1{2pξq s2α´1{2 in place
of
ş
Bdp0,ξq{2p0,ξq s
2α´1{2.
Suppose that Bdp0,ξq{2p0, ξq P C and dp0, ξq ă 8cE. Then by the W 1,2 estimates for harmonic
two-valued functions,ż
B4cEp0,ξq
p|u|2 ` |rϕ|2 ` s2|Du|2 ` s2|Drϕ|2q ď ż
B8cEp0,ξq
p|u|2 ` |rϕ|2q
ď CEn`2α ` C
ż
B8cEp0,ξq
Gpu, rϕq2
for C “ Cpn, λ,m,ϕp0q, γq P p0,8q, so by a computation similar to (4.29) and by the definition of
E, (4.31),
´ 2
ż ˆ
1
2
r2p|Du|2 ´ |Drϕ|2q ´ αpα` λ{2´ 1qp|u|2 ´ |rϕ|2q ´ rDruprDru´ αuq˙R´1ψpRqψ1pRqχ
` 2
ż
|rDru´ αu|2ψ1pRq2χη ď C
ˆ
E
ρ
˙n`2α´5{2 ż
Aλρ,1´γpζq
Gpu, ϕq2
ď Cρ´n´2α`5{2
˜ż
Bdp0,ξq{2p0,ξq
s2α´5{2
¸˜ż
Aλρ,1´γpζq
Gpu, ϕq2
¸
, (4.34)
where η “ ηB4cEp0,ξq and C “ Cpn, λ,m,ϕp0q, γq P p0,8q.
By (4.30) - (4.34),
´ 2
ż ˆ
1
2
r2p|Du|2 ´ |Drϕ|2q ´ αpα` λ{2´ 1qp|u|2 ´ |rϕ|2q ´ rDruprDru´ αuq˙R´1ψpRqψ1pRqχ
` 2
ż
|rDru´ αu|2ψ1pRq2χη ď
ÿ
SPC˚
2
ż
v∇Sλ´1 rϕ ¨∇Sλ´1ηSR´1ψpRqψ1pRqχ
` Cρ´n´2α´5{2
˜ż
Aλρ,1´γpζq
s2α´5{2
¸˜ż
Aλρ,1´γpζq
Gpu, ϕq2
¸
, (4.35)
for some C “ Cpn, λ,m,ϕp0q, γq P p0,8q, where C˚ consists of Aλρ,p1´γq{2pζq X ts ą p1 ´ γqρ{64u,
Bdp0,ξq{2p0, ξq P C with dp0, ξq ě 8cE and dp0, ξq´n´2α
ş
Bdp0,ξqp0,ξq Gpu, rϕq2 ă rε, and Alσ,1{2pξq P C
with σ´n´2α
ş
Alσ,1pξq Gpu, rϕq2 ă rε. By the definition of ηS , the W 1,2 estimates for harmonic two-
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valued functions, and (4.29) and similar computations,ÿ
SPC˚
2
ż
v∇Sλ´1 rϕ ¨∇Sλ´1ηSR´1ψpRqψ1pRqχ
“ ´
ÿ
SPCzC˚
2
ż
v∇Sλ´1 rϕ ¨∇Sλ´1ηSR´1ψpRqψ1pRqχ
ď C
ÿ
SPCzC˚
ż
S
r2
s
p|u| ` |rϕ|q|Drϕ|
ď C
ÿ
SPCzC˚
ρ´n´2α`5{2
ˆż
S
s2α´5{2
˙˜ż
Aλρ,1´γpζq
Gpu, ϕq2
¸
ď Cρ´n´2α´5{2
˜ż
Aλρ,1´γpζq
s2α´5{2
¸˜ż
Aλρ,1´γpζq
Gpu, ϕq2
¸
(4.36)
for C “ Cpn, λ,m,ϕp0q, γq P p0,8q. Moreover,ż
Aλρ,1´γpζq
s2α´5{2 ď Cpn, λ, l, γqρn`2α´5{2. (4.37)
By combining (4.35), (4.36), and (4.37), (4.21).
Proof of Corollary 3.7 for l “ λ. Follows from Lemma 3.6 using the same argument as the proof
of Corollary 6.4 of [KruWic].
Proof of Corollary 3.8 for l “ λ. First we claim that given ρ P p0, 1{2s there exists δ “ δpϕp0qq ą
0, ε “ εpϕp0q, ρq ą 0, and β “ βpϕp0q, ρq ą 0 such that if ϕ P Φα, u P Fα, Z P B1{2p0q,
tϕjuj“0,1,2,...,N Ă Φα is an optimal sequence with increasing spines and ϕ0 “ ϕ, and a P Rλ
with a ‰ 0 such that Hypothesis 4.1 holds true with ε “ ε and β “ β, NupZq ě α, and
Spϕjq “ t0u ˆ Rn´pj for some integers λ “ p0 ą p1 ą p2 ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą pN “ l0 (recall that
Spϕp0qq “ t0u ˆ Rn´l0), then
Ln
$&%X P BρpZq : δrpXqα´1
˜
|a0|2 `
N´1ÿ
j“0
ż
B1p0q
Gpϕ,ϕj`1q2|aN´j |2
¸1{2
ď |DϕpXq ¨ pa, 0q|
,.- ě δρn,
(4.38)
where rpXq “ distpX, t0u ˆ Rn´λ and a “ pa0, a1, a2, . . . , aN q P Rl0 ˆ RpN´1´pN ˆ RpN´2´pN´1 ˆ
¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Rp0´p1 .
Suppose that for every j “ 1, 2, 3, . . . there existed ρj P p0, 1{2s, εj,k, βj,k Ó 0 as k Ñ 8, ϕj,k P
Φα, uj,k P Fα, Zj,k P B1{2p0q, tϕj,k,sus“0,1,2,...,N Ă Φα is an optimal sequence with increasing spines
and ϕj,k,0 “ ϕj,k, and aj,k P Sλ´1 such that Hypothesis 4.1 holds true with ε “ εj,k and β “ βj,k,
NupZj,kq ě α, and Spϕj,k,sq “ t0u ˆRn´ps for some integers λ “ p0 ą p1 ą p2 ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą pN “ l0 but
Ln
$&%X P Bρj pZj,kq : p1{jqrpXqα´1
˜
|aj,k,0|2 `
N´1ÿ
s“0
ż
B1p0q
Gpϕj , ϕj,k,s`1q2|aj,k,N´s|2
¸1{2
ď |DϕpXq ¨ paj,k, 0q|u ă p1{jqρnj , (4.39)
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where aj,k “ paj,k,0, aj,k,1, aj,k,2, . . . , aj,k,Nq P Rl0 ˆ RpN´1´pN ˆ RpN´2´pN´1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Rp0´p1 . Let
raj,k,s “
´ş
B1p0q Gpϕj,k, ϕj,k,s`1q2
¯1{2
´
|aj,k,0|2 `
řN´1
t“0
ş
B1p0q Gpϕj,k, ϕj,k,t`1q2|aj,k,N´t|2
¯1{2aj,k,N´s for s “ 0, 1, . . . , N ´ 1,
raj,k,N “ aj,k,0´
|aj,k,0|2 `
řN´1
t“0
ş
B1p0q Gpϕj,k, ϕj,k,t`1q2|aj,k,N´t|2
¯1{2 ,
and
rϕj,k,s “ ϕj,k,0,1 ´ ϕj,k,s`1,1´ş
B1p0q Gpϕj,k, ϕj,k,s`1q2
¯1{2 for s “ 0, 1, . . . , N ´ 1,
rϕj,k,s “ ϕp0q,
where ϕj,k,spXq “ t˘ϕj,k,s,1pXqu for all X P Rn and some harmonic single-valued function ϕj,k,s,1
close to ϕ
p0q
1 in L
2pB1p0q;Rmq. After passing to a subsequence, let Zj,k converge to Zj P t0u ˆ
R
n´λ by Corollary 3.5, raj,k,s Ñ raj,s, and rϕj,k,s Ñ rϕj,s in L2pB1p0q;Rmq as k Ñ 8. Note thatřN
s“0 |raj,s|2 “ 1 for all j. As k Ñ8, (4.39) yields
Ln
#
X P Bρj pZjq : p1{jqrpXqα´1 ď
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ Nÿ
s“0
Drϕj,s ¨ p0,raj,s, 0q
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
+
ă p1{jqρnj ,
where p0,raj,s, 0q P Rps`1 ˆ Rps´ps`1 ˆ Rn´ps. By translating and scaling, we can take Z “ 0 and
ρ “ 1 so that
Ln
#
X P B1p0q : p1{jqrpXqα´1 ď
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ Nÿ
s“0
Drϕj,s ¨ p0,raj,s, 0q
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
+
ă 1{j. (4.40)
After passing to a subsequence, raj,s Ñ ras and rϕj,s Ñ rϕs in L2pB1p0q;Rmq as j Ñ8. řNs“0 |ras|2 “ 1.
By (4.40),
Nÿ
s“0
Drϕs ¨ p0,ras, 0q ” 0 on B1p0q. (4.41)
For some increasing sequence of integer kpjq, raj,kpjq,s Ñ ras, and rϕj,kpjq,s Ñ rϕs in L2pB1p0q;Rmq as
j Ñ 8. After passing to a subsequence of j, we can find an increasing sequence tsiui“1,2,...,I ĂP
t1, 2, . . . , Nu such that
lim
jÑ8
ş
B1p0q Gpϕj,kpjq,0, ϕj,kpjq,sq2ş
B1p0q Gpϕj,kpjq,0, ϕj,kpjq,s`1q2
ą 0 if s R tsiu,
lim
jÑ8
ş
B1p0q Gpϕj,kpjq,0, ϕj,kpjq,siq2ş
B1p0q Gpϕj,kpjq,0, ϕj,kpjq,si`1q2
“ 0 for i “ 1, 2, . . . , I ´ 1, (4.42)
and sI “ N . Let
pϕi “ lim
jÑ8
ϕj,kpjq,si,1 ´ ϕj,kpjq,si`1,1´ş
B1p0q Gpϕj,kpjq, ϕj,kpjq,si`1q2
¯1{2 for i “ 1, . . . , I ´ 1,
pϕI “ ϕp0q.
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By the definition of rϕs and (4.42),
Drϕs ¨ p0,ras, 0q “ csDpϕi ¨ p0,ras, 0q if si ď s ă si`1
for some constant cs P R, so (4.41) implies that
Iÿ
i“1
Dpϕi ¨ pai ” 0 on B1p0q where pai “ ÿ
siďsăsi`1
csp0,ras, 0q. (4.43)
By integration by parts and the fact that pϕi is translation invariant along t0u ˆ Rn´pi,ż
B1p0q
Dpai pϕi ¨Dpaj pϕj “ ż
B1p0q
pϕi ¨DpaiDpaj pϕj “ 0
if 1 ď i ă j ď I, where we rewrite the partial derivatives Dpϕi ¨ pai as Dpai pϕi and let ¨ denote the
inner product on Rm, so by (4.43),
Iÿ
i“1
ż
B1p0q
|Dpϕi ¨ pai|2 “ 0;
in other words, pϕi is translation invariant in the pai direction whenever pai ‰ 0. But pai ‰ 0 for some
i since
řI
i“1 |pai|2 “ 1 and pϕi cannot be translation invariant along the pai direction by (4.42), so we
reach a contradiction.
Now let ϕ, tϕjuj“0,1,2,...,N , u, and Z be as in the statement of Corollary 3.8. Write ϕjpXq “
t˘ϕj,1pXqu for all X P Rn and some harmonic single-valued ϕj,1 close to ϕp0q1 in L2pB1p0q;Rmq.
Write Z “ pξ, ζq P RλˆRn´λ and, recalling that Spϕjq “ t0uˆRn´pj , write ξ “ pξ0, ξ1, ξ2, . . . , ξN q P
R
l0ˆRpN´1´pNˆRpN´2´pN´1ˆ¨ ¨ ¨ˆRp0´p1 . By Taylors theorem applied to ϕ0,1 and the homogeneity
of ϕ, if |ξ| ď rpXq{2 then
ϕ0,1pX ´ Zq “ ϕ0,1pXq ´Dpξ,0qϕ0,1pXq `
ż 1
0
p1´ tqDpξ,0qDpξ,0qϕ0,1pX ´ tZqdt
“ ϕ0,1pXq ´Dpξ,0qϕ0,1pXq `
N´1ÿ
j“0
ż 1
0
p1´ tqDp0,ξN´j ,0qDpξ,0qpϕ0,1 ´ ϕj`1,1qpX ´ tZqqdt
`
ż 1
0
p1´ tqDpξ0,0qDpξ,0qϕ0,1pX ´ tZqdt, (4.44)
so
GpupXq, ϕpX ´ Zqq ě |DϕpXq ¨ ξ| ´GpupXq, ϕpXqq
´
N´1ÿ
j“0
ż 1
0
|D2pϕ0,1 ´ ϕj,1qpX ´ tZqq|dt ¨ |ξ||ξN´j | ´
ż 1
0
|D2ϕ0,1pX ´ tZq|dt ¨ |ξ||ξ0|. (4.45)
Let ρ ą 0 to be determined. Let a “ ξ in (4.38) and use (4.45) to obtain that for some set
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S Ă BρpZq with LnpSq ě δρn˜
|ξ0|2 `
N´1ÿ
j“0
ż
B1p0q
Gpϕ,ϕj`1q2|ξN´j |2
¸ż
S
rpXq2α´2dX ď δ´2
ż
BρpZq
|Dϕ ¨ pξ, 0q|2
ď pN ` 3qδ´2
ż
BρpZq
GpupXq, ϕpX ´ Zqq2dX ` pN ` 3qδ´2
ż
B1p0q
Gpu, ϕq2
` pN ` 3qδ´2
N´1ÿ
j“0
ż
BρpZqXtrpXqě2|ξ|u
ż 1
0
|D2pϕ0,1 ´ ϕj,1qpX ´ tZqq|2dtdX ¨ |ξ|2|ξN´j |2
` pN ` 3qδ´2
ż
BρpZqXtrpXqě2|ξ|u
ż 1
0
|D2ϕ0,1pX ´ tZq|2dtdX ¨ |ξ|2|ξ0|2
` δ´2
ż
BρpZqXtrpXqď2|ξ|u
|Dϕ ¨ pξ, 0q|2. (4.46)
For some κ “ κpn, λq, LnpBλ
κδ
1{2
ρ
p0q ˆ Bn´λρ p0qq ă δρn{2 and thus LnptX P S : rpXq ě κδ1{2ρu ě
δρn{2. To bound the integral on the left-hand side of (4.46), we haveż
S
rpXq2α´2dX ě 1
2
κ2α´2δαρn`2α´4 (4.47)
for C “ Cpn, λ, ϕp0qq P p0,8q. We need to bound the terms on the right-hand side of (4.46). For
the first term on the right-hand side of (4.46), by Lemma 4.2 and Corollary 3.7
ρ´n´2α`1{2
ż
BρpZq
GpupXq, ϕpX ´ Zqq2dX
ď C
ż
B1p0q
GpupXq, ϕpX ´ Zqq2dX
ď C
ż
B1p0q
GpupXq, ϕpX ´ Zqq2dX ` C
ż
B1p0q
ż 1
0
|DϕpX ´ tZq ¨ pξ, 0q|2dtdX
ď C
ż
B1p0q
GpupXq, ϕpX ´ Zqq2dX
` C
N´1ÿ
j“0
ż
B1p0q
ż 1
0
|pDϕ0,1 ´Dϕj`1,1qpX ´ tZq ¨ p0, ξN´j , 0q|2dtdX
` C
ż
B1p0q
ż 1
0
|Dϕ0,1pX ´ tZq ¨ p0, ξ0, 0q|2dtdX
ď C
ż
B1p0q
GpupXq, ϕpX ´ Zqq2dX ` C
N´1ÿ
j“0
ż
B1p0q
Gpϕ,ϕj`1q2|ξN´j |2 ` C|ξ0|2 (4.48)
for C “ Cpn, λ,m,ϕp0qq P p0,8q. For the third and fourth terms on the right-hand side of (4.46),
the terms are nonzero only if ρ ą |ξ| and thus by direct computationż
BρpZqXt|x|ě2|ξ|u
ż 1
0
|D2pϕ0,1 ´ ϕj`1,1qpX ´ tZqq|2dtdX
ď
ż
B2ρp0,ζq
|D2ϕ0,1 ´D2ϕj`1,1|2 ď Cρn`2α´4
ż
B1p0q
Gpϕ,ϕj`1q2 (4.49)
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for some constant C “ Cpn, αq P p0,8q and similarlyż
BρpZqXt|x|ě2|ξ|u
ż 1
0
|D2ϕ0,1pX ´ tZq|2dtdX ď Cρn`2α´4 (4.50)
for some constant C “ Cpn, α, ϕp0qq P p0,8q. Moreover, by Corollary 3.5, for τ ą 0 to be
determined, provided ε0 and β0 are sufficiently small depending on τ , |ξ| ă τ . For the last term
on the right-hand side of (4.46) we haveż
BρpZqXt|x|ď2|ξ|u
|Dϕ ¨ pξ, 0q|2
ď pN ` 1q
N´1ÿ
j“0
ż
BρpZqXtrpXqď2|ξ|u
|Dϕ0,1 ´Dϕj`1,1|2|ξN´j |2 ` pN ` 1q
ż
BρpZqXtrpXqď2|ξ|u
|Dϕ|2|ξ0|2
ď Cρn´λ
N´1ÿ
j“0
ż
Bλ
2|ξ|
p0q
|Dϕ0,1 ´Dϕj`1,1|2|ξN´j |2 `Cρn´λ
ż
Bλ
2|ξ|
p0q
|Dϕ|2|ξ0|2
ď Cρn´λ|ξ|λ`2α´2
N´1ÿ
j“0
ż
B1p0q
Gpϕ,ϕj`1q2|ξN´j|2 ` Cρn´λ|ξ|λ`2α´2|ξ0|2 (4.51)
for C “ Cpn, λq P p0,8q and again |ξ| ă τ . Combining (4.46) - (4.51), and |ξ| ă τ , we obtain˜
|ξ0|2 `
N´1ÿ
j“0
ż
B1p0q
Gpϕ,ϕj`1q2|ξN´j|2
¸ˆ
1´ Cρ7{2 ` Cτ2 ` Cτ
λ`2α´2
ρλ`2α´4
˙
ρn`2α´4 ď C
ż
B1p0q
Gpu, ϕq2
(4.52)
for C “ Cpn, λ,m,ϕp0qq P p0,8q. Choose ρ such that Cρ7{2 ă 1{6, then choose τ such that
Cτ2 ă 1{6 and τ ď ρ, and finally choose ε0 and β0 small enough that we have (4.38) and |ξ| ă τ
so that (4.52) yields
|ξ0|2 `
N´1ÿ
j“0
ż
B1p0q
Gpϕ,ϕj`1q2|ξN´j|2 ď C
ż
B1p0q
Gpu, ϕq2
for C “ Cpn, λ,m,ϕp0qq P p0,8q.
Proof of Corollary 3.9 for l “ λ. By Corollary 3.8, the computation of (4.7) holds true when l “ λ
and ρ “ 1{2 to give us ż
B1{2pZq
GpupXq, ϕpX ´ Zqq2dX ď C
ż
B1p0q
Gpu, ϕq2 (4.53)
for C “ Cpn, λ,m,ϕp0qq P p0,8q. By Corollary 3.7 with 2αupZ `X{2q in place of u, which holds
true by Lemma 4.2, and by (4.53),ż
B1{4pZq
GpupXq, ϕpX ´ Zqq2
|X ´ Z|n`2α´σ dX ď C
ż
B1{2pZq
Gpu, ϕq2 ď C
ż
B1p0q
Gpu, ϕq2 (4.54)
for C “ Cpn, λ,m,ϕp0qq P p0,8q.
Let tϕjuj“0,1,2,...,N Ă Φα be an optimal sequence with increasing spines such that ϕ0 “ ϕ.
After a small rotation of Rn, take SpϕN q “ t0uˆRn´l0 . Write ϕjpXq “ t˘ϕj,1pXqu for all X P Rn
and some harmonic single-valued function ϕj,1 close to ϕ
p0q
1 in L
2pB1p0q;Rmq. Let Z “ pξ, ζq P
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R
λˆRn´λ and ξ “ pξ0, ξ1, ξ2, . . . , ξN q P Rl0 ˆRpN´pN´1ˆRpN´1´pN´2ˆ¨ ¨ ¨ˆRp0´p1 . Observe that
by (4.54), Corollary 3.8, and elliptic estimates applied to ϕ and ϕj ,ż
Bγp0q
Gpu, ϕq2
|X ´ Z|n´σ
ď pN ` 2q
ż
B1{4pZq
Gpu, ϕq2
|X ´ Z|n´σ ` pN ` 2q
N´1ÿ
j“0
ż
B1{4pZq
ż 1
0
|Dpϕ0,1 ´ ϕj,1qpX ´ tZq|2|ξN´j |2
|X ´ Z|n´σ dtdX
` pN ` 2q
ż
B1{4pZq
ż 1
0
|DϕpX ´ tZq|2|ξ0|2
|X ´ Z|n´σ dtdX ` 4
n´σ
ż
B1p0q
Gpu, ϕq2
ď pN ` 2q
ż
B1{4pZq
Gpu, ϕq2
|X ´ Z|n´σ ` pN ` 2q
N´1ÿ
j“0
ż
B1p0q
Gpϕ,ϕjq2|ξN´j |2
ż
B1{4pZq
dX
|X ´ Z|n´σ
` pN ` 2q
ż
B1p0q
|ϕ|2|ξ0|2
ż
B1{4pZq
dX
|X ´ Z|n´σ ` 4
n´σ
ż
B1p0q
Gpu, ϕq2
ď C
ż
B1p0q
Gpu, ϕq2
for some constant C “ Cpn, λ,m,ϕp0q, σq P p0,8q.
Let v be as in Corollary 3.5. By (4.44),ż
Bγp0qXtrpXqěτu
|v ´Dϕ0,1 ¨ pξ, 0q|2
|X ´ Z|n`2α´σ
ď pN ` 2q
ż
B1{4pZqXtrpXqěτu
|u1pXq ´ ϕ0,1pX ´ Zq|2
|X ´ Z|n`2α´σ
` pN ` 2q
N´1ÿ
j“0
ż
B1{4pZqXtrpXqěτu
ż 1
0
|D2pϕ0,1 ´ ϕj,1qpX ´ tZq|2|ξ|2|ξN´j |2
|X ´ Z|n`2α´σ dtdX
` pN ` 2q
ż
B1{4pZqXtrpXqěτu
ż 1
0
|D2ϕpX ´ tZq|2|ξ|2|ξ0|2
|X ´ Z|n`2α´σ dtdX
` pN ` 2q4n`2α´σ
ż
pBγp0qzB1{4pZqqXtrpXqěτu
|v|2
` pN ` 2q4n`2α´σ
N´1ÿ
j“0
ż
pBγ p0qzB1{4pZqqXtrpXqěτu
|Dϕ0,1 ´Dϕj,1|2|ξ|2|ξN´j|2
` pN ` 2q4n`2α´σ
ż
pBγp0qzB1{4pZqqXtrpXqěτu
|Dϕ|2|ξ|2|ξ0|2. (4.55)
By locally approximating ϕ|Sl´1 by polynomials of degree at most α using Taylor’s theorem and
then using Lemma 3.10,ż
Sλ´1
|u1pξ ` rω, ζ ` yq ´ ϕ0,1prω, yq|2dω ď C
ż
Sλ´1
Gpupξ ` rω, ζ ` yq, ϕprω, yqq2dω
for all r P rτ, 1s and y P Rn´λ with r2 ` |y|2 ď 1{16 for some constant C “ Cpλ,m,ϕp0qq P p0,8q,
so by (4.54),ż
B1{4pZq
|u1pXq ´ ϕ0,1pX ´ Zq|2
|X ´ Z|n`2α´σ ď C
ż
B1{4pZq
GpupXq, ϕpX ´ Zqq2
|X ´ Z|n`2α´σ ď C
ż
B1p0q
Gpu, ϕq2 (4.56)
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for C “ Cpn, λ,m,ϕp0q, σq P p0,8q. By Lemma 3.10,ż
pBγp0qzB1{4pZqqXtrpXqěτu
|v|2 ď C
ż
B1p0q
Gpu, ϕq2 (4.57)
for C “ Cpn, λ,m,ϕp0q, γq P p0,8q. By elliptic estimates applied to ϕ and ϕj and Corollary 3.8,ż
B1{4pZqXtrpXqěτu
ż 1
0
|D2pϕ0,1 ´ ϕj,1qpX ´ tZq|2|ξ|2|ξN´j|2
|X ´ Z|n`2α´σ dtdX
ď C|ξ|2|ξN´j |2
ż
B1p0q
Gpϕ,ϕjq2
ż
B1{4pZqXtrpXqěτu
dX
|X ´ Z|n`2α´σ
ď C|ξ|
2
τ2α
ż
B1p0q
Gpu, ϕq2 (4.58)
for C “ Cpn, λ,m,ϕp0q, σq P p0,8q and similarlyż
B1{4pZqXtrpXqěτu
ż 1
0
|D2ϕpX ´ tZq|2|ξ|2|ξ0|2
|X ´ Z|n`2α´σ dtdX ď
C|ξ|2
τ2α
ż
B1p0q
Gpu, ϕq2 (4.59)
for C “ Cpn, λ,m,ϕp0q, σq P p0,8q. Similarly,ż
pBγ p0qzB1{4pZqqXtrpXqěτu
|Dϕ0,1 ´Dϕj,1|2|ξ|2|ξN´j |2 ď C|ξ|2
ż
B1p0q
Gpu, ϕq2,ż
pBγp0qzB1{4pZqqXtrpXqěτu
|Dϕ|2|ξ|2|ξ0|2 ď C|ξ|2
ż
B1p0q
Gpu, ϕq2 (4.60)
for C “ Cpn, λ,m,ϕp0qq P p0,8q. By (4.55) - (4.60) and choosing ε0 and β0 sufficiently small that
|ξ| ă τα, ż
Bγp0qXtrpXqěτu
|v ´Dϕ0,1 ¨ pξ, 0q|2
|X ´ Z|n`2α´σ ď C
ż
B1p0q
Gpu, ϕq2
for C “ Cpn, λ,m,ϕp0q, γ, σq P p0,8q.
5 Improvement of excess and proof of Theorem 1.4
Lemma 5.1. Let ϑ P p0, 1{4q and let ϕp0q P Φα be a Dirichlet energy minimizing two-valued
function. Then there are ε “ εpn,m,ϕp0q, ϑq P p0, 1q and β “ βpn,m,ϕp0q, ϑq P p0, 1q such that if
ϕ P Φα and u P Fα such that Hypothesis 3.2 holds true with ε “ ε and β “ β and Nup0q ě α, then
there exists rϕ P Φα with ż
B1p0q
Gprϕ,ϕq2 ď 3 ż
B1p0q
Gpu, ϕq2 (5.1)
and
ϑ´n´2α
ż
Bϑp0q
Gpu, rϕq2 ď Cϑ2 ż
B1p0q
Gpu, ϕq2 (5.2)
for some C “ Cpn,m,ϕp0qq P r1,8q.
Proof. We argue as in the proof of Lemma 4.1 of [KruWic], which itself is based on the proof of
Lemma 1 of [Sim93]. Let ϑ P p0, 1{4q, εj , βj Ó 0, ϕj P Φα, and uj P Fα such that Hypothesis 3.2
holds true with ε “ εj and β “ βj , and Nujp0q ě α. We want to show that for infinitely many j
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there exists rϕj P Φα such that (5.3) and (5.4) hold true with u “ uj, ϕ “ ϕj , and rϕ “ rϕj for some
constant C P p0,8q depending only on n, m, and ϕp0q and independent of j.
Let tϕj,kuk“0,1,2,...,N be a sequence with increasing spines such that ϕj,0 “ ϕj . Write ϕj,kpXq “
t˘ϕj,k,1pXqu for all X P Rn and some harmonic single-valued function ϕj,k,1 close to ϕp0q1 in
L2pB1p0q;Rmq. After passing to a subsequence and rotating uj, ϕj , and ϕj,k slightly, we may
assume that Spϕp0qq “ t0u ˆ Rn´l0 and Spϕj,kq “ t0u ˆ Rn´pk for integers 2 ď l0 “ pN ă pN´1 ă
¨ ¨ ¨ ă p1 ă p0 “ l ď n. Let τj Ó 0 slowly enough that Corollary 3.5 and Corollary 3.9 hold with
γ “ 3{4, τ “ τj, σ “ 1{2, upXq “ ρ´αujpρXq, and ϕpXq “ ρ´αϕjpρXq for ρ P rϑ, 1s. By Corollary
3.5, we get vj P C2pgraphϕ|Uj ;Rmq, where Uj “ tpx, yq P B3{4p0q : |x| ą τju, such that
ujpXq “ tϕj,1pXq ` vjpX,ϕj,1pXqq,´ϕj,1pXq ` vjpX,´ϕj,1pXqqu.
By the sequential compactness of the space of closed subsets of a compact space equipped with
the Hausdorff metric, after passing to a subsequence Buj converges to some closed subset D Ď
t0u ˆ Bn´l1 p0q in Hausdorff distance. Recall that after passing to a subsequence, vj{Ej, where
Ej “
´ş
B1p0q Gpuj , ϕjq2
¯1{2
, converges to a blow-up w in C2 on compact subsets of the interior of
B1p0qzD and in L2pB1{2p0q;Rmq. Since w is a blow-up of uj relative to ϕj ,
lim
jÑ8
E´2j
ż
Bρp0q
Gpuj , ϕjq2 “
?
2
ż
Bρp0q
|w|2 (5.3)
whenever ρ P rϑ, 1{4s.
Let p0, ζq P B1{2p0q XD. Let Zj P Buj converge to p0, ζq. After passing to a subsequence of j,
we can find an increasing sequence tkiui“1,2,...,I ĂP t1, 2, . . . , Nu such that
lim
jÑ8
ş
B1p0q Gpϕj,0, ϕj,kq2ş
B1p0q Gpϕj,0, ϕj,k`1q2
ą 0 if k R tkiu,
lim
jÑ8
ş
B1p0q Gpϕj,0, ϕj,kiq2ş
B1p0q Gpϕj,0, ϕj,ki`1q2
“ 0 for i “ 1, 2, . . . , I ´ 1, (5.4)
and kI “ N . Let k0 “ l. Write Zj “ pξj,0, ξj,1, ξj,2, . . . , ξj,I , ζq P Rl0 ˆ RpkI´pkI´1 ˆ RpkI´1´pkI´2 ˆ
¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Rpk0´pk1 ˆ Rn´l. After passing to a subsequence, the limit
pϕi “ ϕj,k1,1 ´ ϕj,ki`1,1´ş
B1p0q Gpϕj,k1 , ϕj,ki`1q2
¯1{2
exists in L2pB1p0q;Rmq for k “ 1, 2, . . . , I ´ 1. Let pϕI “ ϕp0q. By (4.10),
pϕi “ ϕj,ki,1 ´ ϕj,ki`1,1´ş
B1p0q Gpϕj,k1 , ϕj,ki`1q2
¯1{2
and consequently pϕi is translation invariant along t0u ˆRn´pki . By Corollary 3.8, after passing to
a subsequence the limits
κi “ lim
jÑ8
˜ş
B1p0q Gpϕj,k1 , ϕj,ki`1q2ş
B1p0q Gpuj , ϕj,k1q2
¸1{2
¨ ξI´i for k “ 1, 2, . . . , I ´ 1,
κI “ lim
jÑ8
ξj,0´ş
B1p0q Gpuj , ϕj,Kq2
¯1{2 ,
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exist. By Corollary 3.9(ii),
ż
B3{4p0q
ˇˇˇ
vj ´
řI´1
i“0 pDϕj,0,1 ´Dϕj,ki`1,1q ¨ ξI´i `Dϕj,N,1 ¨ ξ0
ˇˇˇ2
|X ´ Zj|n`2α´1{2
ď C
ż
B1p0q
Gpuj , ϕjq2. (5.5)
for some constant C “ Cpn,m,ϕp0qq P p0,8q. Dividing (5.5) by Gpuj , ϕjq2 and letting j Ñ8,
ż
B3{4p0q
ˇˇˇ
w ´řIi“0Dpϕi ¨ κI´i ˇˇˇ
|X ´ Zj |n`2α´1{2
ď C
ż
B1p0q
Gpuj , ϕjq2. (5.6)
and thus
ρ´n
ż
Bρp0,ζq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇw ´
Iÿ
i“0
Dpϕi ¨ p0, κI´i, 0q
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
2
ď Cρ2α´1{2 (5.7)
for all ρ P p0, 3{4 ´ |ζ|q. Note that by integration by parts and the fact that pϕi is translation
invariant along t0u ˆ Rn´pki ,ż
B1p0q
Dp0,κi,0q pϕi ¨Dp0,κj ,0q pϕj “ ż
B1p0q
pϕi ¨Dp0,κi,0qDp0,κj ,0q pϕj “ 0
if 1 ď i ă j ď I, which since w is homogeneous degree α implies thatż
Sn´1
Dp0,κi,0q pϕi ¨Dp0,κj ,0q pϕj “ 0 (5.8)
if 1 ď i ă j ď I. By (5.7) and (5.8), κi are independent of the subsequence of j used to obtain the
limit κi and thus (5.7) holds true with κi “ κipζq for some functions κi : B1{2p0q XD Ñ R2. Since
0 P Buj for all j, 0 P D and κip0q “ 0.
By (5.7), if α ě 2 then
ρ´n
ż
Bρp0,ζq
|w|2 ď Cρ2α´2,
so by the Schauder estimates w is Cα´2,1 on the interior of B1{2p0q with Dkw “ t0, 0u on t0u ˆ
Bn´l
1{2 p0q for k ď α ´ 2. If instead α “ 1, Dpϕi are constant and thus so w is continuous on the
interior of B1{2p0q. Since, regardless of the value of α, w is a continuous on the interior of B1{2p0q
and harmonic on the interior of B1{2p0qzt0uˆRn´l, w is a smooth harmonic single-valued function
on the interior of B1{2p0q. Recall that Dkwp0, 0q “ t0, 0u for κ ď α´ 2 and observe that by (5.7)
with ζ “ 0 and κi “ 0, Dα´1vp0, 0q “ t0, 0u. Hence by standard elliptic theory,ż
Bϑp0q
|w ´ ψpXq|2 ď Cϑ2
ż
B1p0q
|w ´ ψpXq|2 (5.9)
for some constant C “ Cpn,mq P p0,8q and some homogeneous degree α, harmonic single-valued
function ψ : Rn Ñ Rm such thatż
Bρp0q
|w|2 “
ż
Bρp0q
|ψ|2 `
ż
B1p0q
|vpX,ϕp0q1 pXqq ´ ψpXq|2 (5.10)
for all ρ P p0, 1s.
Let rϕjpXq “ t˘pϕj,1pXq ` EjψpXqqu.
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By (5.10) and (5.10), ż
B1{4p0q
|ψ|2 ď 1{
?
2
and so (5.1) holds true. Repeating the argument above with rϕj in place of ϕj , we obtain
lim
jÑ8
E´2j
ż
Bρp0q
Gpuj , rϕjq2 “ ?2 ż
Bρp0q
|w ´ ψpXq|2 (5.11)
whenever ρ P rϑ, 1{4s. By (5.3), (5.9), and (5.11), we obtain (5.2) with u “ uj , ϕ “ ϕj , and rϕ “ rϕj
for large j as required.
In the following two lemmas, we remove Hypothesis 4.1(ii) using an argument from Section 13
of [Wic14].
Lemma 5.2. Let ϕp0q P Φα be a Dirichlet energy minimizing two-valued function with Spϕp0qq “ n´
l0 for some l0 P t2, 3, . . . , nu and let l P tl0, l0` 1, . . . , nu. For j “ 0, 1, 2, . . . , l´ l0, let ϑj P p0, 1{4q
such that 8ϑj ă ϑj`1 for j “ 0, 1, 2, . . . , l´l0´1. There exists εplq “ εplqpn,m,ϕp0q, ϑ0, ϑ1, . . . , ϑl´l0q P
p0, 1q such that if ϕ P Φα and u P Fα such that Hypothesis 3.2(i) holds true with ε “ εplq,
Spϕq “ n´ l, and Nup0q ě α, then there exists rϕ P Φα withż
B1p0q
Gprϕ,ϕq2 ď 3 ż
B1p0q
Gpu, ϕq2
and for some j P t0, 1, 2, . . . , l ´ l0u
ϑ´n´2αj
ż
Bϑj p0q
Gpu, rϕq2 ď Cplqj ϑ2j ż
B1p0q
Gpu, ϕq2
where C
plq
0 “ C0pn,m,ϕp0qq P r1,8q and Cplqj “ Cplqj pn,m,ϕp0q, ϑ0, ϑ1, . . . , ϑj´1q P r1,8q for j “
1, 2, . . . , l ´ l0 are constants.
Proof. We shall proceed by induction on l. If l “ l0, then Lemma 5.2 with εpl0q “ εpn,m,ϕp0q, ϑ0q
follows from Lemma 5.1 with ϑ “ ϑ0. Suppose that Lemma 5.2 holds true whenever l ă l0 ` p for
some p P t1, 2, . . . , n´ l0u. We shall prove Lemma 5.2 for the case l “ l0 ` p with
εpl0`pq “ mintεpn,m,ϕp0q, ϑ0qu Y tp2rβ{3qεplqpn,m,ϕp0q, ϑ1, ϑ2, . . . , ϑl´l0`1q : l0 ď l ă l0 ` pu,
C
pl0`pq
0 “ Cpn,m,ϕp0qq,
C
pl0`pq
1 “ maxtCplq0 pn,m,ϕp0qq : l0 ď l ă l0 ` pu,
C
pl0`pq
j “ maxtp2rβ{3q´1Cplqj pn,m,ϕp0q, ϑ1, ϑ2, . . . , ϑj`1q : l0 ď l ă l0 ` pu if 2 ď j ď p,
where rβ “ βpn,m,ϕp0q, ϑ0q. Let ϕ P Φα and u P Fα such that Hypothesis 3.2(i) holds true with
ε “ εpl0`pq, Spϕq “ n ´ l0 ` p, and Nup0q ě α. If Hypothesis 3.2(ii) holds true with β “ rβ, then
the conclusion of Lemma 5.2 with j “ 0 follows from Lemma 5.1 with ϑ “ ϑ0. If Hypothesis 3.2(ii)
fails for β “ rβ, we can find ϕ1 P Φα with Spϕq Ă Spϕ1q andż
B1p0q
Gpu, ϕ1q2 ď 2
3rβ
ż
B1p0q
Gpu, ϕq2. (5.12)
Then the conclusion of Lemma 5.2 with ϕ follows from Lemma 5.2 with ϕ1 in place of ϕ and ϑj`1
in place of ϑj and from (5.12).
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Lemma 5.3. Let ϕp0q P Φα be a Dirichlet energy minimizing two-valued function with Spϕp0qq “
n´ l0 for some l0 P t2, 3, . . . , nu. For j “ 0, 1, 2, . . . , n ´ l0, let ϑj P p0, 1{4q such that 8ϑj ă ϑj`1
for j “ 0, 1, 2, . . . , n ´ l0 ´ 1. There exists ε “ εpn,m,ϕp0q, ϑ0, ϑ1, . . . , ϑn´l0q P p0, 1q such that if
ϕ P Φα and u P Fα such that Hypothesis 3.2(i) holds true and Nup0q ě α, then there exists rϕ P Φα
with ż
B1p0q
Gprϕ,ϕq2 ď 3 ż
B1p0q
Gpu, ϕq2
and for some j P t0, 1, 2, . . . , n´ l0u
ϑ´n´2αj
ż
Bϑj p0q
Gpu, rϕq2 ď Cjϑ2j ż
B1p0q
Gpu, ϕq2
where C0 “ C0pn,m,ϕp0qq P r1,8q and Cj “ Cjpn,m,ϕp0q, ϑ0, ϑ1, . . . , ϑj´1q P r1,8q for j “
1, 2, . . . , n´ l0 are constants.
Proof. Let
ε “ mintεplqpn,m,ϕp0q, ϑ0, ϑ1, . . . , ϑl´l0q : l0 ď l ď nu,
C0 “ maxtCplq0 pn,m,ϕp0qq : l0 ď l ď nu if 1 ď j ď n´ l0,
Cj “ maxtCplqj pn,m,ϕp0q, ϑ0, ϑ1, . . . , ϑj´1q : l0 ď l ď nu if 1 ď j ď n´ l0.
If ϕ P Φα and u P Fα such that Hypothesis 3.2(i) holds true and Nup0q ě α, then Hypothesis 3.2(i)
holds true with ε “ εplqpn,m,ϕp0q, ϑ0, ϑ1, . . . , ϑl´l0q and thus the conclusion of Lemma 5.3 follows
from Lemma 5.2.
Proof of Theorem 1.4. Let ϕp0q be any blow-up of u at the origin and recall that ϕp0q P Φα. Let
l “ n´dimSpϕp0qq and without loss of generality assume n´l the minimal dimension of the spine of
a blow-up at point Y P B1{2p0qXBu with NupY q ě α. Choose ϑj P p0, 1{4q for j “ 0, 1, 2, . . . , n´ l0
such that 8ϑj ă ϑj`1 for j “ 0, 1, 2, . . . , n ´ l0 ´ 1 and Cjϑj ď 1, where C0 “ C0pn,m,ϕp0qq and
Cj “ Cjpn,m,ϕp0q, ϑ0, ϑ1, . . . , ϑj´1q as in Lemma 5.3. By scaling, assume thatż
B1p0q
Gpu, ϕp0qq2 ă 2´n´2αε
for ε P p0, 1q to be determined. Observe that then
2n`2α
ż
B1{2pZq
GpupXq, ϕp0qpX ´ Zqq2dX ă ε (5.13)
for every Z P B1{2p0q X Bu.
We claim that by iteratively applying Lemma 5.3, for each Z P B1{2p0q X Bu we can find a
sequence tψkuk“0,1,2,... Ă Φα and a sequence 1{2 “ σ0 ą σ1 ą σ2 ą ¨ ¨ ¨ such that ψ0 “ ϕp0q and
whenever k “ 0, 1, 2, . . .,ż
B1p0q
Gpψk, ψk`1q2 ď 3σ´n´2αk
ż
Bσk pZq
GpupXq, ψkpX ´ Zqq2dX (5.14)
and for some jk P t0, 1, 2, . . . , n ´ l0u, σk`1 “ ϑjkσk and
σ´n´2αk`1
ż
Bσk`1 pZq
GpupXq, ψk`1pX´Zqq2dX ď ϑjkσ´n´2αk
ż
Bσk pZq
GpupXq, ψkpX´Zqq2dX. (5.15)
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Suppose that we found such ψ0, ψ1, . . . , ψk for some k ě 0. By (5.13) and (5.15),
σ´n´2αk
ż
Bσk pZq
GpupXq, ψkpX ´ Zqq2dX ď 2n`2α`1σk
ż
B1{2pZq
GpupXq, ϕp0qpX ´ Zqq2dX ă 2σkε,
(5.16)
so by (5.14) and (5.16) and the fact that ϑj ă 1{4,˜ż
B1p0q
Gpψk, ϕp0qq2
¸1{2
ď
k´1ÿ
i“0
˜ż
B1p0q
Gpψi`1, ψiq2
¸1{2
ď
k´1ÿ
i“0
˜
3σ´n´2αi
ż
BσipZq
GpupXq, ψipX ´ Zqq2dX
¸1{2
ď
k´1ÿ
i“0
p6σiεq1{2 ď
k´1ÿ
i“0
p3 ¨ 4´iεq1{2 ď 2p3εq1{2. (5.17)
Thus if ε is sufficiently small then by Lemma 5.3 ψk and jk exist.
Computing like in (5.17) using the fact that ϑ1 “ maxj ϑj ă 4,˜ż
B1p0q
Gpψk, ψKq2
¸1{2
ď
K´1ÿ
i“k
˜ż
B1p0q
Gpψi`1, ψiq2
¸1{2
ď
K´1ÿ
i“k
p3ϑi´k1 σkεq1{2 ď 2p3σkεq1{2 (5.18)
for 0 ď k ă K. By (5.18), tψkuk“0,1,2,... is a Cauchy sequence in L2pB1p0q;A2pRmqq and thus
converges to some ϕZ P Φα such that ϕZ is the unique blow-up to u at Z. Clearly dimSpϕZq ď
dimSpϕp0qq “ n´ l, so by the minimality of l, dimSpϕZq “ n´ l. By letting K Ñ8 in (5.18),ż
B1p0q
Gpψk, ϕZq2 ď 12σkε. (5.19)
By (5.16) and (5.19),
σ´n´2αk
ż
Bσk pZq
GpupXq, ϕZ pX ´ Zqq2dX ď 48σkε (5.20)
for k “ 0, 1, 2, . . .. Now for ρ P p0, 1{2s, by choosing an integer k ě 1 such that σk ă ρ ď σk´1,
(5.20) yields
ρ´n´2α
ż
BρpZq
GpupXq, ϕZ pX ´ Zqq2dX ď Cρε (5.21)
for some constant C “ Cpn,m,ϕp0qq P p0,8q.
By (5.21), Corollary 3.8, and dimSpϕXq “ n´ l for all X P B1{2p0q X Bu,
distpZ, Y ` SpϕY qq ď Cρ3{2 for all Z P Bu XBρpY q (5.22)
for all Y P B1{2p0q X Bu and ρ P p0, 1{2s for some C “ Cpn,m,ϕp0qq P p0,8q.
Suppose Y,Z P B1{2p0q X Bu. Let ρ “ 2|Y ´ Z|. Repeating this argument with ρ´αupY ` ρXq
in place of u and ϕY in place of ϕ
p0q, by the uniqueness of blow-ups, (5.19) with k “ 0, and (5.21)
the same argument yields ż
B1p0q
GpϕY , ϕZq2 ď Cε|X ´ Y |2 (5.23)
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for some C “ Cpn,m,ϕp0qq P p0,8q and thus
|prSpϕY q´ prSpϕZq | ď Cε|X ´ Y | (5.24)
for all Y,Z P B1{2p0q X Bu for some C “ Cpn,m,ϕp0qq P p0,8q, where prS denotes the orthogonal
projection onto a given subspace S. After an orthogonal change of coordinates, suppose that
Spϕp0qq “ t0u ˆ Rn´l. By (5.22) and (5.24), provided ε is sufficiently small, Bu is contained in
the graph Γ of of a Lipschitz function over Spϕp0qq “ t0u ˆ Rn´l with small gradient. If l ě 3,
then Bu has Hausdorff dimension at most n ´ 3 and thus B1{4p0qzBu is simply connected by the
appendix of [SimWic11]. Consequently u decomposes into two harmonic single-valued functions
on B1{4p0q, contradicting 0 P Bu. If l “ 2, then by arguing like in the last paragraph of the proof
of Theorem 1.3 for case (a), we must have that B1{4p0q X Bu “ B1{4p0q X Γ. Moreover, by (5.21),
standard elliptic estimates, and Lemma 3.10, u is asymptotic to ϕZ at each Z P ΓXB1{8p0q. By the
asymptotic behavior of u and the structure of the blow-ups ϕZ , u decomposes into two harmonic
single-valued functions on B1{8p0q, contradicting 0 P Bu.
6 Proof of Theorem 1.10
In this section we will extend the proof of Theorem 1.4 to the context of area-stationary two-valued
graphs in order to prove Theorem 1.10. Our approach is to modify the blow-up method in a way
similar to [KruWic-2] in order to extend Lemma 5.1 as follows.
Fix an integer α ě 1. In place of Fα we use the set FMSSα of all pairs pu,Λq of two-valued
functions u P C1,1{2pB1p0q;A2pRmqq whose graph M is area-stationary such that NMppq ě α for
all p P singM and Λ P p0,8q. We replace Hypothesis 3.2 with:
Hypothesis 6.1. Let ε, β ą 0. Let ϕp0q, ϕ P Φα and pu,Λq P FMSSα such that }u}C0,1{2pB2p0qq ď ε
and
(i)
ş
B1p0q Gpϕ,ϕp0qq2 ă ε and
ş
B1p0q Gpus{Λ, ϕp0qq2 ă ε and
(ii) either dimSpϕq “ dimSpϕp0qq orż
B1p0q
Gpus{Λ, ϕq2`}Du}4C0,1{4pB1p0qq ď β infϕ1PΦα, SpϕqĂSpϕ1q
˜ż
B1p0q
Gpus{Λ, ϕ1q2 ` }Du}2C0,1{4pB1p0qq
¸
,
where uspXq “ t˘pu1pXq ´ u2pXqq{2u.
Observe that Hypothesis 6.1(ii) implies thatż
B1p0q
Gpus{Λ, ϕq2 ď β
1´ β infϕ1PΦα, SpϕqĂSpϕ1q
ż
B1p0q
Gpus{Λ, ϕ1q2,
}Du}2
C0,1{4pB1p0qq ď
β
1´ β infϕ1PΦα, SpϕqĂSpϕ1q
ż
B1p0q
Gpus{Λ, ϕ1q2. (6.1)
Lemma 6.2. Let ϑ P p0, 1{4q and let ϕp0q P Φα. Then there are ε “ εpn,m,ϕp0q, ϑq P p0, 1q and
β “ βpn,m,ϕp0q, ϑq P p0, 1q such that if ϕ P Φα and pu,Λq P FMSSα such that Hypothesis 6.1 holds
true with ε “ ε and β “ β, up0q “ 0, Dup0q “ 0, and NMp0q ě α, then there exists rϕ P Φα withż
B1p0q
Gprϕ,ϕq2 ď 3˜ż
B1p0q
Gpus{Λ, ϕq2 ` }Du}2C0,1{4pB1p0qq
¸
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and
ϑ´n´2α
ż
Bϑp0q
Gpus{Λ, rϕq2` sup
Bϑp0q
|Du|`ϑ1{2rDus1{4,Bϑp0q ď Cϑ1{4
˜ż
B1p0q
Gpus{Λ, ϕq2 ` }Du}C0,1{4pB1p0qq
¸
for some C “ Cpn,m,ϕp0qq P r1,8q.
Upon proving Lemma 6.2, we can drop Hypothesis 6.1(ii) using a multiple scales argument like
we did in Section 5. We then extend the proof of Theorem 1.4 to show that
ρ´n´2α
ż
Bρp0q
G
˜
u˜p,s
}us}L2pB1p0qq
, ϕp
¸2
ď Cpn,mqερ2τ
for every p P B1{2p0q ˆ Rm X singM for some τ “ τpn,mq P p0, 1q and a unique homogeneous
degree α, harmonic two-valued function ϕp : TpM Ñ TpMK, where recall that we write M
as the graph of u˜ppXq “ tu˜p,1pXq, u˜p,2pXqu over the tangent plane to M at p and let u˜p,spXq “
t˘pu˜p,1pXq´u˜p,2pXqq{2u. Then singM is contained in a graph over an pn´lq-dimensional subspace
near the origin, where n ´ l is the dimension of the spines of each ϕp, and one can argue that
singM equals the graph and has C1,τ regularity. Using the fact that u˜p is asymptotic to ϕp at
each p P singM near the origin, we can then show thatM is the union of two smoothly embedded
n-dimensional submanifolds near the origin, contradicting 0 P singM.
To prove Lemma 6.2, we extend the statement of the a priori estimates of Section 3 as follows.
Lemma 6.3. Suppose ϕp0q P Φα with dimSpϕp0qq “ n´ l0 for some integer l0 P t2, 3, . . . , nu. Let
l P tl0, l0 ` 1, . . . , nu. For every γ, ν P p0, 1q there exists ε0, β0 ą 0 depending on n, l, m, ϕp0q, γ,
and ν such that the following holds true. Let ϕ P Φα and after an orthogonal change of coordinates
suppose that Spϕq “ t0u ˆ Rn´l. (Note that we need not assume that Spϕq Ď Spϕp0qq.) Let
u P C1,1{2pAl1,γp0q;A2pRmqq be a two-valued function whose graph is area-stationary and Λ P p0,8q.
Suppose that
}u}C1,1{2pAl
1,γp0qq ď ε0,
ż
Al
1,γp0q
Gpϕ,ϕp0qq2 ă ε0,
ż
Al
1,γp0q
Gpus{Λ, ϕp0qq2 ă ε0,
and either l “ l0 orż
Al
1,γp0q
Gpus{Λ, ϕq2`}u}C1,1{4pAl
1,γ p0qq ď β0
˜
inf
ϕ1PΦα, SpϕqĂSpϕ1q
ż
Al
1,γp0q
Gpus{Λ, ϕ1q2 ` }u}C1,1{4pAl
1,γp0qq
¸
.
Then there is a harmonic single-valued function v : Al
1,γ{2p0q Ñ Rm such that
uspXq{Λ “ tϕ1pXq ` vpXq,´ϕ1pXq ´ vpXqu
for all X P Al
1,γ{2p0q and
sup
Al
1,γ{2
p0q
p|v| ` |Dv|q ď ν,
ż
Al
1,γ{2
p0q
p|v|2 ` |Dv|2q ď C
˜ż
Al
1,γp0q
Gpus{Λ, ϕq2 ` Λ´2
ż
Al
1,γp0q
|f |2
¸
,
for some C “ Cpn, l,m,ϕp0q, γq P p0,8q, where fκ “ Di
´
pAijκλpDu˜p,a,Du˜p,sq ´ δijδκλqDj u˜λp,s
¯
.
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Lemma 6.4. Suppose ϕp0q P Φα with dimSpϕp0qq “ n´ l0 for some integer l0 P t2, 3, . . . , nu. Let
l P tl0, l0 ` 1, . . . , nu. For every γ P p0, 1q there exists ε0, β0 ą 0 depending on n, l, m, ϕp0q, and γ
such that if ϕ P Φα and pu,Λq P FMSSα such that dimSpϕq “ n´ l, Hypothesis 6.1 holds true with
ε “ ε0 and β “ β0, up0q “ 0, Dup0q “ 0, and NMp0q ě α, then
Λ´2
ż
Bγp0q
|∇Spϕqu|2 ` Λ´2
ż
Bγp0q
R2´n
ˆBpu{Rαq
BR
˙2
ď C
˜ż
B1p0q
Gpus{Λ, ϕq2 ` }Du}2C0,1{4pB1p0qq
¸
where ∇Spϕq denotes the tangential derivative along Spϕq, RpXq “ |X|, and C “ Cpn, l,m,ϕp0q, γq P
p0,8q.
Corollary 6.5. Suppose ϕp0q P Φα with dimSpϕp0qq “ n ´ l0 for some integer l0 P t2, 3, . . . , nu.
Let l P tl0, l0 ` 1, . . . , nu. For every γ, σ P p0, 1q there exists ε0, β0 ą 0 depending on n, l, m, ϕp0q,
γ, and σ such that if ϕ P Φα and pu,Λq P FMSSα such that dimSpϕq “ n ´ l, Hypothesis 6.1 holds
true with ε “ ε0 and β “ β0, and NMp0q ě α, thenż
Bγp0q
Gpu, ϕq2
|X|n`2α´σ ď C
ż
B1p0q
Gpu, ϕq2 (6.2)
for some C “ Cpn, l,m,ϕp0q, γq P p0,8q.
Corollary 6.6. Suppose ϕp0q P Φα with dimSpϕp0qq “ t0uˆRn´l0 for some integer l0 P t2, 3, . . . , nu.
Let l P tl0, l0 ` 1, . . . , nu. For every γ P p0, 1q there exists ε0, β0 ą 0 depending on n, l, m, ϕp0q,
and γ such that the following holds true. Let ϕ P Φα and pu,Λq P FMSSα such that Hypothesis 6.1
holds true with ε “ ε0 and β “ β0. Let tϕjuj“0,1,2,...,N Ă Φα be an optimal sequence with increasing
spines such that ϕ0 “ ϕ and SpϕN q “ t0uˆRn´l0. Write ϕjpXq “ t˘ϕj,1pXqu for all X P Rn and
some harmonic single-valued function ϕj,1 : R
n Ñ Rm that is close to ϕp0q1 in L2pB1p0q;Rmq. Let
v : Bγp0qzt|x| ą τu Ñ Rm be a single-valued such that
uspXq{Λ “ tϕ0,1pXq ` vpXq,´ϕ0,1pXq ´ vpXqu
on Bγp0qzt|x| ą τu and sup |v| is small. Let Z P B1{2p0q with NMpZ, upZqq ě α. Then
distpZ,Spϕjqq2 ď C
ş
B1p0q Gpus{Λ, ϕq2 ` }Du}2C0,1{4pB1p0qqş
B1p0q Gpϕ,ϕj`1q2
for j “ 0, 1, 2, . . . , N ´ 1,
distpZ,Spϕp0qqq2 ď C
˜ż
B1p0q
Gpus{Λ, ϕq2 ` }Du}2C0,1{4pB1p0qq
¸
,
for some C “ Cpn, l,m,ϕp0q, γq P p0,8q andż
Bγp0q
Gpus{Λ, ϕq2
|X ´ Z|n´σ ď C
˜ż
B1p0q
Gpus{Λ, ϕq2 ` }Du}2C0,1{4pB1p0qq
¸
,
ż
Bγp0qXt|x|ąτu
|vpXq ´Dϕ0, 1pXq ¨ Z|2
|X ´ Z|2α`n´σ ď C
˜ż
B1p0q
Gpus{Λ, ϕq2 ` }Du}2C0,1{4pB1p0qq
¸
,
for some C “ Cpn, l,m,ϕp0q, γ, σq P p0,8q
We modify the definition of blow-ups of Section 3 as follows. Suppose εj , βj Ñ 0` and ϕp0q, ϕj P
Φα and puj ,Λjq P FMSSα such that Hypothesis 6.1 holds true with ε “ εj , β “ βj , ϕ “ ϕj , and
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pu,Λq “ puj ,Λjq. Writing ujpXq “ tuj,1pXq, uj,2pXqu, let uj,apXq “ puj,1pXq ` uj,2pXqq{2 and
uj,spXq “ t˘puj,1pXq ´ uj,2pXqq{2u. Write ϕjpXq “ t˘ϕj,1pXqu for a harmonic single-valued
function ϕj,1 : R
n Ñ Rm that is close to ϕp0q1 in L2pB1p0q;Rmq. After passing to a subsequence,
we may assume that l “ n´ dimSpϕjq is independent of j. By the sequential compactness of the
space of closed subsets of a compact space equipped with the Hausdorff metric, after passing to
a subsequence Buj converges to some closed subset D Ď t0u ˆ Bn´l1 p0q in Hausdorff distance on
compact subsets of B1p0q. Write
uj,spXq{Λ “ t˘pϕj,1pXq ` vjpXqqu
for all X P Uj, where Uj “ tX P Bp1`γq{2p0q : distpX,Dq ą τju for τj Ñ 0` slowly and vj P
C2pUj ;Rmq. Define
wj “ vj{Ej for Ej “
˜ż
B1p0q
Gpus,j{Λj, ϕjq2 ` }Duj}2C0,1{4pB1p0qq
¸1{2
.
Note that wj satisfies ∆w
κ
j “ fj,κ where fj,κ “ DippAilκλpDuj,a,Duj,sq ´ δilδκλqDluλj,sq. By ellip-
tic estimates for wj and Lemma 3.10, after passing to a subsequence wj converge to some w in
C2pK;Rmq for every compact subset K of B1p0qzD. Using Lemma 6.6, one can show that wj Ñ w
in L2pBγp0q;Rmq. Any such w is called a blow-up of puj ,Λjq relative to ϕj over Bγp0q.
As before, the proofs of the a priori estimates Lemma 6.3, Lemma 6.4, Corollary 6.5, and
Corollary 6.6 proceed by induction on l “ n´dimSpϕq, assuming that for some λ P tl0, l0`1, . . . , nu
either λ “ l0 or the a priori estimates hold true whenever l0 ď l ă λ and then proving the a priori
estimates for l “ λ. The proofs of Lemma 3.4, Lemma 4.2, Corollary 3.8, and Corollary 3.9 in
Section 4 extend by using (6.1) and making obvious modifications to account for the changes in the
statements of the a priori estimates and definitions of blow-ups. The W 1,2 estimate in Lemma 3.4
changes since ∆v “ f by (2.8), where f is as in (2.8). The proof of Corollary 6.5 is identical to a
proof of [KruWic-2] and involves extending the proof of Corollary 3.7 in Section 4, accounting for
the changes in the statements of the a priori estimates, to prove the corollary in the special case
where up0q “ 0 and Dup0q “ 0 and then proving the general case by rotating the tangent plane at
the origin, picking up a term |Dup0q| on the right-hand side which is absorbed into }Du}C0,1{4pB1p0qq.
The proof of Lemma 6.4 proceeds as follows:
Proof of Lemma 6.4 for l “ λ. In place of (6.6) of [KruWic] we observe that by [KruWic-2],ż
Bγ p0q
R2´n
ˆBpus{Rαq
BR
˙2
ď C
ż
pr2|Dus|2ψpRq2`2αR´1|us|2ψpRqψ1pRqq`C
ż
Bp1`γq{2p0q
R4´n`2α|f |2
(6.3)
for C “ Cpn,m,ϕp0q, γq P p0,8q, where fκ “ DippAijκλpDu˜p,a,Du˜p,sq ´ δijδκλqDj u˜λp,sq. We extend
(4.20) using (2.8) like in [KruWic-2] to
1
2
ż
|Dyus|2ψpRq2 ` pα` λ{2´ 1q
ż `|Dus|2ψpRq2 ` 2αR´1|us|2ψpRqψ1pRq˘
ď ´2
ż ˆ
1
2
r2|Dus|2 ´ αpα` λ{2´ 1q|us|2 ´ rDrusprDrus ´ αusq
˙
R´1ψpRqψ1pRq
` 2
ż
|rDrus ´ αus|2ψ1pRq2 ` 1
4
ż
|f |2ψpRq2. (6.4)
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In Cases I and II, we extend (4.21) using (2.8) in obtaining W 1,2 estimates and thereby obtain
´ 2Λ´2
ż ˆ
1
2
r2|Dus|2 ´ αpα ` λ{2´ 1q|us|2 ´ rDrusprDrus ´ αusq
˙
R´1ψpRqψ1pRqχpρ,ζq
` 2Λ´2
ż
|rDrus ´ αus|2ψ1pRq2χpρ,ζq ď C
ż
Aλρ,1´γpζq
Gpus{Λ, ϕq2 ` C
ż
Aλ
ρ,3p1´γq{4
pζq
r4|f |2 (6.5)
for C “ Cpn, λ,m,ϕp0q, γq P p0,8q. In Case III, we cover Aλ
ρ,p1´γq{2pζq by a cover C balls and annuli
and find a subordinate partition of unity tηSuSPC as before. If Bdp0,ξq{2p0, ξq P C with dp0, ξq ě 8cE
and dp0, ξq´n´2α ş
Bdp0,ξqp0,ξq Gpu, rϕq2 ă rε, then by the Schauder estimates there exists a harmonic
function v : Bdp0,ξq{2p0, ξq Ñ Rm such that
upXq “ tϕ1pXq ` vpXq,´ϕ1pXq ´ vpXqu for all X P Bdp0,ξq{2p0, ξq,ż
Bdp0,ξq{2p0,ξq
p|v|2 ` s2|Dv|2q ď C
ż
Bdp0,ξqp0,ξq
Gpu, rϕq2 ` ż
Bdp0,ξqp0,ξq
s4|f |2 (6.6)
for some C “ Cpn, λ,m,ϕp0q, γq P p0,8q. By Lemma 4.2 and Corollary 3.7,ż
Bdp0,ξqp0,ξq
Gpu, rϕq2 ď C ˆdp0, ξq
ρ
˙n`2α´1{2˜ż
Aλρ,1´γpζq
Gpu, rϕq2 ` ρn}Du}C0,1{4pAλρ,1´γpζqq
¸
(6.7)
for some C “ Cpn, λ,m,ϕp0q, γq P p0,8q. By (6.6), (6.7), and ∆Sλ´1 rϕ` αpα ` λ´ 2qrϕ “ 0,
´ 2
ż ˆ
1
2
r2p|Du|2 ´ |Drϕ|2q ´ αpα` λ{2´ 1qp|u|2 ´ |rϕ|2q ´ rDruprDru´ αuq˙R´1ψpRqψ1pRqχ
` 2
ż
|rDru´ αu|2ψ1pRq2χη ď 2
ż
v∇Sλ´1 rϕ ¨∇Sλ´1ηR´1ψpRqψ1pRqχ` C ż
Bdp0,ξqp0,ξq
s2r2|f |2
` Cρ´n´2α`5{2
˜ż
Bdp0,ξq{2p0,ξq
s2α´5{2
¸˜ż
Aλρ,1´γpζq
Gpu, ϕq2 ` ρn}Du}C0,1{4pAλρ,1´γpζqq
¸
. (6.8)
where η “ ηBdp0,ξq{2p0,ξq and C “ Cpn, λ,m,ϕp0q, γq P p0,8q. By similarly extending (4.31) - (4.34),
(4.36) and adding the resulting estimates and using (4.37),
´ 2
ż ˆ
1
2
r2p|Du|2 ´ |Drϕ|2q ´ αpα ` λ{2´ 1qp|u|2 ´ |rϕ|2q ´ rDruprDru´ αuq˙R´1ψpRqψ1pRqχ
` 2
ż
|rDru´ αu|2ψ1pRq2χη ď C
˜ż
Aλρ,1´γpζq
Gpu, ϕq2 ` ρn}Du}C0,1{4pAλρ,1´γpζqq
¸
` C
ÿ
SPC
ż
pS r4|f |2,
(6.9)
where pS “ B2σp0, ξq when S “ Bσp0, ξq P C, pS “ Alσ,1pξq when S “ Alσ,1{2pξq P C, and pS “
Aλ
ρ,3p1´γq{4pζq for S “ Aλρ,p1´γq{2pζqXtd ě p1´γqρ{64u. Since any ball or annuli in C that intersect
have roughly the same size and C is the union of N ď Cpnq subcollections of mutually disjoint sets,
tpS : S P Cu equals the union of N 1 ď Cpnq subcollections of mutually disjoint sets and thusÿ
SPC
ż
pS r4|f |2 ď Cpnq
ż
Aλρ,1´γpζq
r4|f |2 (6.10)
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By combining (6.3), (6.4), (6.5), (6.9), and (6.10)
Λ´2
ż
Bγp0q
|∇Spϕqu|2 ` Λ´2
ż
Bγp0q
R2´n
ˆBpu{Rαq
BR
˙2
ď C
˜ż
B1p0q
Gpus{Λ, ϕq2 ` }Du}2C0,1{4pB1p0qq ` CΛ
´2
ż
Bp3`γq{4p0q
p1`R4´n`2αq|f |2
¸
for C “ Cpn, l,m,ϕp0q, γq P p0,8q. We complete the proof of the extension of Lemma 3.6 we
observe that by [KruWic-2],ż
Bp3`γq{4p0q
p1`R4´n`2αq|f |2 ď C}Du}2
C0,1{4pB1p0qq
ż
B1p0q
|us|2
for C “ Cpn,m, γq P p0,8q.
Having proved the a priori estimates above, the proof of Lemma 6.2] proceeds almost exactly
like before with obvious changes except we define the blow-up w of puj ,Λjq relative to ϕj to be the
limit of vj{Ej where
Ej “
˜ż
B1p0q
Gpus,j{Λj, ϕjq2 ` }Duj}C0,1{4pB1p0qq
¸1{2
so that w is harmonic and thereby show that
ϑ´n´2α
ż
Bϑp0q
Gpus{Λ, rϕq2 ď Cϑ2
˜ż
B1p0q
Gpus{Λ, ϕq2 ` }Du}C0,1{4pB1p0qq
¸
for some C “ Cpn,m,ϕp0qq P r1,8q. Since up0q “ 0 and Dup0q “ 0,
sup
Bϑp0q
|Du| ` ϑ1{4rDus1{4,Bϑp0q ď ϑ1{4}Du}C0,1{4pB1p0qq.
7 Partial Legendre transformation for harmonic 2-valued function
In the remainder of the paper, we will prove Theorems 1.5 and 1.11. By Lemma 1.3, to prove
Theorem 1.5 it suffices to consider the following setup. Let N “ 1{2`k for some integer k ě 0. Let
ε ą 0 to be determined depending only on n,m, and N . Suppose that u : B1p0q Ñ A2pRmq is either
W 1,2 Dirichlet energy minimizing or C1,1{2 and locally harmonic on B1p0qzBu. Observe that u is
locally harmonic on B1p0qzBu in the sense that for every ball B ĂĂ ΩzBu, upXq “ tu1pXq, u2pXqu
on B for harmonic single-valued functions u1, u2 : B Ñ Rm. Suppose that Bu is contained in the
graph px1, x2q “ gpx3, . . . , xnq of a C1,τ function g : Bn´21 p0q Ñ R2 such that
gp0q “ 0, Dgp0q “ 0, rDgs
τ ;Bn´2
1
p0q ď ε, (7.1)
Suppose that for every Y P B1{2p0q XB, there exists a homogeneous degree N two-valued function
ϕY : R
n Ñ A2pRmq such that for some rotation qY of Rn and cY P Cm,
ϕY pq´1Y Xq “ t˘RepcY px1 ` ix2qN qu (7.2)
and
ρ´n
ż
Bρp0q
GpupY `Xq, ϕY pXqq2dX ď ερ2N`2τ (7.3)
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for all ρ P p0, 1{2q for some constants C P p0,8q and τ “ τpn,mq P p0, 1q. In the case that
u is Dirichlet energy minimizing and N “ 1{2, we may assume that q0 equals the identity map
on Rn and c0 “ p1, i, 0, 0, . . . , 0q. In the case that N ě 3{2, we may assume that q0 equals the
identity map on Rn, Repc0q “ p1, 0, 0, . . . , 0q and | Impc0q| ď 1. By the compactness of properties
of homogeneous degree N , harmonic two-valued functions with pn´ 2q-dimensional spine and the
proof of Lemma 1.3, we may take C in (7.3) to depend only on n, m, and N . By (7.2) and (7.3),
we may assume that
|cY ´ cZ | ď Cpn,mqε|Y ´ Z|τ , |qY ´ qZ | ď Cpn,mqε|Y ´ Z|τ (7.4)
whenever Y,Z P B1{2p0q X B.
Let X P B1{4p0q and Y P Bu X B1{2p0q with |Z ´ Y | ď 2 distpZ,Buq. Write upXq “ t˘u1pXqu
and ϕY pX´Y q “ t˘ϕY,1pX´Y qu where u1 and ϕY,1 are close to ϕ0,1 in L2pB1p0q;A2pRmqq. Then
u1 ´ ϕY,1 is harmonic on B|X´Y |{2pXq. Thus provided ε is sufficiently small, by (7.3), [KruWic,
Lemma 5.1], and the Schauder estimates,
|Dαu1pXq ´DαϕY,1pX ´ Y q| ď Cpn,m, |α|qε|X ´ Y |N`τ´|α| (7.5)
for every multi-index α.
We define the following variant of the partial Legendre transformation of [KNS]. In the case
that N “ 1{2 and u is Dirichlet energy minimizing, we let X˜ “ px˜1, x˜2, y˜1, y˜2, . . . , y˜n´2q for
x˜1 “ u1pXq, x˜2 “ u2pXq, y˜j´2 “ xj for j “ 3, 4, . . . , n,
where uκ denotes the κ-th coordinate function of u. In other words under the transformation each
pointX P B1p0qmaps to two points, p`u11pXq,`u21pXq, x3, . . . , xnq and p´u11pXq,´u21pXq, x3, . . . , xnq.
In the case that N ě 3{2, we will consider u, DN´1{21 u, and D2DN´3{21 u as locally harmonic two-
valued functions and let X˜ “ px˜1, x˜2, y˜1, y˜2, . . . , y˜n´2q for
x˜1 “ DN´1{21 u1pXq, x˜2 “ D2DN´3{21 u1pXq, y˜j´2 “ xj for j “ 3, 4, . . . , n.
where we let uκ denote the κ-th coordinate function of u. In other words under the transformation
each point X P B1p0q maps to two points, p`D1DN´3{21 u11pXq,`D2DN´3{21 u11pXq, x3, . . . , xnq and
p´D1DN´3{21 u11pXq,´D2DN´3{21 u11pXq, x3, . . . , xnq. Note that the transformation maps Bu into
t0u ˆ Rn´2.
Let η1 “ pη3, η4, . . . , ηnq P Bn´21{4 p0q and Y “ pη1, η2, η1q be the unique point in BuXB21{4p0qˆtη1u.
Let c “ pc1, c2q “ pc1Y , c2Y q if N “ 1{2 and u is Dirichlet energy minimizing and c “ pc1, c2q “
N pN ´ 1q ¨ ¨ ¨ p5{2qp3{2qc1Y p1, iq if N ě 3{2 and let qY “ pqijqi,j“1,2,...,n. Suppose X P B1{4pY q with
|X ´ Y | ď 2 distpX,Bq. By the definition of x˜1, x˜2 and (7.5),
x˜k “ ˘
¨˝
Re
¨˝
ck
˜
nÿ
j“1
pq1j ` iq2j qpxj ´ ηjq
¸1{2‚˛` E‚˛
“ ˘
¨˝
RepckqRe
˜
nÿ
j“1
pq1j ` iq2j qpxj ´ ηjq
¸1{2
´ Impckq Im
˜
nÿ
j“1
pq1j ` iq2j qpxj ´ ηjq
¸1{2
` E‚˛
for k “ 1, 2 where E denotes error terms satisfying
|DαXE| ď Cpn,m, |α|qε|X ´ Y |1{2`τ´|α|. (7.6)
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We want to express x1 and x2 in terms of X˜ . Solving for the real and imaginary parts of´řn
j“1pq1j ` iq2j qpxj ´ ηjq
¯1{2
yields
˘
¨˝˜
nÿ
j“1
pq1j ` iq2j qpxj ´ ηjq
¸1{2
`E‚˛“ ic2x˜1 ´ ic1x˜2
Impc1c2q (7.7)
where E again satisfies (7.6). Squaring both sides yields
pc2x˜1 ´ c1x˜2q2
pImpc1c2qq2 “ ´
nÿ
j“1
pq1j ` iq2j qpxj ´ ηjq ` E
“ ´
2ÿ
j“1
pq1j ` iq2j qpxj ´ ηjq ´
nÿ
j“3
pq1j ` iq2j qpy˜j´2 ´ ηjq ` E
where
|X ´ Y ||DαXE| ď Cpn,m, |α|qε|X ´ Y |1`τ´|α|. (7.8)
By solving for x1 and x2,ˆ
x1
x2
˙
“
ˆ
η1
η2
˙
´
ˆ
q11 q
1
2
q21 q
2
2
˙´1˜
1
pImpc1c2qq2
ˆ
Repc2x˜1 ´ c1x˜2q2
´ Impc2x˜1 ´ c1x˜2q2
˙
`
nÿ
j“3
ˆ
q1j
q2j
˙
py˜j´2 ´ ηjq
¸
` E,
(7.9)
where E satisfies (7.8). By (7.1), |X ´ Y | ď 2 distpX,Buq implies that
|X ´ Y | ď 2p1 ` 3εq `|x1 ´ η1|2 ` |x2 ´ η2|2˘1{2 ,
so by (7.9),
1
2
p1´ Cpn,mqεq|X ´ Y | ď |x˜|2 ď p1` Cpn,mqεq|X ´ Y |. (7.10)
Hence E in (7.9) satisfies
|DαXE| ď Cpn,m, |α|qεp|x˜1|2 ` |x˜2|2q1`τ´|α| (7.11)
whenever |X ´ Y | ď 2 distpX,Buq.
We claim that the transformationX ÞÑ X˜ is invertible on a neighborhood of the origin. Observe
that to show this it suffices to check that X ÞÑ X˜ is invertible on the slice B2
1{8p0q ˆ tη2u for each
η1 P Bn´2
1{8 p0q. Let Y “ pη1, η2, η1q be the unique branch point of u in B21{8p0q ˆ tηu. By (7.9) and
(7.9), F : B2
3{16p0q Ñ C ” R2 defined by
F px1, x2q “
ˆ
η1
η2
˙
´ 1pImpc1c2qq2
ˆ
q11 q
1
2
q21 q
2
2
˙´1˜
Repc2u1px1, x2, η1q ´ c1u˜2px1, x2, η1qq2
Impc2u1px1, x2, ηq ´ c1u2px1, x2, η1qq2
¸
extends across py1, y2q to a C1 function such that F pη1, η2q “ pη1, η2q and |DF ´ I| ď Cpn,mqε on
B2
3{16p0q, where I denotes the 2ˆ2 identity matrix. Obviously F |B21{8p0q is invertible. Consequently
X ÞÑ X˜ is invertible on an neighborhood of the origin. The inverse tranformation is given by
x1 “ φ1pX˜q, x2 “ φ2pX˜q, yj´2 “ x˜j for j “ 3, 4, . . . , n, (7.12)
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for X˜ P B1{8p0q for some functions φ1, φ2 : B1{8p0q Ñ R. Note that assuming ε is sufficiently small,
B XB1{16p0q “ tpφ1p0, yq, φ2p0, yq, yq : y P Bn´21{16p0qu XB1{16p0q. (7.13)
Therefore our goal is to study the regularity of φ1 and φ2.
By the definitions of φ1 and φ2,
B
Bx˜1 “ φ
1
1
B
Bx1 ` φ
2
1
B
Bx2 ,
B
Bx˜2 “ φ
1
2
B
Bx1 ` φ
2
2
B
Bx2 ,
B
By˜j´2 “ φ
1
j
B
Bx1 ` φ
2
j
B
Bx2 `
B
Bxj for j “ 3, 4, . . . , n, (7.14)
where φκj “ Bφκ{Bx˜j for κ, j “ 1, 2 and φκj “ Bφκ{By˜j´2 for κ “ 1, 2 and j “ 3, 4, . . . , n. Thus
B
Bx1 “
φ22
φ11φ
2
2 ´ φ12φ21
B
Bx˜1 ´
φ21
φ11φ
2
2 ´ φ12φ21
B
Bx˜2
B
Bx2 “
´φ12
φ11φ
2
2 ´ φ12φ21
B
Bx˜1 `
φ11
φ11φ
2
2 ´ φ12φ21
B
Bx˜2
B
Bxj “
´φ22φ1j ` φ12φ2j
φ11φ
2
2 ´ φ12φ21
B
Bx˜1 `
φ21φ
1
j ´ φ11φ2j
φ11φ
2
2 ´ φ12φ21
B
Bx˜2 `
B
By˜j´2 for j “ 3, 4, . . . , n. (7.15)
We will close this section by examining the asymptotic behavior of φ1 and φ2 as X˜ Ñ p0, 0, η1q
for η1 “ pη3, η4, . . . , ηnq P Bn´21{16p0q. Let Y “ pη1, η2, η1q be the unique point in Bu XB21{8p0q ˆ tη1u.
Let c “ pc1, c2q “ pc1Y , c2Y q if N “ 1{2 and u is Dirichlet energy minimizing and c “ pc1, c2q “
N pN ´ 1q ¨ ¨ ¨ p5{2qp3{2qc1Y p1, iq if N ě 3{2 and let qY “ pqijqi,j“1,2,...,n. For now suppose X P
B1{16pY q with |X ´ Y | ď 2 distpX,Buq. By the computation leading to (7.9) and the fact that
xk “ φkpX˜q for k “ 1, 2,ˆ
φ1
φ2
˙
“
ˆ
η1
η2
˙
´
ˆ
q11 q
1
2
q21 q
2
2
˙´1˜
1
pImpc1c2qq2
ˆ
Repc2x˜1 ´ c1x˜2q2
´ Impc2x˜1 ´ c1x˜2q2
˙
`
nÿ
j“3
ˆ
q1j
q2j
˙
py˜j´2 ´ ηjq
¸
`E,
(7.16)
where c “ pc1, c2q and q “ pqijq are as above and |DαXE| ď Cpn,mqε|X ´ Y |1`τ´|α|. Let
ζ “ ic
2x˜1 ´ ic1x˜2
Impc1c2q .
In the case that N “ 1{2 and u is Dirichlet energy minimizing, by the definition of φ,ˆ
φ11 φ
1
2
φ21 φ
2
2
˙
“
ˆ
u11 u
1
2
u21 u
2
2
˙´1
,
ˆ
φ1j
φ2j
˙
“ ´
ˆ
u11 u
1
2
u21 u
2
2
˙´1ˆ
u1j
u2j
˙
,
so by (7.5) and (7.7),ˆ
φ11 φ
1
2
φ21 φ
2
2
˙
“ 1
2
ˆ
q11 q
1
2
q21 q
2
2
˙´1ˆ
Repc1ζ´1q ´ Impc1ζ´1q
Repc2ζ´1q ´ Impc2ζ´1q
˙´1
` E
“ 1
2 Impc1c2q
ˆ
q11 q
1
2
q21 q
2
2
˙´1˜
Impc2ζq ´ Impc1ζq
´Repc2ζq Repc1ζq
¸
` E (7.17)
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where |DαXE| ď Cpn,m, |α|qε|X ´ Y |1{2`τ´|α| andˆ
φ1j
φ2j
˙
“ ´
ˆ
q11 q
1
2
q21 q
2
2
˙´1ˆ
q1j
q2j
˙
` E (7.18)
where |DαXE| ď Cpn,m, |α|qε|X ´ Y |τ´|α|. By a similar argument, (7.18) holds true in the case
that N ě 3{2. By (7.10), (7.11), (7.14), (7.16), (7.17), and (7.18), E in (7.9) and E in (7.16) both
satisfy
|Dαx˜Dβy˜E| ď Cpn,m, |α|, |β|qε|x˜|2`2τ´|α|´2|β|. (7.19)
If instead |X ´ Y | ě 2 distpX,Buq, by replacing Y with Z P Bu X Bn´21{4 p0q such that |X ´ Z| “
distpX,Buq and applying (7.16) and (7.19) with Z in place of Y and using (7.1), (7.4), and the fact
that
|prR2ˆt0upqZpY ´ Zqq| ď Cpn,m, τqε|Y ´ Z|1`τ
due to Bu being a C
1,τ submanifold, where prR2ˆt0u denotes orthogonal projection onto R2 ˆ t0u,
it follows that E in (7.9) and E in (7.16) both satisfy
|E| ď Cpn,mqε
˜
|x˜|2 `
nÿ
j“3
|y˜j´2 ´ ηj |
¸1`τ
,
|x˜|´1|Dx˜E| ` |Dx˜x˜E| ` |Dy˜E| ď Cpn,mqε
˜
|x˜|2 `
nÿ
j“3
|y˜j´2 ´ ηj |
¸τ
, (7.20)
and E satisfying (7.19) if |α| ` 2|β| ą 2. Finally, note that by (7.5), (7.9), (7.19), and (7.20) (see
(7.7))
D
γ
Xu “ Re
¨˝
N pN ´ 1q ¨ ¨ ¨ pN ´ |γ| ` 1qcY
˜
ic2x˜1 ´ ic1x˜2
Impc1c2q
¸2N´2|γ|‚˛`E (7.21)
whenever |X ´ Y | ě 2 distpX,Buq and |γ| ď N ´ 1{2, where
|Dαx˜Dβy˜E| ď Cpn,m,N , |γ|, |α|, |β|q|x˜|2N´2|γ|´|α|´2|β|`2τ (7.22)
for all α and β. By (7.1) and (7.4), (7.21) holds true even when |X ´ Y | ą 2 distpX,Buq with
|Dαx˜E| ď Cpn,m,N , |γ|, |α|q|x˜|2N´2|γ|´|α|p|x˜|2 ` |y˜|qτ
whenever |α| ď 2N ´ 2|γ| and (7.22) whenever |α| ą 2N ´ 2|γ| or |β| ě 1.
8 Partial Legendre transformation for area-stationary graphs
By Lemma 1.9, to prove Theorem 1.11 it suffices to consider the following setup. Let N “ 1{2` k
for some integer k ě 1. Let ε ą 0 to be determined depending only on n, m, and N . Suppose
that u P C1,1{2pB2p0q;A2pRmqq is a two-valued function such that M “ graphu is area-stationary,
0 P Bu, NMpY, upY qq “ N for all Y P Bu, and
up0q “ t0, 0u, Dup0q “ t0, 0u, rDus1{2;B2p0q ď ε. (8.1)
Suppose that Bu is the graph px1, x2q “ gpx3, . . . , xnq of a C1,τ function g : Bn´21 p0q Ñ R2
such that (7.1) holds true. By (8.1), theory of frequency functions, and Theorem 1.9, we may
suppose that for every Y P B1{2p0qXBu, there exists a homogeneous degree N two-valued function
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pϕY : TpM Ñ A2pTpMKq, where TpMK denotes the tangent plane to M at the branch point
p “ pY, upY qq, such that after an orthogonal change of coordinates of TpM
pϕY pXq “ t˘RepcY px1 ` ix2qN qu (8.2)
for some cY P Cm and
ρ´n
ż
B1{2p0q
G
˜
u˜p,s
}us}L2pB1p0qq
, pϕY pXq
¸2
dX ď ερN`2τ (8.3)
for all ρ P p0, 1{2q for some constants C P p0,8q and τ “ τpn,mq P p0, 1q, where M is the graph
of u˜ppXq “ tu˜1pXq, u˜2pXqu over TpM, u˜p,spXq “ t˘pu˜p,2pXq ´ u˜p,1pXqq{2u, and, like in Section 7,
we can take C to depend only on n, m, and N but not on ϕ0 by the compactness of properties of
homogeneous degree N , C1,1{2, harmonic two-valued functions with pn´ 2q-dimensional spine and
the proof of Lemma 1.9.
Define
v “ us}u˜s}L2pB1p0qq
We want to establish the asymptotic behavior of v at branch points of u. Let X0 P B1{2p0q and
Y P Bu XB1p0q with |X0 ´ Y | ď 2 distpX,Buq. Let Q denote a rotation of Rn`m taking Rn ˆ t0u
to TpY,uapY qqM with |Q ´ I| ď C|DuapY q| (for example, construct the columns of Q by applying
the Gram-Schmidt process to the basis tpej ,DjuapY qquj“1,2,...,nYtp0, ejquj“1,2,...,m for Rn`m). Let
ξlpX0q “ prRnˆt0uQ´1pX0, ulpX0qq for l “ 1, 2 and ξapX0q “ pξ1pX0q ` ξ2pX0qq{2, where u˜pX0q “
pu˜1pX0q, u˜2pX0qq. Since the image of pX0, uapX0qq ` QpX, u˜pXqq for X P B|X0´Y |{8pξapX0qq is
contained in the graph of u|B|X0´Y |{4pX0q provided ε is sufficiently small and BuXB|X0´Y |{4pX0q “ H,
by the local decomposition of u˜ and u away from branch points and unique continuation we can
write upXq “ tu1pXq, u2pXqu on B|X0´Y |{4pX0q and u˜1pXq “ tu˜1pXq, u˜2pXqu on B|X0´Y |{8pξapX0qq
for C1 single-valued solutions u1, u2, u˜1, u˜2 to the minimal surface system. Assume u1, u2 are
defined without changing their values at X0. Letting ξlpXq “ prRnˆt0uQ´1pX,ulpXqq for X P
B|X0´Y |{16pX0q and l “ 1, 2, we can choose u˜1, u˜2 so that pX,ulpXqq “ QpξlpXq, u˜lpξlpXqqq for
l “ 1, 2, i.e.
X “ Y `Q11ξlpXq `Q12u˜lpξlpXqq, (8.4)
ulpXq “ uapY q `Q21ξlpXq `Q22u˜lpξlpXqq, (8.5)
on B|X0´Y |{16pX0q. Let ξapXq “ pξ1pXq`ξ2pXqq{2, ξspXq “ pξ2pXq´ξ1pXqq{2, uapXq “ pu1pXq`
u2pXqq{2, uspXq “ pu2pXq ´ u1pXqq{2, u˜apXq “ pu˜1pXq ` u˜2pXqq{2, and u˜spXq “ pu˜2pXq ´
u˜1pXqq{2. By taking differences in (8.4) and (8.5) we get
ξspXq “ ´Q´111 Q12
u˜2pξ2pXqq ´ u˜1pξ1pXqq
2
(8.6)
on B|X0´Y |{16pX0q and thus
uspXq “ pQ22 ´Q21Q´111 Q12q
u˜2pξ2pXqq ´ u˜1pξ1pXqq
2
(8.7)
on B|X0´Y |{16pX0q. Observe that
distpξl,Bu˜q ď distppξl, u˜lpξlqq, sing graph u˜q “ distppX,ulpXqq, sing graphuq
ď p1` Cpn,mqεqdistpX,Buq “ 17
16
p1` Cpn,mqεq|X0 ´ Y | (8.8)
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and similarly
distpξl,Buq ě 7
16
p1´ Cpn,mqεq|X0 ´ Y |
and so by (2.4) and (8.6) and (8.7),
sup
B|X0´Y |{16pX0q
|ξs| ` sup
B|X0´Y |{16pX0q
|us| ` sup
B|X0´Y |{16pX0´Y q
|u˜s| ď Cpn,mqε|X0 ´ Y |3{2,
sup
B|X0´Y |{16pX0q
|Dus| ` sup
B|X0´Y |{16pX0´Y q
|Du˜s| ď Cpn,mqε|X0 ´ Y |1{2,
rDuss1{2,B|X0´Y |{16pX0q ` rDu˜ss1{2,B|X0´Y |{16p0q ` sup
B|X0´Y |{16pX0q
|D2ua| ` sup
B|X0´Y |{16pX0´Y q
|D2u˜a| ď Cpn,mqε,
sup
B|X0´Y |{16pX0q
|D2us| ` sup
B|X0´Y |{16pX0´Y q
|D2u˜s| ď Cpn,mqε|X0 ´ Y |´1{2. (8.9)
Recall that (2.5) holds true with u˜p,a “ u˜a, u˜p,s “ u˜s, and B “ B|X0´Y |{16pX0q, so by the Schauder
estimates for (2.5) together with supB|X0´Y |{16pX0q |u˜s| ď Cpn,mq}u˜s}L2pB1{2p0qq|X0 ´ Y |
N by the
theory of frequency functions and (8.8),
sup
B3|X0´Y |{64pX0q
|u˜s| ` |X0 ´ Y | sup
B3|X0´Y |{64pX0q
|Du˜s| ď Cpn,mq}u˜s}L2pB1{2p0qq|X0 ´ Y |N . (8.10)
Since u˜a and u˜s satisfy (2.6) and pϕY is harmonic,
∆
˜
u˜κs
}us}L2pB1p0qq
´ pϕY
¸
“ ´Di
˜
pAijκλpDu˜a,Du˜sq ´ δijδκλq
Dju
λ
s
}us}L2pB1p0qq
¸
on B|X0´Y |{16pX0q, to which we can apply the Schauder estimates together with an estimate
of [KruWic-2], (7.3), (8.8), and (8.10) to get
sup
B|X0´Y |{32pX0q
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ Dαu˜κs}us}L2pB1p0qq ´Dα pϕY
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď Cpn,m, |α|qε|X0 ´ Y |N`τ´|α| (8.11)
for all α. By (8.4), (8.9) and (8.11),
|ξapXq ´Q´111 pX ´ Y q| ď Cpn,mqε|X0 ´ Y |2, |ξspXq| ď Cpn,mq|X0 ´ Y |N . (8.12)
By (8.7), (8.9), and (8.12),
sup
B|X0´Y |{32pX0q
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ uspXq}us}L2pB1p0qq ´ pQ22 ´Q21Q´111 Q12qpϕY pQ´111 pX ´ Y qq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď Cpn,mqε|X0 ´ Y |N`τ .
(8.13)
Let
ϕY pXq “ pQ22 ´Q21Q´111 Q12qpϕY pQ´111 Xq.
Observe that by choosing of the matrices Q to be a Lipschitz function of Y with Lipschitz constant
ď Cpn,mqε (for example, by constructing q via Gram-Schmidt as described above) and by the
proof of Lemma 1.9,
ϕY pq´1Y Xq “ RepcY px1 ` ix2qN q
for some nˆ n matrix qY , not necessarily a rotation matrix, and cY P Cm such that q0 equals the
identity map on Rn, Repc0q “ p1, 0, 0, . . . , 0q, | Impc0q| ď 1, and (7.4).
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Since ul satisfies the minimal surface system, i.e. (2.5) holds true with u˜p,1 “ ul and B “
B|X0´Y |{4pX0q, by the Schauder estimates and (8.9),
sup
B|X0´Y |{8pX0q
|Dαu| ď Cpn,m, |α|qε|X0 ´ Y |3{2´|α| (8.14)
for every multi-index α with |α| ě 2. By scaling (2.6) with u˜p,a “ ua and u˜p,s “ us,
DipAijκλpDu˜apY q, 0qDjϕλY q “ 0 (8.15)
weakly on B|X0´Y |{8pX0 ´ Y q. By subtracting (2.6) with u˜p,a “ ua, u˜p,s “ us, and B “
B|X0´Y |{8pX0 ´ Y q and (8.15),
Di
´
A
ij
κλpDuapY q, 0qDjpvλpXq ´ ϕλY pX ´ Y qq
¯
“ ´Di
´
pAijκλpDua,Dusq ´AijκλpDuapY q, 0qqDjvλs
¯
on B|X0´Y |{8pX0q for κ “ 1, 2, . . . ,m and thus by (8.13) and the Schauder estimates
sup
B|X0´Y |{64pX0q
|DαvpXq ´DαϕY pX ´ Y q| ď Cpn,m, |α|qε|X0 ´ Y |N`τ´|α| (8.16)
for every multi-index α.
We similarly want to establish the asymptotic behavior of ua at branch points of u. Since by
(2.5),
Di
´a
GpDuaqGijpDuaqDjua ´ f iκpDua,Dusq
¯
“ 0
in B1p0q where f iκ : Rmn ˆ Rmn Ñ R is a real analytic function such that f iκpP, 0q “ 0 and
Df iκpP, 0q “ 0 for all P P Rmn, by elliptic regularity and the Schauder estimates using (8.14) and
(8.16),
sup
BρpY q
|Dαua ´DαP | ď Cpn,m, |α|qερ2N´1´|α| (8.17)
for all ρ P p0, 1{2s and α for some polynomial P of degree at most 2N ´2. In the case that N ě 5{2
this estimate is sufficient whereas in the case N “ 3{2 we need a stronger estimate. Note that by
(2.5) for any harmonic polynomial P˜ : Rn Ñ Rm,
Di
´
A
ij
κλpDu˜s,Du˜aqDj u˜λa
¯
“ 0,
∆pu˜κa ´ P˜ q “ ´Di
´
pAijκλpDu˜s,Du˜aq ´ δijδκλqDjuλa
¯
. (8.18)
Using the following lemma, we can establish the asymptotic behavior for u˜a at 0.
Lemma 8.1. For every ϑ P p0, 1{2s there exists ε “ εpn,m, ϑq ą 0 such that if u˜ P C1,1{2pB2p0q;A2pRmqq
is a two-valued function whose graph M is area-stationary,
u˜p0q “ 0, Du˜p0q “ 0, rDu˜s1{2,B2p0q ď ε (8.19)
and there is a polynomial P˜ : Rn Ñ Rm of degree at most 2 such thatż
B1p0q
|u˜a ´ P˜ |2 ă ε, (8.20)
then there exists a polynomial P˜ 1 : Rn Ñ Rm of degree at most 2 such that
ϑ´n´4
ż
Bϑp0q
|u˜a ´ P˜ 1|2 ď Cϑ2
˜ż
B1p0q
|u˜a ´ P˜ |2 ` }u˜}2L2pB2p0qq}u˜a}2L2pB2p0qq
¸
(8.21)
for some C “ Cpn,mq P p0,8q.
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Proof. Consider a sequence of u˜j P C1,1{2pB1p0q;A2pRmqq and polynomials P˜j : Rn Ñ Rm of
degree at most 2k such that the graph Mj of uj is area-stationary, (8.19) and (8.20) hold true
with ε “ εj Ó 0, u˜ “ u˜j, M “ Mj , and P˜ “ P˜j. Let u˜j,apXq “ pu˜j,1pXq ` u˜j,2pXqq{2 and
u˜j,spXq “ t˘pu˜j,1pXq ´ u˜j,2pXqq{2u where u˜jpXq “ tu˜j,1pXq, u˜j,2pXqu. Let
Ej “
˜ż
B1p0q
|u˜j,a ´ P˜j|2 ` }u˜j}2L2pB2p0qq}u˜j,a}2L2pB2p0qq
¸1{2
By the Schauder estimates for (8.18) with u˜ “ u˜j, (8.19), and (2.4), puj,a ´ P˜jq{Ej converges to
a harmonic single-valued function w in C1 on compact subsets of the interior of B1p0q. By the
Schauder estimates for harmonic functions,
ϑ´n´4
ż
Bϑp0q
|w ´ p|2 ď Cϑ2
ż
B3{4p0q
|w|2 ď Cϑ2
for some harmonic polynomial p of degree at most 2 and C “ Cpn,mq P p0,8q and thus it follows
that (8.21) holds true with u˜ “ u˜j, P˜ “ P˜j , and P˜ 1 “ Ejp for infinitely many j.
By iteratively applying Lemma 8.1 choosing ϑ so that Cϑ ď 1{8 and using (8.1) and [SimWic11,
Lemma 6.9], which implies that
ρ´n{2}u˜a}L2pBρp0qq ď Cpn,mqρ2}u˜a}L2pB1{2p0qq, ρ´n{2}u˜s}L2pBρp0qq ď Cpn,mqρ3{2}u˜s}L2pB1{2p0qq,
for all ρ P p0, 1{2s, we can find a sequence of polynomials P˜j for j “ 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . such that P˜0 “ 0
and
pϑj{4q´n
ż
B
ϑj {4p0q
|u˜a ´ P˜j |2 ` εϑj ď 1
4
˜
pϑj´1{4q´n
ż
B
ϑj´1{4p0q
|u˜a ´ P˜j´1|2 ` εϑj´1
¸
for all j “ 1, 2, 3, . . .. It is then standard that P˜j converge uniformly on B1p0q to a harmonic
polynomial P˜Y of degree at most 2 such that
ρ´n
ż
Bρp0q
|u˜a ´ P˜Y |2 ď Cpn,mqερ2`τ 1 (8.22)
for all ρ P p0, 1{2s for some τ 1 “ τ 1pn,mq P p0, 1{2s. Moreover, for each Y,Z P Bu X B1p0q with
corresponding harmonic polynomials PY , PZ respectively,ÿ
|α|“2
|DαPY p0q ´DαPZp0q| ď Cpn,mqε|Y ´ Z|τ 1 . (8.23)
By reducing τ if necessary, we may take τ 1 “ τ . By the Schauder estimates applied to (8.18),
(8.16), and (8.22),
sup
B|X0´Y |{32pX0´Y q
|Dαu˜a ´DαP˜Y | ď Cpn,m, |α|qε|X0 ´ Y |2`τ´|α| (8.24)
for all α. By (8.4) and (8.5),
uapXq “ uapY q `DuapY qpX ´ Y q ` pQ22 ´Q21Q´111 Q12q
u˜1pξ1pXqq ` u˜2pξ2pXqq
2
“ uapY q `DuapY qpX ´ Y q ` pQ22 ´Q21Q´111 Q12q
u˜apξ1pXqq ` u˜apξ2pXqq
2
` 1
2
pQ22 ´Q21Q´111 Q12q
ż 1
´1
Du˜spξapXq ` tξspXqq ¨ ξspXqdt
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on B|X0´Y |{16pX0q, so by (8.6), (8.11), (8.12), and (8.24)
sup
B|X0´Y |{32p0q
ˇˇˇ
uapXq ´ PY pXq ` }us}2L2pB1p0qqDϕ˜Y pQ´111 pX ´ Y qqQ´111 Q12ϕ˜Y pQ´111 pX ´ Y qq
ˇˇˇ
ď Cpn,mqε|X0 ´ Y |2`τ ,
provided τ ď 1{4 and reducing τ otherwise, where
PY pXq “ uapY q `DuapY qpX ´ Y q ` pQ22 ´Q21Q´111 Q12qP˜Y pQ´111 pX ´ Y qq.
Hence by the Schauder estimates and (8.18),
sup
B|X0´Y |{64pX0q
ˇˇˇ
DαuapXq ´DαPY pXq ´ }us}2L2pB1p0qqDα
`
Dϕ˜Y pQ´111 pX ´ Y qqQ´111 Q12ϕ˜Y pQ´111 pX ´ Y qq
˘ˇˇˇ
ď Cpn,m, |α|qε|X0 ´ Y |2`τ´|α| (8.25)
for all α.
We define the following variant of the partial Legendre transformation of [KNS]. We will
consider Dk1ua,D
k
1v for k “ 0, 1, 2, . . . ,N ´ 1{2 and D2DN´3{21 ua,D2DN´3{21 v as locally solutions
to an elliptic system and let X˜ “ px˜1, x˜2, y˜1, y˜2, . . . , y˜n´2q for
x˜1 “ DN´1{21 v1pXq, x˜2 “ D2DN´3{21 v1pXq, y˜j´2 “ xj for j “ 3, 4, . . . , n.
where vκ denotes the κ-th coordinate function of v. In other words under the transformation
each point X P B1p0q maps to two points, p`DN´1{21 v11pXq,`D2DN´3{21 v11pXq, x3, . . . , xnq and
p´DN´1{21 v11pXq,´D2DN´3{21 v11pXq, x3, . . . , xnq where vpXq “ t˘v1pXqu. Note that the transfor-
mation maps Bu into t0u ˆ Rn´2. By an argument similar to the one in Section 7 using (8.16),
this transformation is invertible with inverse tranformation is given by (7.12) for some functions
φ1, φ2 : B1{8p0q Ñ R. By the definition of φ1 and φ2, (7.14) and (7.15) hold true. Assuming ε is
sufficiently small, (7.13) holds true and thus our goal is to study the regularity of φ1 and φ2.
Let η1 “ pη3, η4, . . . , ηnq P Bn´21{4 p0q and Y “ pη1, η2, η1q be the unique point in BuXB21{4p0qˆtη1u.
Let c “ pc1, c2q “ N pN ´ 1q ¨ ¨ ¨ p5{2qp3{2qc1Y p1, iq if N ě 3{2 and let qY “ pqijqi,j“1,2,...,n. By the
argument in Section 7 using (8.16) in place of (7.5), we can show that (7.9) and (7.16) hold true
with E in both equations satisfying (7.20) and (7.19) for |α| ` 2|β| ą 2.
By (8.16), (8.17), (8.25), (7.9), (7.19), and (7.20) (see (7.7)),
D
γ
Xv “ Re
¨˝
N pN ´ 1q ¨ ¨ ¨ pN ´ |γ| ` 1qcY
˜
ic2x˜1 ´ ic1x˜2
Impc1c2q
¸2N´2|γ|‚˛` E (8.26)
whenever |X ´ Y | ě 2 distpX,Buq and |γ| ď N ´ 1{2, where
|Dαx˜Dβy˜E| ď Cpn,m,N , |γ|, |α|, |β|q|x˜|2N´2|γ|´|α|´2|β|`2τ (8.27)
for all α and β and
D
γ
Xua “
ÿ
|α|{2`|β|ď2N´1´|γ|
aγ,α,βx˜
αy˜β ` E (8.28)
whenever |X ´ Y | ě 2 distpX,Buq and |γ| ď 2N ´ 1, where
|Dαx˜Dβy˜E| ď Cpn,m,N , |γ|, |α|, |β|q|x˜|4N´2´2|γ|´|α|´2|β|`2τ (8.29)
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for all α and β. By (7.1) and (7.4), (8.26) holds true even when |X ´ Y | ą 2 distpX,Buq with
|Dαx˜E| ď Cpn,m,N , |γ|, |α|q|x˜|2N´2|γ|´|α|p|x˜|2 ` |y˜|qτ
whenever |α| ď 2N ´ 2|γ| and (8.27) whenever |α| ą 2N ´ 2|γ| or |β| ě 1. Also, (8.28) holds true
even when |X ´ Y | ą 2 distpX,Buq with
|Dαx˜E| ď Cpn,m,N , |γ|, |α|qp|x˜|2 ` |y˜|q2N´1´|γ|´|α|{2´|β|`τ
whenever |α|{2 ` |β| ď 2N ´ 1´ |γ| and (8.27) whenever |α|{2 ` |β| ą 2N ´ 1´ |γ|.
9 Transformed differential system
Suppose that either (a) u P W 1,2pB1p0q;A2pRmqq is a Dirichlet energy minimizing function as in
Section 7 and N “ 1{2, (b) u P C1,1{2pB1p0q;A2pRmqq is locally harmonic in B1p0qzBu and is as in
Section 7, or (c) u P C1,1{2pB1p0q;A2pRmqq is a two-valued functions whose graph is area-stationary
as in Section 8. In cases (a) and (b), note that ua ” 0 and let v “ u and σ “ 1. In case (c), let
v “ us{σ where σ “ }us}L2pB1p0qq. Let X˜ “ px˜, y˜q be the partial Legendre transformation and φ1
and φ2 be the functions defined in Sections 7 and 8 as defined for each case (a), (b), and (c). Let
M11 pRq “
R22
R11R
2
2 ´R12R21
, M21 pRq “
´R21
R11R
2
2 ´R12R21
,
M12 pRq “
´R12
R11R
2
2 ´R12R21
, M22 pRq “
R11
R11R
2
2 ´R12R21
,
M i1pRq “M i2 “ 0, M1i pRq “
´R22R1j `R12R2j
R11R
2
2 ´R12R21
, M2i pRq “
R21R
1
j ´R11R2j
R11R
2
2 ´R12R21
for i “ 3, 4, . . . , n,
M ijpRq “ δij for i, j “ 3, 4, . . . , n,
for all R P R2n and let M ij “M ijpDφq for brevity so that by (7.14) and (7.15),
B
Bxi “
2ÿ
j“1
M
j
i
B
Bx˜j `
nÿ
j“3
M
j
i
B
By˜j´2 (9.1)
for i “ 1, 2, . . . , n.
Observe that by the fact that u is locally harmonic on B1p0qzBu in cases (a) and (b) and (2.6)
and (2.9) hold true with ua, us in place of u˜p,a, u˜p,s in case (c), we have
Di
´
A
ij
κλpDua, σDvqDjvλ
¯
“ 0,
Di
´
A
ij
κλpσDv,DuaqDjuλa
¯
“ 0, (9.2)
locally on B1p0qzBu for κ “ 1, 2, . . . ,m, where Aijκλ “ δijδκλ in cases (a) and (b) and Aijκλ is defined
by (2.7) in case (c). Note that
A
ij
κλpP,Qq “ Aijκλp´P,Qq “ AijκλpP,´Qq, Aijκλp0, 0q “ δijδκλ, DAijκλp0, 0q “ 0, (9.3)
where P,Q P Rmn. For cases (b) and (c), differentiating (9.2) by Dk1 yields
Di
´
a
ij
κλpDua, σDvqDjDk1vλ ` σ´1bijκλpDua, σDvqDjDk1uλa
¯
“ σ´1Di
´
hik,κptDDl1uaulďk´1, tσDDl1vulďk´1
¯
,
Di
´
a
ij
κλpσDv,DuaqDjDk1uλa ` σbijκλpσDv,DuaqDjDk1vλ
¯
“ Di
´
hik,κptσDDl1vulďk´1, tDDl1uaulďk´1q
¯
, (9.4)
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locally on B1p0qzBu for κ “ 1, 2, . . . ,m and k “ 1, 2, . . . ,N ´ 1{2, where
a
ij
κλpP,Qq “ AijκλpP,Qq `DQλjA
il
κνpP,QqQνl , bijκλpP,Qq “ DPλj A
il
κνpP,QqQνl ,
for P,Q P Rmn and hik,κ : pRmnq2k Ñ R are defined by hi1,κ “ 0 and
hik`1,κptPtutďk, tQtutďkq
“
k´1ÿ
s“0
pDP ν
s,l
hik,κptPtutďk´1, tQtutďk´1qP νs`1,l `DQνs,lhik,κptPtutďk´1, tQtutďk´1qQνs`1,lq
´DP ν
l
a
ij
κλpP0qQλk,jP ν1,l ´DQνl a
ij
κλpP0qQλk,jQν1,l ´DP νl b
ij
κλpP0qP λk,jP ν1,l ´DQνl b
ij
κλpP0qP λk,jQν1,l
for all Pt “ pP λt,jq, Qt “ pQλt,jq P Rmn and k “ 1, 2, . . . ,N ´ 3{2. Differentiating (9.2) and (9.4) by
D2 yields
Di
´
a
ij
κλpDua, σDvqDjDk1D2vλ ` σ´1bijκλpDua, σDvqDjDk1D2uλa
¯
(9.5)
“ σ´1Di
´
f i2k`1,κptpDDl1ua,DDl1D2uaqulďk´1,DDk1ua, tpσDDl1v, σDDl1D2vqulďk´1, σDDk1vq
¯
,
Di
´
a
ij
κλpσDv,DuaqDjDk1D2uλa ` σbijκλpσDv,DuaqDjDk1D2vλ
¯
“ Di
´
f i2k`1,κptpσDDl1v, σDDl1D2vqulďk´1, σDDk1v, tpDDl1ua,DDl1D2uaqulďk´1,DDkuaq
¯
,
locally on B1p0qzBu for κ “ 1, 2, . . . ,m and k “ 0, 1, 2, . . . ,N ´3{2, where f i2k`1,κ : pRmnq4k`2 Ñ R
are defined by f i1,κ “ 0 and
f i2k`1,κptPtutď2k, tQtutď2kq
“
k´1ÿ
s“0
pDP ν
s,l
hik,κptP2tutďk´1, tQ2tutďk´1qP ν2s`1,l `DQνs,lhik,κptP2tutďk´1, tQ2tutďk´1qQν2s`1,lq
´DP ν
l
a
ij
κλpP0qQλ2k,jP ν1,l ´DQνl a
ij
κλpP0qQλ2k,jQν1,l ´DP νl b
ij
κλpP0qP λ2k,jP ν1,l ´DQνl b
ij
κλpP0qP λ2k,jQν1,l
for all Pt “ pP λt,jq, Qt “ pQλt,jq P Rmn and k “ 1, 2, . . . ,N ´ 3{2. Define f i2k,κ : pRmnq4k Ñ R by
f i2k,κptPtutď2k´1, tQtutď2k´1q “ hik,κptP2tutďk´1, tQ2tutďk´1q. Note that by the definition of f ik,κ
and (9.3),
f iκλpP,Qq “ f iκλp´P,Qq “ ´f iκλpP,´Qq, Dlf iκλp0, 0q “ 0 for l “ 0, 1, 2, (9.6)
where P,Q P pRmnqk.
Let χ2kpX˜q “ Dk1uapXq, χ2k`1pX˜q “ Dk1D2uapXq, ψ2kpX˜q “ Dk1vpXq, and ψ2k`1pX˜q “
Dk1D2vpXq for each k. By (9.1) and dx1dx2 ¨ ¨ ¨ dxn “ pφ11φ22 ´ φ12φ21qdx˜1dx˜2 ¨ ¨ ¨ dx˜n, (9.2) trans-
forms into
Di
´
pφ11φ22 ´ φ12φ21qM isM jt AstκλpDχ0M,σDψ0MqDjψλ0
¯
“ 0,
Di
´
pφ11φ22 ´ φ12φ21qM isM jt AijκλpσDψ0M,Dχ0MqDjχλ0
¯
“ 0, (9.7)
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on B1{8p0qzt0u ˆ Rn´2 for κ “ 1, 2, . . . ,m. For cases (b) and (c), (9.4) and (9.5) transforms into
Di
´
pφ11φ22 ´ φ12φ21qM isM jt astκλpDχ0M,σDψ0MqDjψλk
¯
` σ´1Di
´
pφ11φ22 ´ φ12φ21qM isM jt bstκλpDχ0M,σDψ0MqDjχλk
¯
“ σ´1Di
`pφ11φ22 ´ φ12φ21qM isf sk,κptDχlMulďk´1, tσDψlMulďk´1q˘ ,
Di
´
pφ11φ22 ´ φ12φ21qM isM jt astκλpσDψ0M,Dχ0MqDjχλk
¯
` σDi
´
pφ11φ22 ´ φ12φ21qM isM jt bstκλpσDψ0M,Dχ0MqDjψλk
¯
“ Di
`pφ11φ22 ´ φ12φ21qM isf sk,κptσDψlMulďk´1, tDχlMulďk´1q˘ , (9.8)
on B1{8p0qzt0u ˆRn´2 for κ “ 1, 2, . . . ,m and k “ 1, 2, . . . , 2N ´ 1. Note that in case (a), ψλ0 “ x˜λ
for λ “ 1, 2 and thus in (9.7) and (9.8) we replace Djψλ2N´1 with δλj for λ “ 1, 2 and j “ 1, 2, . . . , n.
In cases (b) and (c), ψ12N´3`λ “ x˜λ for λ “ 1, 2 and in (9.7) and (9.8) we replace Djψ12N´3`λ with
δλj for λ “ 1, 2 and j “ 1, 2, . . . , n.
10 Schauder theory for singular elliptic systems
In what follows, it is convenient to write X˜ P Rn as X˜ “ px˜, y˜q for x˜ P R2 and y˜ P Rn´2. We will
use the notation
Di “ B{Bx˜i for i “ 1, 2, Di “ B{By˜i´2 for i “ 3, 4, . . . , n, Dij “ DiDj for all i, j,
Dαx˜ “ Dα11 Dα22 for α “ pα1, α2q, Dβy˜ “ Dβ13 Dβ24 ¨ ¨ ¨Dβn´2n for β “ pβ1, β2, . . . , βn´2q,
∆x˜ “
2ÿ
j“1
Djj, ∆y˜ “
nÿ
j“3
Djj.
Consider the metric on Rn given by
g “ 4px˜21 ` x˜22qpdx˜21 ` dx˜22q `
n´2ÿ
j“1
dy˜2j .
g is the pullback of the Euclidean metric on Rn under the map X˜ ÞÑ px˜21 ´ x˜22, 2x˜1x˜2, y˜q. Let dg
denote geodesic distance on Rn with respect to the metric g. Given an open set Ω, let diamgpΩq “
supX˜,X˜1PΩ dgpX˜, X˜ 1q be the diameter of Ω with respect to the metric g. Let BgρpX˜0q denote the
geodesic ball with respect to the metric g with center X˜0 and radius ρ ą 0. Define
rψsg,τ,Ω “ sup
X˜,Y˜ PΩ, X˜‰Y˜
|ψpX˜q ´ ψpY˜ q|
dgpX˜, Y˜ qτ
for every τ P p0, 1q, open set Ω Ď Rn, and real or vector valued function ψ on Ω.
Definition 10.1. Given an integers m ě 1 and k ě 0, τ P p0, 1{2s, and an open set Ω Ď Rn, define
Cg,k,τpΩ;Rmq to be the set of all functions ψ : ΩÑ Rm such that Dαx˜Dβy˜ψ exists and is continuous
on Ω whenever |α| ` 2|β| ď k and rDαx˜Dβy˜ψsg,τ,Ω ă 8 whenever |α| ` 2|β| “ k. When m “ 1 or
the value of m is obvious from the context, we denote Cg,k,τ pΩ;Rmq simply by Cg,k,τpΩq. We equip
Cg,k,τpΩ;Rmq with the norm
}ψ}Cg,k,τ pΩ;Rmq ”
ÿ
|α|`2|β|ďk
sup
Ω
|Dαx˜Dβy˜ψ| `
ÿ
|α|`2|β|“k
rDαx˜Dβy˜ψsg,τ,Ω.
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Definition 10.2. Given integers m ě 1 and k ě 0, s P R, τ P p0, 1{2s, and an open set Ω Ď Rn,
define Hs,k,τpΩ;Rmq to be the set of all functions f P CkpΩzt0u ˆ Rn´2;Rmq such that for every
p0, y˜0q P Ω X t0u ˆ Rn´2 there exists a (unique) homogeneous degree s smooth function fp ; y˜0q :
R
2 Ñ Rm, which we extend to a function fpx˜, y˜; y˜0q of px˜, y˜q P Rn that is independent of y˜, such
that
}f}Hs,k,τ pΩq ”
ÿ
|α|`|β|ďk
sup
X˜PΩzt0uˆRn´2
|x˜|´s`|α|`2|β||Dαx˜Dβy˜ fpX˜q|
`
ÿ
|α|`|β|“k
sup
X˜PΩzt0uˆRn´2
|x˜|´s`|α|`2|β|`2τ rDαx˜Dβy˜ f sg,τ,Bg
|x˜|2{4
pX˜q
`
ÿ
|α|`|β|ďk
sup
pX˜,y˜0qPSΩ
diamgpΩqτ |x˜|´s`|α|`2|β|
|Dαx˜Dβy˜ fpX˜q ´Dαx˜Dβy˜ fpX˜; y˜0q|
dgpX˜, p0, y˜0qqτ
`
ÿ
|α|`|β|“k
sup
pX˜,y˜0qPSΩ, dgpX˜,p0,y˜0qqď4|x˜|2
diamgpΩqτ |x˜|´s`|α|`2|β|rDαx˜Dβy˜ f ´Dαx˜Dβy˜ fp.; y˜0qsg,τ,Bg
|x˜|2{4
pX˜q ă 8,
where SΩ “ tpX˜, y˜0q : X˜ P Ωzt0uˆRn´2, p0, y˜0q P ΩXt0uˆRn´2u. (Note that the notation fp ; y˜0q
is ambiguous since Hs,k,τpΩ;Rmq Ă Hs1,k,τ pΩ;Rmq whenever s ą s1 and thus fp ; y˜0q depends on s.
Whenever we use the notation fp ; y˜0q, we will use the value of s for which f P Hs,k,τpΩ;Rmq is
explicitly stated.) If instead k “ ´1, we will define Hs,´1,τ pΩ;Rmq to be the set of all distributions
of the form f “ řni“1Dif i for f i P Hs`1,0,τ pΩ;Rmq for i “ 1, 2 and f i P Hs`2,0,τ pΩ;Rmq for
i “ 3, 4, . . . , n with f ip ; y˜0q “
řn
i“1Dif
ip ; y˜0q as a distribution and
}f}Hs,´1,τ pΩq “
3ÿ
i“1
}f i}Hs`1,0,τ pΩq `
nÿ
i“3
}f i}Hs`2,0,τ pΩq.
When m “ 1 or the value of m is obvious from the context, we denote Hs,k,τpΩ;Rmq simply by
Hs,k,τpΩq.
We shall first prove two relatively simple Schauder estimate, from which the main Schauder
estimates that we need follow:
Lemma 10.3. Let k ě 1 be an integer and τ P p0, 1{2q. Let ψ P Cg,k,τpBg1p0qq X C8pBg1p0qzt0u ˆ
R
n´2q with
ψp´x˜, y˜q “ p´1qkψpx˜, y˜q (10.1)
for all px˜, y˜q P Bg1p0q and f P Hk´2,k´2,τ pBg1p0qq. Suppose that ψ is a solution to
∆x˜ψ ` 4|x˜|2∆y˜ψ “ f (10.2)
on Bg1p0qzt0u ˆBn´21 p0q and
p∆x˜ ` 4|x˜|2∆y˜q
¨˝ ÿ
|α|`2|β|ďk
Dαx˜D
β
y˜ψp0, y˜0qx˜αpy˜ ´ y˜0qβ‚˛“ fpX˜; y˜0q (10.3)
on Rnzt0u ˆ Rn´2 for all y˜0 P Bn´21 p0q. Then
}ψ}Cg,k,τ pBg
1{2
p0qq ď C
˜
sup
B
g
1
p0q
|ψ| ` }f}Hk´2,k´2,τ pBg
1
p0qq
¸
(10.4)
for some constant C “ Cpn, k, τq P p0,8q.
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Before proving Lemma 10.3, we need to prove Schauders estimate away from the singular set,
some interpolation inequalities, and an abstract covering lemma similar to CITE.
Lemma 10.4 (Schauder estimate away from the singular set). (i) Let λ P p0, 1q. Let ψ P
C1,λpBg1p0qzt0u ˆ Rn´2q and f i P C0,λpBg1p0qzt0u ˆ Rn´2q for i “ 1, 2, . . . , n. Suppose that ψ
is a solution to (10.2). Thenÿ
|α|`|β|ď1
ρ|α|`|β|
|x˜0||α|
sup
B
g
ρ{2
pX˜0q
|Dαx˜Dβy˜ψ| `
ÿ
|α|`|β|“1
ρ|α|`|β|`λ
|x˜0||α|
rDαx˜Dβy˜ψsg,λ,Bg
ρ{2
pX˜0q ď C sup
B
g
ρpX˜0q
|ψ|
` C
˜
2ÿ
i“1
ρ
|x˜0| supBgρpX˜0q
|f i| `
nÿ
i“3
ρ
|x˜0|2 supBgρpX˜0q
|f i| `
2ÿ
i“1
ρ1`λ
|x˜0| rf
isg,λ,BgρpX˜0q `
nÿ
i“3
ρ1`λ
|x˜0|2 rf
isg,λ,BgρpX˜0q
¸
for every X˜0 “ px˜0, y˜0q P Bg1p0q and 0 ă ρ ď mint|x˜0|2{4, 1 ´ dgpX˜0, 0qu for some constant
C “ Cpn, k, λq P p0,8q.
(ii) Let k ě 2 be an integer and λ P p0, 1q. Let ψ P Ck,λpBg1p0qzt0u ˆ Rn´2q, and f P
Ck´2,λpBg1p0qzt0u ˆ Rn´2q. Suppose that ψ is a solution to (10.2). Thenÿ
|α|`|β|ďk
ρ|α|`|β|
|x˜0||α|
sup
B
g
ρ{2
pX˜0q
|Dαx˜Dβy˜ψ| `
ÿ
|α|`|β|“k
ρ|α|`|β|`λ
|x˜0||α|
rDαx˜Dβy˜ψsg,λ,Bg
ρ{2pX˜0q ď C sup
B
g
ρpX˜0q
|ψ|
` C
¨˝ ÿ
|α|`|β|ďk´2
ρ2`|α|`|β|
|x˜0|2`|α|
sup
B
g
ρpX˜0q
|Dαx˜Dβy˜ f | `
ÿ
|α|`|β|“k´2
ρ2`|α|`|β|`λ
|x˜0|2`|α|
rDαx˜Dβy˜ f sg,λ,BgρpX˜0q‚˛
for every X˜0 “ px˜0, y˜0q P Bg1p0q and 0 ă ρ ď mint|x˜0|2{4, 1 ´ dgpX˜0, 0qu for some constant
C “ Cpn, k, λq P p0,8q.
Proof. Apply the ordinary Schauder estimates to the rescaled function ψpx˜0 ` ρx˜{2|x˜0|, y˜0 ` ρy˜q,
using the fact that px˜0 ` ρx˜{2|x˜0|, y˜0 ` ρy˜q P Bgρ{2pX˜0q ñ px˜, y˜q P Bn1{2p0q and px˜, y˜q P B4{5p0q ñ
px˜0 ` ρx˜{2|x˜0|, y˜0 ` ρy˜q P BgρpX˜0q.
Lemma 10.5 (Interpolation inequality). For every η ą 0, integer k ě 1, and τ P p0, 1{2s, there
exists a constant C “ Cpn,m, k, τ, ηq P p0,8q such that for any ψ P Cg,k,τpBgρp0, y˜0q;Rmq, where
y˜0 P Rn´2 and ρ ą 0, such that (10.1) holds true for all px˜, y˜q P Bg1p0q,ÿ
|α|`2|β|ďk
ρ|α|{2`|β| sup
B
g
ρp0,y˜0q
|Dαx˜Dβy˜ψ| ď C sup
B
g
ρp0,y˜0q
|ψ| ` η
ÿ
|α|`2|β|“k
ρk{2`τ rDαx˜Dβy˜ψsg,τ,Bgρp0,y˜0q. (10.5)
Proof. WLOG assume y˜0 “ 0, ρ “ 1, and m “ 1. We shall first consider the cases k “ 1, 2 and
then prove the cases k ě 3 by induction. For the case k “ 1, we want to show that for every
ψ P Cg,1,τ pBg1p0q;Rmq,
sup
B
g
1
p0q
|Dx˜ψ| ď C sup
B
g
1
p0q
|ψ| ` ηrDx˜ψsg,τ,Bg
1
p0q. (10.6)
To see this, observe that given σ P p0, 1q and j P t1, 2u, we can choose a ball BgσpY˜ q Ă Bg1p0q such
that
sup
B
g
1
p0q
|Djψ| “ sup
B
g
σpY˜ q
|Djψ|
so that by the definition of rDjψsg,τ,Bg
1
p0q and the mean value theorem,
sup
B
g
1
p0q
|Djψ| ď inf
B
g
σpY˜ q
|Djψ| ` p2σqτ rDjψsg,τ,Bg
1
p0q
ď p2σq´1 sup
B
g
1
p0q
|ψ| ` p2σqτ rDjψsg,τ,Bg
1
p0q
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and thus (10.6) follows by choosing σ “ σpτ, ηq sufficiently small. By this same type of argument,
for every η ą 0 there exists C “ Cpn, τ, ηq P p0,8q such that for every ψ P Cg,2,τ pBg1p0q;Rmq,
sup
B
g
1
p0q
|Dy˜ψ| ď C sup
B
g
1
p0q
|ψ| ` ηrDy˜ψsg,τ,Bg
1
p0q. (10.7)
In light of (10.7), to complete proof for the case k “ 2, we need to show that for every η ą 0
there exists C “ Cpn, τ, ηq P p0,8q such that for every ψ P Cg,2,τ pBg1p0q;Rmq such that (10.1)
holds true for all px˜, y˜q P Bg1p0q,
sup
B
g
1
p0q
|Dx˜ψ| ` sup
B
g
1
p0q
|Dx˜x˜ψ| ď C sup
B
g
1
p0q
|ψ| ` ηrDx˜x˜ψsg,τ,Bg
1
p0q ` ηrDy˜ψsg,τ,Bg
1
p0q. (10.8)
First observe that by (10.1) and (10.6) with Dx˜ψ in place of ψ,
sup
B
g
1
p0q
|Dx˜ψ| ` sup
B
g
1
p0q
|Dx˜x˜ψ| ď 2 sup
B
g
1
p0q
|Dx˜x˜ψ| ď Cpn, τ, ηq sup
B
g
1
p0q
|Dx˜ψ| ` η
2
rDx˜x˜ψsg,τ,Bg
1
p0q. (10.9)
Let σ ą 0. If y˜0 P Bn´21 p0q with B2σp0q ˆ ty˜0u Ă Bg1p0q, then
sup
B2σp0qˆty˜0u
|Dx˜ψ| ď σ sup
B
g
1
p0q
|Dx˜x˜ψ|. (10.10)
If instead y˜0 P Bn´21 p0q with B2σp0q ˆ ty˜0u Ć Bg1p0q, then by standard interpolation inequalities for
every ε ą 0,
sup
B2σp0qˆty˜0u
|Dx˜ψ| ď Cpn, τ, η, σ, εq sup
B
g
1
p0q
|ψ| ` ε sup
B
g
1
p0q
|Dx˜x˜ψ|. (10.11)
By combining (10.9), (10.10), and (10.11) and choosing σ “ σpn, τ, ηq and ε “ σpn, τ, ηq sufficiently
small, we obtain (10.8).
Now suppose that (10.5) holds true whenever k ă K for some integer K ě 3. Let η ą 0 and
ψ P Cg,K,τpBg1p0q;Rmq. If K is odd, then by (10.1), the induction hypothesis applied to Dx˜ψ, and
(10.6),ÿ
|α|`2|β|ďK
sup
B
g
1
p0q
|Dαx˜Dβy˜ψ|
ď Cpn,K, τ, ηq sup
B
g
1
p0q
|Dx˜ψ| ` η
2
ÿ
|α|`2|β|“K
rDαx˜Dβy˜ψsg,τ,Bg1 p0q
ď Cpn,K, τ, ηq sup
B
g
1
p0q
|ψ| ` 1?
32
rDx˜ψsg,1{2,Bg
1
p0q `
η
2
ÿ
|α|`2|β|“K
rDαx˜Dβy˜ψsg,τ,Bg1 p0q
ď Cpn,K, τ, ηq sup
B
g
1
p0q
|ψ| ` 1
2
˜
sup
B
g
1
p0q
|Dx˜x˜x˜ψ| ` sup
B
g
1
p0q
|Dx˜y˜ψ|
¸
` η
2
ÿ
|α|`2|β|“K
rDαx˜Dβy˜ψsg,τ,Bg1 p0q,
which implies (10.5) with k “ K. If K is even, then by (10.1), the induction hypothesis applied to
Dx˜x˜ψ and Dy˜ψ, (10.7), and (10.8),ÿ
|α|`2|β|ďK
sup
B
g
1
p0q
|Dαx˜Dβy˜ψ|
ď Cpn,K, τ, ηq
˜
sup
B
g
1
p0q
|ψ| ` sup
B
g
1
p0q
|Dx˜x˜ψ| ` sup
B
g
1
p0q
|Dy˜ψ|
¸
` η
2
ÿ
|α|`2|β|“K
rDαx˜Dβy˜ψsg,τ,Bg1 p0q
ď Cpn,K, τ, ηq sup
B
g
1
p0q
|ψ| ` 1?
32
´
rDx˜x˜ψsg,1{2,Bg
1
p0q ` rDy˜ψsg,1{2,Bg
1
p0q
¯
` η
2
ÿ
|α|`2|β|“K
rDαx˜Dβy˜ψsg,τ,Bg1 p0q
ď Cpn,K, τ, ηq sup
B
g
1
p0q
|ψ| ` 1
2
ÿ
|α|`2|β|“4
sup
B
g
1
p0q
|Dαx˜Dβy˜ψ| `
η
2
ÿ
|α|`2|β|“K
rDαx˜Dβy˜ψsg,τ,Bg1 p0q,
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which implies (10.5) with k “ K.
Lemma 10.6 (Abstract covering lemma). Given l ě 0, there exists δ “ δpn, lq ą 0 such that if C
is a collection of subsets of Bg1p0q containing all geodesic g-balls in Bg1p0q and S : C Ñ r0,8q such
that S is subadditive in the sense that
SpAq ď
Nÿ
j“1
SpAjq whenever A Ď
Nď
j“1
Aj
for A,A1, A2, . . . , AN P C with and for some ν ě 0,
ρlSpBg
ρ{2px˜0, y˜0qq ď ν (10.12)
for all Bgρpx˜0, y˜0q Ď Bg1p0q with |x˜0|2{32 ď ρ ď |x˜0|2{4 and
ρlSpBg
ρ{2p0, y˜0qq ď δρlSpBgρp0, y˜0qq ` ν (10.13)
for all y˜0 P Bn´21 p0q, then
ρlSpBg
ρ{2px˜0, y˜0qq ď Cν (10.14)
for some constant C “ Cpn, lq P p0,8q.
Proof. Define
Q “ sup
y˜PBn´2
1
p0q, ρPp0,1´|y˜|s
ρlSpBg
ρ{2p0, y˜0qq.
Select y˜ P Bn´21 p0q and ρ P p0, 1 ´ |y˜|s. Cover B2ρ1{2{4p0q ˆ Bn´2ρ{2 py˜q by balls B
g
ρ{8p0, z˜kq, k “
1, 2, . . . , N , with z˜k P Bn´2ρ{2 p0q and N ď Cpnq. Cover Bgρ{2p0, y˜qzpB2ρ1{2{4p0q ˆ Bn´2ρ{2 py˜qq by balls
B
g
ρ{64px˜k, y˜kq, k “ 1, 2, . . . , N 1, with x˜k P R2 and y˜k P Rn´2 such that px˜k, y˜kq P Bgρ{2p0, yq and
|x˜k| ě ρ1{2{4 and N 1 ď Cpnq. By (10.12) and (10.13), the subadditivity of S, and the definition of
Q,
Q ď 4lNδQ` p4lN ` 32lN 1qν. (10.15)
Recalling that N,N 1 ď Cpnq and then choosing δ “ δpnq ą 0 so that 4lNδ ă 1{2, (10.15) yields
Q ď Cν
for some constant C “ Cpn, lq P p0,8q, which by the definition of Q implies (10.14).
Proof of Lemma 10.3. We claim that in order to prove Lemma 10.3 it suffices to show that for
every δ ą 0 there exists ε “ εpn, τ, ν, δq ą 0 and C “ Cpn, τ, ν, δq P p0,8q such that under the
hypotheses of Lemma 10.3,ÿ
|α|`2|β|“k
rDαx˜Dβy˜ψsg,τ,Bg
1{2p0q ď δ
ÿ
|α|`2|β|“k
rDαx˜Dβy˜ψsg,τ,Bg1 p0q
`C
¨˝ ÿ
|α|`2|β|ďk
sup
B
g
1
p0q
|Dαx˜Dβy˜ψ| ` }f}Hk´2,k´2,τ pBg1 p0qq‚˛ (10.16)
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Suppose that ψ satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 10.3 and suppose that (10.16) holds true
whenever the hypotheses of Lemma 10.3 hold true. By applying the translation and scaling
px˜, y˜q ÞÑ pρ1{2x˜, y˜0 ` ρy˜q to (10.16), we conclude that under the hypotheses of Lemma 10.3,ÿ
|α|`2|β|“k
ρk{2`τ rDαx˜Dβy˜ψsg,τ,Bgρ{2p0,y˜0q ď δ
ÿ
|α|`2|β|“k
ρk{2`τ rDαx˜Dβy˜ψsg,τ,Bgρp0,y˜0q
` C
¨˝ ÿ
|α|`2|β|ďk
ρ|α|{2`|β| sup
B
g
ρp0,y˜0q
|Dαx˜Dβy˜ψ| ` ρk{2}f}Hk´2,k´2,τpBg1 p0qq‚˛ (10.17)
for every y˜0 P Bn´21 p0q and ρ P p0, 1´|y˜0|s for some C “ Cpn, τ, ν, δq P p0,8q. By the interpolation
inequalities of Lemma 10.5, (10.17) implies thatÿ
|α|`2|β|“k
ρk{2`τ rDαx˜Dβy˜ψsg,τ,Bgρ{2p0,y˜0q ď 2δ
ÿ
|α|`2|β|“k
ρk{2`τ rDαx˜Dβy˜ψsg,τ,Bgρp0,y˜0q
` C
˜
sup
B
g
ρp0,y˜0q
|ψ| ` }f}Hk´2,k´2,τ pBg
1
p0qq
¸
(10.18)
for every y˜0 P Bn´21 p0q and ρ P p0, 1 ´ |y˜0|s for some C “ Cpn, τ, ν, δq P p0,8q. By Lemma 10.6
using the Schauder estimate of Lemma 10.4 and (10.18) and then the interpolation inequalities of
Lemma 10.5, (10.16) holds true.
Now suppose that some δ P p0, 1q and for j “ 1, 2, 3, . . . there are a sequence of ψj and fj such
that the hypotheses of Lemma 10.3 hold true with ε “ 1{j, ψ “ ψj, and f “ fj butÿ
|α|`2|β|“k
rDαx˜Dβy˜ψjsg,τ,Bg
1{2p0q ą δ
ÿ
|α|`2|β|“k
rDαx˜Dβy˜ψjsg,τ,Bg1 p0q
` j
¨˝ ÿ
|α|`2|β|ďk
sup
B
g
1
p0q
|Dαx˜Dβy˜ψj | ` }fj}Hk´2,k´2,τ pBg1 p0qq‚˛ (10.19)
By scaling we may assume that ÿ
|α|`2|β|“k
rDαx˜Dβy˜ψjsg,τ,Bg
1{2
p0q “ δ. (10.20)
For each j, select distinct X˜j “ px˜j, y˜jq, X˜ 1j “ px˜1j, y˜1jq P Bg1{2p0qzt0u ˆ t0u ˆBn´21{2 p0q such thatÿ
|α|`2|β|“k
|Dαx˜Dβy˜ψjpX˜jq ´Dαx˜Dβy˜ψjpX˜ 1jq| ą
δ
2
dgpX˜j , X˜ 1jqτ (10.21)
and let ρj “ dgpX˜j , X˜ 1jq. By (10.19) and (10.21), ρj Ñ 0 as j Ñ 8. Moreover, |x˜j | Ñ 0 since
otherwise we can pass to a subsequence such that infj |x˜j | ą 0 and then by (10.2) with ψ “ ψj and
f “ fj and the Schauder estimates of Lemma 10.4,
lim
jÑ8
ÿ
|α|`2|β|“k
rDαx˜Dβy˜ψjsg,τ,Bg
|x˜j |
2{8
pX˜jq “ 0,
contradicting (10.21).
Suppose that, after passing to a subsequence, ρj{|x˜j |2 Ñ 0 as j Ñ 8. By (10.2) and (10.3)
with ψ “ ψj and f “ fj,
ψpX˜q “ ψjpX˜q ´
ÿ
|α|`2|β|ďk
Dαx˜D
β
y˜ψjp0, y˜jqx˜αpy˜ ´ y˜jqβ
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satisfies
∆x˜ψ ` 4|x˜|2∆y˜ψ “ fjpX˜q ´ fjpX˜ ; y˜jq
in Bg1p0q, so by (10.19), (10.20), and the Schauder estimates of Lemma 10.4 with λ “ τ ,ÿ
|α|`2|β|ąk, |α|`|β|ďk
|x˜j ||α|`2|β| sup
B
g
|x˜j |
2{8
pX˜jq
|Dαx˜Dβy˜ψj|
`
ÿ
|α|`|β|“k
|x˜j||α|`2|β|`2τ rDαx˜Dβy˜ψjsg,τ,Bg
|x˜j |
2{8
pX˜jq ď C|x˜|k`2τ (10.22)
for some C “ Cpn, τq P p0,8q. Define
χjpX˜q “ |x˜j|
k
ρk`τj
¨˝
ψj
ˆ
x˜j ` ρj|x˜j | x˜, y˜j ` ρj y˜
˙
´
ÿ
|α|`|β|ďk
1
α!β!
ρ
|α|`|β|
j
|x˜j ||α|
Dαx˜D
β
y˜ψjpX˜jqx˜αy˜β‚˛.
By (10.22) and Taylor’s theorem, for every R ą 0 and j sufficiently large depending on R, we have
the bound on a standard Euclidean Ho¨lder coefficient of rDk
X˜
χjsτ,BRp0q ď C for some C “ Cpn, τq P
p0,8q independent of j, thus after passing to a subsequence χj converges to some function χ in Ck
on compact subsets of Rn such that Dl
X˜
χp0q “ 0 for l “ 1, 2, . . . , k and rDk
X˜
χsτ,Rn ă 8. Moreover
by (10.2), χj satisfies
∆x˜χj ` |x˜j ` ρjx˜{|x˜j ||
2
|x˜j |2 ∆y˜χj
“ |x˜j |
k´2
ρk´2`τj
ˆ
fj
ˆ
x˜j ` ρj|x˜j | x˜, y˜j ` ρj y˜
˙
´
ÿ
|α|`|β|ďk´2
1
α!β!
ρ
|α|`|β|
j
|x˜j||α|
pDα
X˜
∆x˜ψjpX˜jq ` 4|x˜j ` ρj x˜{|x˜j||2Dαx˜Dβy˜∆y˜ψjpX˜jqqx˜αy˜β‚˛
“ |x˜j |
k´2
ρk´2`τj
¨˝
fj
ˆ
x˜j ` ρj|x˜j | x˜, y˜j ` ρj y˜
˙
´
ÿ
|α|`|β|ďk´2
1
α!β!
ρ
|α|`|β|
j
|x˜j||α|
Dαx˜D
β
y˜ fjpX˜jqx˜αy˜β
´
ÿ
|α|`|β|“k´2
8
α!β!
ρ
|α|`|β|`1
j
|x˜j||α|`1
Dαx˜D
β
y˜∆y˜ψjpX˜jqpx˜j ¨ x˜qx˜αy˜β
´
ÿ
|α|`|β|“k´3,k´2
4
α!β!
ρ
|α|`|β|`2
j
|x˜j ||α|`2
|x˜|2Dαx˜Dβy˜∆y˜ψjpX˜jqx˜αy˜β‚˛,
so by (10.20) and (10.22) ∆x˜χ`∆y˜χ “ 0 on Rn. But by Liousville’s Theorem no such function χ
can exist. Therefore
sup
j
|x˜j |2{ρj ă 8. (10.23)
Now let
χjpx˜, y˜q “ ρ´k{2´τj
¨˝
ψjpρ1{2j x˜, yj ` ρj y˜q ´
ÿ
|α|`2|β|ďk
1
α!β!
ρ
|α|{2`|β|
j D
α
x˜D
β
y˜ψjp0, yjqx˜αy˜β‚˛
for px˜, y˜q P Bg
1{2ρj p0q. By (10.2) and (10.3) with ψ “ ψj and f “ fj,
∆x˜χj ` 4|x˜|2∆y˜χj “ ρ´τj pfjpρ1{2j x˜, yj ` ρj y˜q ´ fjpρ1{2j x˜; y˜jqq
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on Bg1p0qzt0u ˆBn´21 p0q. Thus by the Schauder estimates, (10.19), and (10.20), after passing to a
subsequence χj converges to a function χ in C
k on compact subsets of Rnzt0u ˆ Rn´2 as j Ñ 8
and χ satisfies
∆x˜χ` 4|x˜|2∆y˜χ “ 0 (10.24)
on Rnzt0u ˆ Rn´2. By (10.20) and Arzela-Ascoli, after passing to a subsequence, Dαx˜Dβy˜χj Ñ
Dαx˜D
β
y˜χ uniformly on compact subsets of R
n whenever |α| ` 2|β| ď k. If k is odd, then whenever
|α| ` 2|β| “ k ´ 1,
Dαx˜D
β
y˜χjpx˜, y˜q “
ż 1
0
Dx˜D
α
x˜D
β
y˜χjptx˜, y˜q ¨ x˜dt
so Dαx˜D
β
y˜χj Ñ Dαx˜Dβy˜χ in C1 on compact subsets of Rn. Since when k ě 2 by Taylor’s theorem
χjpx˜, y˜q “
ÿ
|β|ďN´1
1
β!
D
β
y˜χjpx˜, 0q y˜β `
ÿ
|β|“N
N
β!
ż 1
0
p1´ tqN´1Dβy˜χjpx˜, ty˜qdt y˜β
“
ÿ
|β|ďN´1
ÿ
|α|“k´2|β|
k ´ 2|β|
α!β!
ż 1
0
p1´ tqk´2|β|´1Dαx˜Dβy˜χjptx˜, 0qdt x˜αy˜β
`
ÿ
|β|“N
N
β!
ż 1
0
p1´ tqN´1Dβy˜χjpx˜, ty˜qdt y˜β, (10.25)
whereN “ k{2 if k is even and N “ pk´1q{2 if k is odd, Dαx˜Dβy˜χj Ñ Dαx˜Dβy˜χ uniformly on compact
subsets of Rn whenever |α| ` 2|β| ď k. In particular, χ P Cg,k,τpRnq with χp´x˜, y˜q “ p´1qkχpx˜, y˜q
on Rn, Dαx˜D
β
y˜χjp0q “ 0 whenever |α| ` 2|β| ď k, and by (10.19) and (10.20)ÿ
|α|`2|β|ďk
rDαx˜Dβy˜χsg,τ,Rn ď 1. (10.26)
By (10.23), after passing to a subsequence, pρ´1{2j x˜j , 0q and pρ´1{2j x˜1j, ρ´1j py˜1j ´ y˜jqq converge to
some ξ, ξ1 P Rn such that by (10.21),ÿ
|α|`2|β|“k
|Dαx˜Dβy˜χpξq ´Dαx˜Dβy˜χpξ1q| ě
δ
2
(10.27)
for some ξ, ξ1 P Rn.
Suppose that k is even. Using the fact that χp´x˜, y˜q “ χpx˜, y˜q, we define the single-valued
function ϕ : Rn Ñ R by
ϕpXq “ χpRepx1 ` ix2q1{2, Impx1 ` ix2q1{2, x3, . . . , xnq (10.28)
for X “ px1, x2, . . . , xnq P Rn. Since ϕ P C0pRnq and ϕ is harmonic on Rnzt0uˆRn´2, ϕ P C8pRnq
and ϕ is harmonic on Rn. By applying Taylor’s theorem to χ like we did for (10.25) and by (10.26),
|ϕpXq| ď Cpn, k, τq|X|k{2`τ (10.29)
for all X P Rn, so by Liousville’s theorem ϕ must identically zero. Thus χ is identically zero,
contradicting (10.27).
Suppose that k is odd. Using the fact that χp´x˜, y˜q “ ´χpx˜, y˜q, we define the symmetric
two-valued function ϕ : Rn Ñ R by (10.28). By using Taylor’s theorem like we did for (10.25), the
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formulas cospθq “ 2 cospθ{2q ´ 1 “ 1´ 2 sinpθ{2q and sinpθq “ 2 cospθ{2q sinpθ{2q for all θ P R, and
(10.26),ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇϕpx, yq ´ Re
¨˝ ÿ
p`q`|β|ďpk´1q{2
cp,q,βpy0q|x|ppx1 ` i2q1{2`qpy ´ y0qβ ‚˛ˇˇˇˇˇˇ ď Cpn, k, τq|X ´ p0, y0q|k{2`τ
(10.30)
(where p, q are nonnegative integers) for all x P R2 and y, y0 P Rn´2 for some functions cp,q,β P
C0,τ pRn´2;Cq with cp,q,βp0q “ 0. In particular, (10.29) holds true.
Since ϕ is harmonic on Rnzt0u ˆ Rn´2,ż
Bρp0,y0q
|Dϕ|2ζ “
ż
BBρp0,y0q
ϕDRϕζ ´
ż
Bρp0,y0q
ϕDϕ ¨Dζ,ż
Bρp0,y0q
nÿ
i,j“1
p|Dϕ|2δij ´ 2DiϕDjϕqDipXjζq “ ρ
ż
BBρp0,y0q
p|Dϕ|2 ´ 2|DRϕ|2qζ,
for all y0 P Rn´2, ρ ą 0, and ζ P C8pRnq such that ζ ” 0 near t0u ˆRn´2. By letting ζ be smooth
functions approximating ζδ given by ζδpx, yq “ 0 if |x| ď δ{2, ζδpx, yq “ 2|x|{δ ´ 1 if δ{2 ă |x| ă δ,
and ζδpx, yq “ 1 if |x| ď δ and then letting δ Ó 0 using (10.30), we obtainż
Bρp0,y0q
|Dϕ|2 “
ż
BBρp0,y0q
ϕDRϕ,
pn´ 2q
ż
Bρp0,y0q
|Dϕ|2 “ ρ
ż
BBρp0,y0q
p|Dϕ|2 ´ 2|DRϕ|2q, (10.31)
for all y0 P Rn´2 and ρ ą 0. Now we can consider the frequency function Nϕ,p0,y0qpρq by (1.1) with
u “ ϕ and Y “ p0, y0q. By (10.31),
d
dρ
˜
ρ2´n
ż
Bρp0,y0q
|Dϕ|2
¸
“ 2ρ2´n
ż
BBρp0,y0q
|DRϕ|2
and thus
N 1ϕ,p0,y0qpρq “
2ρ3´2n
Hϕ,p0,y0qpρq2
¨˝˜ż
BBρp0,y0q
|ϕ|2
¸˜ż
BBρp0,y0q
|DRϕ|2
¸
´
˜ż
BBρp0,y0q
ϕDRϕ
¸2‚˛ě 0
(10.32)
for all y0 P Rn´2 and ρ ą 0 with equality if and only if ϕpx, y0 ` yq is homogeneous degree
Nϕ,p0,y0qpρq as a function of px, yq, where
Hϕ,p0,y0qpρq “ ρ1´n
ż
BBρp0,y0q
|ϕ|2.
Moreover, by (10.31),
Nϕ,p0,y0qpρq “
2H 1
ϕ,p0,y0qpρq
ρHϕ,p0,y0qpρq
(10.33)
for all y0 P Rn´2 and ρ ą 0. By (10.29), (10.32), and (10.33) with y0 “ 0, logpρ´2k´2τHϕ,0pρqq
is a bounded, convex function of logpρq and thus logpρ´k´2τHϕ,0pρqq is constant with derivative
2Nϕ,0pρq´ k´ 2τ “ 0. In other words, Nϕ,0pρq ” k{2` τ and thus ϕ is homogeneous degree k` τ .
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Consider the Fourier coefficient of ϕ given by
ϕl,˘pr, yq “ 1
4pi
ż 4pi
0
e˘p1{2`lqθχpr2e2iθ, yqdθ
for ˘ P t´,`u and l ě 0 an integer and observe that since ϕ is harmonic on Rnzt0u ˆ Rn´2,
1
r
B
Br
ˆ
r
Bϕl,˘
Br
˙
´ p1{2` lq
2
r2
ϕl,˘ `∆yϕl,˘ “ 0 (10.34)
on p0,ˆq ˆ Rn´2. Since ϕ is homogeneous degree k{2 ` τ , ϕl,˘pr, yq “ rk{2`τupy{rq for some
function u P C8pRn´2q. By (10.34),
∆zu`
n´2ÿ
i,j“1
zizjDzizju´ pk ´ 1` 2τq
n´2ÿ
i“1
ziDziu` ppk{2 ` τq2 ´ p1{2 ` lq2qu “ 0 (10.35)
on Rn´2. By (10.35),
∆zD
pu`
n´2ÿ
i,j“1
zizjDzizjD
pu´pk´ 1´ 2p` 2τq
n´2ÿ
i“1
ziDziD
pu`ppk{2´ p` τq2´p1{2` lq2qDpu “ 0
(10.36)
on Rn´2 for every integer p ě 0. Take v “ Dpk´1q{2´lu. We want to claim that
sup
Bρp0qzBρ{2p0q
|Dv| ď Cpn, k, l, τqρ´1 sup
B2ρp0qzBρ{4p0q
|v| (10.37)
for all ρ ě 1. If n “ 2, then (10.37) follows by (10.36) and standard ODE theory. If n ě 3,
then (10.37) does not generally hold true. However, we can write vprωq “ ř8k“1 γkprqφkpωq,
where r ą 0, ω P Sn´3, and tφku is an L2pSn´3q-orthonormal basis of eigenfunctions satisfying
∆Sn´3φk`λkφk “ 0 on Sn´3 for eigenvalues λ1 ď λ2 ď λ3 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ , and replace vprωq with γkprqφkpωq
for each k. By (10.37), γk satisfies the ODE
p1` r2qB
2γk
Br2 ´ pr
´1 ` p´2l ` 2τqrqBγkBr ´ pλkr
´2 ` p´l ` τq2 ´ p1{2 ` lq2qγk “ 0
and so by standard ODE theory (10.37) holds true. Let w “ Dv. By (10.30) and (10.37),
|wpzq| ď Cpn, k, l, τq|z|´1 (10.38)
for all z P Rn´2. Rewrite (10.36) with p “ pk ` 1q{2´ l in polar coordinates as
B
Br
ˆ
h
Bw
Br
˙
` h
r2
∆Sn´3w ´ p1´ τqp2l ` τqhw “ 0 (10.39)
weakly on Rn´2 where h “ rp1` r2q1{2´l´τ . Since r´1∇Sn´3w is bounded as r Ó 0, we can rewrite
(10.39) in the weak formż
Sn´3
ż 8
0
h
ˆBw
Br
Bζ
Br `
1
r2
∇Sn´3w∇Sn´3ζ ` p1´ τqp2l ` τqwζ
˙
“ 0 (10.40)
for all ζ P C1c pRn´2;Rppk`1q{2´lqpn´2qq. By replacing ζ with wζprq2 in (10.40), where ζ P C1pr0,8qq
such that ζ 1prq “ 0 near 0 and ζprq vanishes for r sufficiently large and using Cauchy’s inequality,ż
Sn´3
ż 8
0
hζprq2
˜ˇˇˇˇBw
Br
ˇˇˇˇ2
` 1
r2
|∇Sn´3w|2 ` p1´ τqp2l ` τq|w|2
¸
ď 4
ż
Sn´3
ż 8
0
h|w|2ζ 1prq2.
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For ρ ą 1, let ζprq “ 1 for r P r0, ρs, ζprq “ ´ logpr{ρq{ logpρq for r P pρ, ρ2q, and ζprq “ 0 for
r ě ρ2 to obtain using (10.38) thatż
Sn´3
ż ρ
0
h
˜ˇˇˇˇBw
Br
ˇˇˇˇ2
` 1
r2
|∇Sn´3w|2 ` p1´ τqp2l ` τq|w|2
¸
ď C
logpρq2
ż
Sn´3
ż ρ2
ρ
r´2l´2τ |w|2 ď C
logpρq2
ż ρ2
ρ
r´2´2l´2τ ď C
logpρq2 ρ
´1´2l´2τ
for C “ Cpn, k, l, τq P p0,8q, so by letting ρ Ñ 8 we obtain w ” 0 on Rn´2. Consequently u is
a degree ppk ´ 1q{2 ´ lq polynomial in z. By (10.36), u ” 0. Consequently χ ” 0, contradicting
(10.27).
Lemma 10.7 (Schauder estimate away from the singular set). Given an integerm ě 2, τ P p0, 1{2q,
and ν ě 0, there exists ε “ εpn,m, τ, νq ą 0 such that the following holds true. For κ “ 1, 2, . . . ,m,
let sκ ě 1 be integers with s1 “ s2 “ 2, s ě max sκ, and ψκ P Cs,τ pBg1p0qzt0u ˆ Rn´2q. Suppose
a
ij
κλ P H1´sλ`tij ,s´1,τ pBg1p0qq if κ ď 2 and aijκλ P Hsκ´sλ`tij ,s´1,τ pBg1p0qq if κ ě 3, where tij “ 0 if
i, j ď 2, tij “ 1 if i ď 2 ă j or j ď 2 ă i, and tij “ 2 if i, j ě 3, such that›››››aijκλ ` Re
˜ ?´1j´i´κ´λ
2px˜1 `
?´1x˜2q
¸›››››
H´1,s´1,τ pBg
1
p0qq
ď ε if i, j, κ, λ ď 2,
}aijκλ}H0,s´1,τ pBg1 p0qq ď ε if κ, λ ď 2 and i ď 2 ă j or j ď 2 ă i,›››aijκλ ` Re´2?´1κ`λpx˜1 `?´1x˜2q¯›››
H1,s´1,τ pBg
1
p0qq
ď ε if κ, λ ď 2 ă i, j,
}aijκλ}H1´sλ`tij ,s´1,τ pBg
1
p0qq ď ν and }aijκλ ´ aijκλp ; 0q}H1´sλ`tij ,s´1,τ pBg
1
p0qq ď ν if λ ď 2 ă κ,
}aijκλ}Hsκ´2`tij ,´1,τ pBg
1
p0qq ď ε if κ ď 2 ă λ,
}aijκλ ´ 1}H0,s´1,τ pBg1 p0qq ď ε if i “ j ď 2 ă κ “ λ
}aijκλ ´ 4|x˜|2}H2,s´1,τ pBg1 p0qq ď ε if i “ j ě 3, κ “ λ ě 3,
}aijκλ}Htij ,s´1,τ pBg
1
p0qq ď ε if i ‰ j, κ “ λ ě 3,
}aijκλ}Hsκ´sλ`tij ,s´1,τ pBg
1
p0qq ď ε if κ, λ ě 3, κ ‰ λ. (10.41)
Suppose that ψ is a solution to
nÿ
i,j“1
mÿ
λ“1
DipaijκλDjψλq “ fκ (10.42)
weakly on Bg1p0qzt0uˆBn´21 p0q for κ “ 1, 2, . . . ,m for some fκ P Cs´2,τ pBg1p0qq for κ “ 1, 2, . . . ,m.
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Then
mÿ
κ“1
ÿ
|α|`|β|ďs
ρ|α|`|β|
|x˜0|sκ`|α|
sup
B
g
ρ{2
pX˜0q
|Dαx˜Dβy˜ψκ| `
mÿ
κ“1
ÿ
|α|`|β|“s
ρ|α|`|β|`τ
|x˜0|sκ`|α|
rDαx˜Dβy˜ψκsg,τ,Bg
ρ{2
pX˜0q
ď C
¨˝
mÿ
κ“1
1
|x˜0|sκ supBgρpX˜0q
|ψκ| `
2ÿ
κ“1
ÿ
|α|`|β|ďs´2
ρ2`|α|`|β|
|x˜0|3`|α|
sup
B
g
ρpX˜0q
|Dαx˜Dβy˜ fκ|
`
2ÿ
κ“1
ÿ
|α|`|β|“s´2
ρ2`|α|`|β|`τ
|x˜0|3`|α|
rDαx˜Dβy˜ fκsg,τ,BgρpX˜0q `
mÿ
κ“3
ÿ
|α|`|β|ďs´2
ρ2`|α|`|β|
|x˜0|2`sκ`|α|
sup
B
g
ρpX˜0q
|Dαx˜Dβy˜ fκ|
`
mÿ
κ“3
ÿ
|α|`|β|“s´2
ρ2`|α|`|β|`τ
|x˜0|2`sκ`|α|
rDαx˜Dβy˜ fκsg,τ,BgρpX˜0q‚˛
for every X˜0 “ px˜0, y˜0q P Bg1p0q and 0 ă ρ ď mint|x˜0|2{4, 1 ´ dgpX˜0, 0qu for some constant
C “ Cpn,m, s, ν, τq P p0,8q.
Proof. Apply the Schauder estimate [Mor66, Theorem 6.8.2] for elliptic systems to |x˜0|´sκψκpx˜0`
ρx˜{|x˜0|, y˜0 ` ρy˜q.
Lemma 10.8. Given an integer m ě 2, τ P p0, 1{2q, and ν ě 0, there exists ε “ εpn,m, τ, νq ą 0
such that the following holds true. For κ “ 1, 2, . . . ,m, let sκ ě 1 be integers with s1 “ s2 “ 2,
s “ max sκ, and ψκ P Cg,sκ,τ pBg1p0qq XC8pBg1p0qzt0u ˆ Rn´2q with
ψκp´x˜, y˜q “ p´1qsκψκpx˜, y˜q for all px˜, y˜q P Bg1p0q,
Dαx˜ψ
κp0, yq “ 0 for y P Bn´21 p0q, 1 ď |α| ă sκ.
Suppose aijκλ P H1´sλ`tij ,s´1,τ pBg1p0qq if κ ď 2 and aijκλ P Hsκ´sλ`tij ,s´1,τ pBg1p0qq if κ ě 3, where
tij “ 0 if i, j ď 2, tij “ 1 if i ď 2 ă j or j ď 2 ă i, and tij “ 2 if i, j ě 3, such that (10.41) holds
true. Suppose that ψ is a solution to (10.42) and
nÿ
i,j“1
mÿ
λ“1
ÿ
|α|“sλ´1
1
α!
Dipaijκλpx˜; y˜0qDjDαx˜ψλp0, y˜0qx˜αq “ fκpx˜; y˜0q (10.43)
weakly on R2zt0u for κ “ 1, 2, . . . ,m and y˜0 P Bn´21 p0q for some fκ P H´1,s´2,τ pBg1p0qq for κ “ 1, 2
and fκ P Hsκ´2,s´2,τ pBg1p0qq for κ “ 3, 4, . . . ,m. Then
mÿ
κ“1
}ψκ}Cg,sκ,τ pBg
1{2
p0qq ď C
˜
mÿ
κ“1
sup
B
g
1
p0q
|ψκ| `
2ÿ
κ“1
}fκ}H´1,s´2,τ pBg
1
p0qq `
mÿ
κ“3
}fκ}Hsκ´2,s´2,τ pBg
1
p0qq
¸
(10.44)
for some constant C “ Cpn,m, s, τ, νq P p0,8q.
Proof. First consider the special case where m “ 2 and
D1
ˆ
x˜1
2|x˜|2 pD1ψ
1 `D2ψ2q ` x˜2
2|x˜|2 pD2ψ
1 ´D1ψ2q
˙
(10.45)
`D2
ˆ ´x˜2
2|x˜|2 pD1ψ
1 `D2ψ2q ` x˜1
2|x˜|2 pD2ψ
1 ´D1ψ2q
˙
`
nÿ
j“3
Djp2x˜1Djψ1 ´ 2x˜2Djψ2q “ f1,
D1
ˆ ´x˜2
2|x˜|2 pD1ψ
1 `D2ψ2q ` x˜1
2|x˜|2 pD2ψ
1 ´D1ψ2q
˙
`D2
ˆ ´x˜1
2|x˜|2 pD1ψ
1 `D2ψ2q ´ x˜2
2|x˜|2 pD2ψ
1 ´D1ψ2q
˙
`
nÿ
j“3
Djp´2x˜2Djψ1 ´ 2x˜1Djψ2q “ f2.
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on Rnzt0u ˆ Rn´2. By expanding (10.45),
x˜1
2|x˜|2∆x˜ψ
1 ` 2x˜1∆y˜ψ1 ´ x˜2
2|x˜|2∆x˜ψ
2 ´ 2x˜2∆y˜ψ1 “ f1, (10.46)
´x˜2
2|x˜|2∆x˜ψ
1 ` 2x˜2∆y˜ψ1 ´ x˜1
2|x˜|2∆x˜ψ
2 ´ 2x˜1∆y˜ψ1 “ f2, (10.47)
on Rnzt0u ˆ Rn´2. The equations 2x˜1¨(10.46)´2x˜2¨(10.47) and ´2x˜2¨(10.46)´2x˜1¨(10.47) yield
∆x˜ψ
1 ` 4|x˜|2∆y˜ψ1 “ ´x˜1f1 ` x˜2f2,
∆x˜ψ
2 ` 4|x˜|2∆y˜ψ2 “ ´x˜2f1 ´ x˜1f2, (10.48)
on Rnzt0u ˆ Rn´2. Then by Lemma 10.3 we obtain the Schauder estimate for solutions ψ1, ψ2 to
(10.45) of
2ÿ
κ“1
}ψκ}Cg,2,τ pBg
1{2
p0qq ď Cpn, τq
˜
2ÿ
κ“1
sup
B
g
1
p0q
|ψκ| `
2ÿ
κ“1
}fκ}H´1,0,τ pBg
1
p0qq
¸
(10.49)
Now consider the case of solutions ψκ to the general systems (10.42) and (10.43) subject to
(10.41). By subtracting (10.42) and (10.43) and then applying the Schauder estimate away from
t0u ˆ Rn´2 of Lemma 10.7 with ρ “ |x˜0|2{4 and using (10.41),
mÿ
κ“1
ÿ
|α|`2|β|ąsκ, |α|`|β|ďs
|x˜|´sκ`|α|`2|β|´2τ |Dαx˜Dβy˜ψκpX˜q| `
mÿ
κ“1
ÿ
|α|`|β|“s
|x˜|´sκ`|α|`2|β|rDαx˜Dβy˜ψκsg,τ,Bg
|x˜|2{8
pX˜q
ď C
˜
ε
mÿ
κ“1
}ψκ}Cg,sκ,τ pBg
1
p0qq `
2ÿ
κ“1
}fκ}H´1,s´2,τ pBg
1
p0qq `
mÿ
κ“3
}fκ}Hsκ´2,s´2,τ pBg
1
p0qq
¸
(10.50)
on Bg
3{4p0q for some constant C “ Cpn,m, s, τ, νq P p0,8q. By (10.49) and Lemma 10.3 applied to
the systems (10.42) and (10.43) using (10.41) and (10.50),
2ÿ
κ“1
}ψκ}Cg,2,τ pBg
5{8
p0qq ď C
˜
2ÿ
κ“1
sup
B
g
1
p0q
|ψκ| ` ε
mÿ
λ“1
}ψλ}Cg,sλ,τ pBg
1
p0qq
`
2ÿ
λ“1
}fλ}H´1,s´2,τ pBg
1
p0qq `
mÿ
λ“3
}fλ}Hsλ´2,s´2,τ pBg
1
p0qq
¸
and
}ψκ}Cg,sκ,τ pBg
1{2
p0qq ď C
˜
sup
B
g
1
p0q
|ψκ| ` ν
2ÿ
λ“1
}ψλ}Cg,2,τ pBg
5{8
p0qq ` ε
mÿ
λ“1
}ψλ}Cg,sλ,τ pBg
1
p0qq
`
2ÿ
λ“1
}fλ}H´1,s´2,τ pBg
1
p0qq `
mÿ
λ“3
}fλ}Hsλ´2,s´2,τ pBg
1
p0qq
¸
for κ “ 3, 4, . . . ,m for some constant C “ Cpn,m, s, τ, νq P p0,8q. Hence
mÿ
κ“1
}ψκ}Cg,sκ,τ pBg
1{2
p0qq ď C
˜
mÿ
κ“1
sup
B
g
1
p0q
|ψκ| ` ε
mÿ
κ“1
}ψκ}Cg,sκ,τ pBg
1
p0qq
`
2ÿ
κ“1
}fκ}H´1,s´2,τ pBg
1
p0qq `
mÿ
κ“3
}fκ}Hsκ´2,s´2,τ pBg
1
p0qq
¸
(10.51)
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for some constant C “ Cpn,m, s, τ, νq P p0,8q. By scaling (10.50) replacing ψκ with ρ´sκ{2ψκpρ1{2x˜, y˜0`
ρy˜q and then using the Schauder estimate away from t0uˆRn´2 of Lemma 10.7), the interpolation
inequalities of Lemma 10.5, and Lemma 10.6 with l “ s` τ , we obtain (10.44).
For the next section, it will be convenient to define the notation
~ψ~k,l,τ,Bgρp0,y˜0q “
ÿ
|α|`2|β|ďk
ρ´k{2`|α|{2`|β| sup
B
g
ρp0,y˜0q
|Dαx˜Dβy˜ψ| `
ÿ
|α|`2|β|“k
ρτ rDαx˜Dβy˜ψsg,τ,Bgρp0,y˜0q
`
ÿ
|α|`2|β|ąk, |α|`|β|ďl
ρτ sup
B
g
ρp0,y˜0q
|x˜|´k´2τ`|α|`2|β||Dαx˜Dβy˜ψ|
`
ÿ
|α|`|β|“l
sup
px˜,y˜qPBgρp0,y˜0q
ρτ |x˜|´k`|α|`2|β|rDαx˜Dβy˜ψsg,τ,Bg
|x˜|2{4
px˜,y˜q
for nonnegative integers k ď l, τ P p0, 1{2s, and ψ P Cg,k,τpBgρp0, y˜0qq XC l,τ pBgρp0, y˜0qzt0u ˆRn´2q.
Remark 10.9. Suppose that ψ P Cg,k,τpBgρp0, y˜0qq X C l,τ pBgρp0, y˜0qzt0u ˆ Rn´2q with Dαx˜ψ “ 0
on t0u ˆ Bn´21 p0q whenever |α| ă k and ~Dkx˜ψ~k,l,τ,Bgρp0,y˜0q ă 8. By using the definition of
~Dkx˜ψ~k,l,τ,Bgρp0,y˜0q and the fact that by Taylor’s theorem
Dαx˜D
β
y˜ψpx˜, y˜q “
ÿ
|γ|“k´|α|´2|β|
|γ|
γ!
ż 1
0
p1´ tq|γ|´1Dα`γx˜ Dβy˜ψptx˜, y˜qdt x˜α
on Bgρp0, y˜0q whenever |α| ` 2|β| ď k, it is easy to check that ψ P Hk,l,τpBg1p0q;Rmq with
ψpX˜ ; z˜q “
ÿ
|α|“k
1
α!
Dαx˜ψp0, z˜qx˜α, }ψ}Hk,l,τ pBgρp0,y˜0qq ď Cpn,m, k, τq~ψ~k,l,τ,Bgρp0,y˜0q.
Notice that by applying Lemma 10.7 to ρ´sκ{2ψκpρ1{2x˜, y˜0 ` ρy˜q and also subtracting (10.42)
and (10.43) and then applying Lemma 10.7 in the case ρ “ |x˜0|2{4 to the resulting system, we
obtain:
Corollary 10.10. Under the hypotheses of Lemma 10.8,
mÿ
κ“1
~ψκ~sκ,s,τ,Bgϑρp0,y˜0q ” C
¨˝
mÿ
κ“1
ρ´sκ{2 sup
B
g
ϑρp0,y˜0q
|ψκ| `
2ÿ
κ“1
}fκ}H´1,s´2,τ pBgϑρp0,y˜0qq
`
mÿ
κ“3
ρ1´sκ{2}fκ}Hsκ´2,s´2,τ pBgϑρp0,y˜0qq
¸
for all ϑ P p0, 1q and Bgρp0, y˜0q Ă Bg1p0, 0q for some constant C “ Cpn,m, s, τ, ν, ϑq P p0,8q.
11 Higher regularity of the branch set
Let X˜ “ px˜, y˜q, φ1, φ2, χκk , and ψκk be as in Section 9. By (7.9), (7.16), (7.21), (8.26), (8.27) and
the corresponding error estimates, φ1, φ2, χκk P Cg,2,τ pBg1{8p0qq and ψκk P Cg,2N´2rk{2rceil,τpBg1{8p0qq
with Dαx˜ψ
κ
k “ 0 on t0u ˆBn´21{8 p0q whenenver |α| ă 2N ´ 2rk{2
rceil.
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Note that if we differentiate (9.7) and (9.8) by Dγy˜ (with |γ| ě 1) we obtain
Di
´
pφ11φ22 ´ φ12φ21qM isM jt astκλpDχ0M,σDψ0MqDjDγy˜ψλk
¯
` σ´1Di
´
pφ11φ22 ´ φ12φ21qM isM jt bstκλpDχ0M,σDψ0MqDjDγy˜χλk
¯
` σ´1Di
´
c
ij
k,κλpDφ, tDχlulďk, tσDψlulďkqDjDγy˜φλ
¯
´Di
´
pφ11φ22 ´ φ12φ21qM isDQλ
l,t
f sk,κptDχlMulďk´1, tσDψlMulďk´1qDjDγy˜ψλl
¯
,
´ σ´1Di
´
pφ11φ22 ´ φ12φ21qM isDPλl,tf
s
k,κptDχlMulďk´1, tσDψlMulďk´1qDjDγy˜χλl
¯
“ σ´1Di
`
hiγ,k,κptDDαφuαăγ , tDDαχlulďk, αăγ , tσDDαψlulďk, αăγq
˘
(11.1)
and
Di
´
pφ11φ22 ´ φ12φ21qM isM jt astκλpσDψ0M,Dχ0MqDjDγy˜χλk
¯
` σDi
´
pφ11φ22 ´ φ12φ21qM isM jt bstκλpσDψ0M,Dχ0MqDjDγy˜ψλk
¯
`Di
´
c
ij
k,κλpDφ, tσDψlulďk, tDχlulďkqDjDγy˜φλ
¯
´Di
´
pφ11φ22 ´ φ12φ21qM isDQλ
l,t
f sk,κptσDψlMulďk´1, tDχlMulďk´1qDjDγy˜χλl
¯
,
´ σDi
´
pφ11φ22 ´ φ12φ21qM isDPλ
l,t
f sk,κptσDψlMulďk´1, tDχlMulďk´1qDjDγy˜ψλl
¯
“ Di
`
hiγ,k,κptDDαφuαăγ , tσDDαψlulďk, αăγ , tDDαχlulďk, αăγq
˘
(11.2)
on B1{8p0qzt0u ˆ Rn´2 for κ “ 1, 2, . . . ,m and k “ 0, 1, 2, . . . , 2N ´ 1, where we let f s0λ “ 0,
c
ij
0,κλpR,P,Qq “ DRλj
´
pR11R22 ´R12R21qM ispRqM lt pRqqAstκνpP ¨MpRq, Q ¨MpRqqQνl
¯
when k “ 0,
c
ij
k,κλpR,P,Qq “ DRλj
´
pR11R22 ´R12R21qM ispRqM lt pRqqastκνpP0 ¨MpRq, Q0 ¨MpRqqQν0,l
¯
`DRλj
´
pR11R22 ´R12R21qM ispRqM lt pRqqbstκνpP0 ¨MpRq, Q0 ¨MpRqqP ν0,l
¯
`DRλj
`pR11R22 ´R12R21qM ispRqf sk,κpP ¨MpRq, Q ¨MpRqq˘ when k ě 1,
for all R P R2n, P P pRmnqk, and Q P pRmnqk using the notation P0 “ pP κ0,jq, Q0 “ pQκ0,jq P Rmn,
hiγ,k,κ : pRnqp2`2mkqpγ1γ2¨¨¨γn´1q Ñ R. Recall that in case (a), we replace ψλ0 with x˜λ for λ “ 1, 2
in (11.1) and (11.2). In cases (b) and (c), we replace ψ12N´3`λ with x˜λ for λ “ 1, 2 in (11.1) and
(11.2).
First we will show that for every γ, Dγy˜φ
κ P Cg,2,τ pBgρp0qq, Dγy˜χκk P Cg,2,τ pBgρp0qq, and Dγy˜ψκk P
Cg,2N´2rk{2s,τ pBgρp0qq for all ρ P p0, 1{8q with Dαx˜Dγy˜ψκk “ 0 on t0u ˆ Bn´21{8 p0q whenever |α| ă
2N ´ 2rk{2s and
2ÿ
κ“1
~Dγy˜φκ~2,2N ,τ,Bgρp0q `
mÿ
κ“1
2N´1ÿ
k“0
~Dγy˜χκk~2,2N ,τ,Bgρp0q
`
mÿ
κ“1
2N´1ÿ
k“0
~Dγy˜ψκk~2N´2rk{2s,2N ,τ,Bgρp0q ď Cpn,m,N , |γ|, ρq (11.3)
for all ρ P p0, 1{8q. (Note that Dγy˜ψλ0 “ 0 for λ “ 1, 2 in case (a) and Dγy˜ψ12N´3`λ “ 0 for λ “ 1, 2
in cases (b) and (c).) We will proceed by induction, assuming that this is all true if |γ| ă s for
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some integer s ě 1, and proving this is the case when |γ| “ s using a standard difference quotient
argument involving the Schauder estimates, in particular Corollary 10.10.
For l “ 3, 4, . . . , n and h P R with h ‰ 0, define the difference quotient operator δl,h by
δl,hψpX˜q “ ψpX˜ ` helq ´ ψpX˜q
h
(11.4)
for every function ψ : Bgρp0q Ñ RN , where ρ ą |h| ą 0 and X˜ P Bgρ´|h|p0q and e1, e2, . . . , en denotes
the standard basis for Rn. Note that if ψ P Cg,k,τ pBρp0q;Rmq, then δh,lψ P Cg,k,τpBρ´|h|p0q;Rmq
whenever l “ 3, 4, . . . , n; however, we cannot similarly take difference quotients in the e1 and e2 di-
rections. Moreover, if ψ,Dy˜ψ P Cg,k,τ pBρp0q;Rmq, then }δh,lψ}Cg,k,τ pBρ´|h|p0q;Rmq ď }Dlψ}Cg,k,τ pBρp0q;Rmq.
Now take any γ with |γ| “ s ´ 1 and any l P t3, 4, . . . , nu and h ‰ 0. By applying δl,h to (9.7)
and (9.8) if s “ 1 and to (11.1) and (11.2) if s ě 2 and applying Corollary 10.10 using the induction
hypothesis and Remark 10.9, we obtain
2ÿ
κ“1
~δh,lDγy˜φκ~2,2N ,τ,Bgρp0q `
mÿ
κ“1
2N´1ÿ
k“0
~δh,lDγy˜χκk~2,2N ,τ,Bgρp0q
`
mÿ
κ“1
2N´1ÿ
k“0
~δh,lDγy˜ψκk~2N´2rk{2s,2N ,τ,Bgρp0q ď C (11.5)
whenever ρ P p0, 1{8q and 0 ă |h| ă p1 ´ ρq{2 for some constant C “ Cpn,m,N , |γ|, ρq P p0,8q
independent of h. Note that the hypotheses of Lemma 10.8 are easily checked using the definitions
of M ij , A
ij
κλ, a
ij
κλ, b
ij
κλ, f
i
k,κ, and c
ij
κλ, (9.3), (9.6), (7.16), (7.21), (8.26), (8.27), and the induction
hypothesis. Now by letting h Ñ 0 using Arzela-Ascoli and the smoothness of Dγy˜φκ, Dγy˜χκk, and
D
γ
y˜ψ
κ
k on B
g
1{8p0qzt0u ˆ Bn´21{8 p0q, δh,lDγy˜φκ Ñ DlDγy˜φκ, δh,lDγy˜χκk Ñ DlDγy˜χκk , and δh,lDγy˜φκk Ñ
DlD
γ
y˜φ
κ
k uniformly in B
g
1{8´σp0qzB2σ ˆ Rn´2 for all σ P p0, 1{16q. By letting h Ñ 0 using (11.5),
Arzela-Ascoli, and using series expansions like we did in the proof of Lemma 10.8 to establish the
Cg,k,τ convergence of χj Ñ χ, we obtain that δh,lDγy˜φκ Ñ DlDγy˜φκ and δh,lDγy˜χκk Ñ DlDγy˜χκk in
Cg,2,τ pBgρp0qq and δh,lDγy˜ψκk Ñ DlDγy˜ψκk in Cg,2N´2rk{2s,τ pBgρp0qq for all ρ P p0, 1{8q. In particular,
DlD
γ
y˜φ
κ P Cg,2,τ pBgρp0qq and DlDγy˜χκk P Cg,2,τ pBgρp0qq and DlDγy˜φκk P Cg,2N´2rk{2s,τ pBgρp0qq for all
ρ P p0, 1{8q and l “ 1, 2, . . . , n´ 2. Dαx˜DlDγy˜ψκk “ 0 on t0u ˆBn´21{8 p0q whenever |α| ă 2N ´ 2rk{2s.
By letting hÑ 0 in (11.5), (11.3) holds true whenever |γ| “ s.
Now we will show that Bu is a real analytic pn ´ 2q-dimensional submanifold by showing that
φ1p0, y˜q and φ2p0, y˜q are real analytic functions of y˜. This will follow if we can show that
2ÿ
κ“1
~Dγy˜φκ~2,2N ,τ,Bgρ{|γ|p0q `
mÿ
κ“1
2N´1ÿ
k“0
~Dγy˜χκk~2,2N ,τ,Bgρ{|γ|p0q (11.6)
`
mÿ
κ“1
2N´1ÿ
k“0
~Dγy˜ψκk~2N´2rk{2s,2N ,τ,Bgρ{|γ|p0q ď
"
H0ρ
´|γ| if |γ| ď 2,
p|γ| ´ 2q!H0H |γ|´2ρ´|γ| if |γ| ą 2.
for all Bgρp0, y˜0q Ď Bg1{8p0q and γ with |γ| ě 1 for some constants H0,H ě 1 depending only on n,
m, and N (independent of y˜0 and γ). We will prove (11.6) by inductively applying the Schauder
estimates, in particular Corollary 10.10, to (11.1) and (11.2). Note that by (11.3), (11.6) holds true
whenever |γ| ď 2N ` 4 by choosing H0 large enough. Suppose that for some integer s ě 2N ` 4,
(11.6) holds true whenever |γ| ă s. We now want to prove (11.6) holds true for an arbitrary γ with
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|γ| “ s. By Corollary 10.10 applied to (11.1) and (11.2),
2ÿ
κ“1
~Dγy˜φκ~2,2N ,τ,Bgρ{2sp0q `
mÿ
κ“1
2N´1ÿ
k“0
~Dγy˜χκk~2,2N ,τ,Bgρ{2sp0q
`
mÿ
κ“1
2N´1ÿ
k“0
~Dγy˜ψκk~2N´2rk{2s,2N ,τ,Bgρ{2sp0q ď C
¨˝
2ÿ
κ“1
pρ{pq´1 sup
B
g
ρ{s
p0,y˜0q
|Dγy˜φκ|
`
mÿ
κ“1
2N´1ÿ
k“0
pρ{pq´1 sup
B
g
ρ{s
p0,y˜0q
|Dγy˜χκk | `
mÿ
κ“1
2Nÿ
k“0
pρ{pq´N´rk{2s sup
B
g
ρ{s
p0,y˜0q
|Dγy˜ψκk |
` σ´1
mÿ
κ“1
2N´1ÿ
k“0
}Dihiγ,k,κptDDαφu, tDDαχlu, tσDDαψluq}H2N´2rk{2s´2,2N´2,τ pBg
ρ{s
p0,y˜0qq
`
mÿ
κ“1
2N´1ÿ
k“0
}Dihiγ,k,κptDDαφu, tσDDαψlu, tDDαχluq}H0,2N´2,τ pBg
ρ{s
p0,y˜0qq
¸
(11.7)
for all Bgρp0, y˜0q Ď Bg1{8p0q for C “ Cpn,m,N q P p0,8q. We now need to bound the hiγ,k,κ terms in
(11.7). To do so, we need to handle the fact that (11.1) and (11.2) are not quite elliptic differential
systems with real analytic date but rather are singular wherever φ11φ
2
2 ´ φ12φ21 “ 0 and we need a
technique for managing the computation for obtaining the bounds on the hiγ,k,κ terms required for
the real analyticity result. The latter will come from a technique that is due to Friedman in [Fri58]
and used with modification by the author in [Kru].
Consider any real analytic function f : Rn
2ˆRmn Ñ R and assume that for K0 ą 0, K ě a ě 2,
and nonnegative integers pi, qi, p “
řn
i“1 pi, and q “
řn
i“1 qi,
|DαSDβP fpS,P q| ď p|α| ` |β| ` p` qq!K0K2|α|`|β|`2p`q
nź
i“1
|Si|pi`qi´|αi| if |α| ď p` q,
DαSfpS,P q “ 0 if |α| ą p` q, (11.8)
for all S P Rn2 , P P Rmn with |P | ď a, and α, where for the variable S we write S “ pSijqi,j“1,...,n
and Si “ pSijqj“1,...,n and similarly for P and other such variables and for the multi-index α we
write α “ pαijqi,j“1,...,n, αj “ pαijqj“1,...,n, and DαS “
ś
D
αij
Sij
and similarly for β and other such
multi-indices. Then, using the fact that
MpRq “
¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˝˚
R11 R
1
2 R
1
3 R
1
4 ¨ ¨ ¨ R1n
R21 R
2
2 R
2
3 R
2
4 ¨ ¨ ¨ R2n
0 0 1 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0
0 0 0 1 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0
...
...
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 1
‹˛‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
´1
,
we have
D
γ
RD
δ
P
`pR11R22 ´R12R21qfpMpRq, PMpRqq˘ “ pR11R22 ´R12R21qfγ,δpMpRq, PMpRqq (11.9)
whenever |γ| ` |δ| “ 1 for the real analytic function fγ,δ : Rn2 ˆ Rmn Ñ R given by
fγ,δpS,P q “ fpS,P qSiκ ´DSljfpS,P qS
i
jS
l
κ ´DPλj fpS,P qS
i
jP
λ
κ if γ “ eκi , |δ| “ 0,
fγ,δpS,P q “ DPκj fpS,P qSij if |γ| “ 0, δ “ eκi , (11.10)
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for S P R2n and P P Rmn. By differentiating (11.10) and using (11.8), if |γ| ` |δ| “ 1 then
|DαSDβP fγ,δpS,P q| ď p|α|`|β|`|γ|`|δ|`p`qq!22|γ|`|δ|K0K2|α|`|β|`2|γ|`|δ|`2p`q
nź
i“1
|Si||γi|`|δi|`pi`qi´|αi|
(11.11)
if |α| ď 1 ` p ` q and DαSfγ,δpS,P q “ 0 if |α| ą 1 ` p ` q for all S P Rn
2
, P P Rmn with |P | ď a,
α, and β. By induction, we can show that for every γ and δ there exists a real analytic function
fγ,δ : R
2n ˆ Rmn Ñ R such that (11.9) holds true, (11.11) holds true if |α| ď |γ| ` |δ| ` p` q and
DαSfγ,δpS,P q “ 0 if |α| ą |γ| ` |δ| ` p ` q for all S P Rn
2
, P P Rmn with |P | ď a, α, and β. By
(11.9) and (11.11),ˇˇˇ
DαRD
β
P
`pR11R22 ´R12R21qfpMpRq, PMpRqq˘ˇˇˇ
ď p|α| ` |β| ` p` qq!K022|α|`|β|K2|α|`|β|`2p`q|R11R22 ´R12R21|
ˆ |Rx|p1` |Ry|q
|R11R22 ´R12R21|
˙ř2
i“1p|αi|`|βi|`pi`qiq
(11.12)
wherever R11R
2
2 ´R12R21 ‰ 0, where Rx “ pRκi qiď2 and Ry “ pRκi qiě3.
Now we can rewrite (11.1) in the form
nÿ
i“1
Di
`
F ik,κpDφ,Dχ,Dψq
˘ “ 0 (11.13)
on B1{8p0qzt0uˆRn´2 for k “ 0, 1, 2, . . . , 2N ´1 and κ “ 1, 2, . . . ,m, where φ “ pφλq, χ “ pχλl qlďk,
and ψ consists of ψλl for l ď k excluding ψ10 , ψ20 in case (a) and excluding ψ12N´2, ψ12N´1 in cases
(b) and (c) and where F ik,κ : R
2n ˆ Rkmn ˆ Rkmn´2n Ñ R are functions that are smooth wherever
R11R
2
2 ´R12R21 ‰ 0. By the real analyticity of Aiκ and (11.12) we may assume that
|DβpR,P,QqF ik,κpR,P,Qq| (11.14)
ď
$’&’% K0K
2|βR|`|βP |`|βQ||R11R22 ´R12R21|
´ |Rx|p1`|Ry |q
|R1
1
R2
2
´R1
2
R2
1
|
¯|βx|`pi |Q||MpRq| if |β| ď 2N ` 2,
p|β| ´ 2N ´ 2q!K0K2|βR|`|βP |`|βQ||R11R22 ´R12R21|
´ |Rx|p1`|Ry |q
|R1
1
R2
2
´R1
2
R2
1
|
¯|βx|`pi
if |β| ě 2N ` 3,
if |βQ0 | “ |βQ|,
|DβpR,P,QqF ik,κpR,P,Qq| (11.15)
ď
$’&’% K0K
2|βR|`|βP |`|βQ||R11R22 ´R12R21|
´ |Rx|p1`|Ry |q
|R1
1
R2
2
´R1
2
R2
1
|
¯ř2
i“1p|αi|`|βi|q`pi
if |β| ď 2N ` 2,
p|β| ´ 2N ´ 2q!K0K2|βR|`|βP |`|βQ||R11R22 ´R12R21|
´ |Rx|p1`|Ry |q
|R1
1
R2
2
´R1
2
R2
1
|
¯|βx|`pi
if |β| ě 2N ` 3,
if either |βQ0 | ă |βQ| and |βQk | “ 0 or |βQ0 | ` 1 “ |βQ| and |βQk | “ 1, and
D
β
pR,P,QqF
i
k,κpR,P,Qq “ 0 (11.16)
if |βQ0 | ` 1 ă |βQ| and |βQk | ě 1 for all R P R2n, P P Rkmn with |P | ď
?
kmn, Q P Rkmn
with |Ql| ď
?
mn for l ă k, and β for some constants K0,K ě 1 depending only on n, m, N
(independent of β), where pi “ 1 if i “ 1, 2 and pi “ 0 if i “ 3, 4, . . . , n and we use the notation
β “ pβR, βP , βQq, βR “ pβRλj q, βP “ pβPλl,j q, βQ “ pβQλl,j q,
βQl “ pβQλ
l,j
q for each l “ 0, 1, . . . , 2N ´ 1, βx “ pβRλj , βPλl,j , βQλl,j qjď2,
D
β
pR,P,Qq “
ź
D
β
Rλ
j
Rλj
¨
ź
D
β
Pλ
l,j
Pλl,j
¨
ź
D
β
Qλ
l,j
Qλl,j
.
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By the sum, product, and chain rule for derivatives,
Dα
X˜
hiγ,k,κpDφ,Dχ,Dψq “
ÿ
cβ,tklu,tκlu,tjlu,tαlu,tγluD
β
pR,P,QqF
i
k,κpDφ,Dχ,Dψq
¨
ź
κlď2
DjlD
αl
X˜
D
γl
y˜ φ
κl
ź
2ăκlďm`2
DjlD
αl
X˜
D
γl
y˜ χ
κl´2
kl
ź
κląm`2
DjlD
αl
X˜
D
γl
y˜ ψ
κl´m´2
kl
(11.17)
where cβ,tklu,tκlu,tjlu,tγlu are nonnegative integers and the sum is over 2 ď |β| ď |α| ` |γ| and kl, κl,
jl, and γl for l “ 1, 2, . . . , |β| such that
ÿ
κlď2
eκl “ βR,
ÿ
2ăκlďm`2
e
κl´2
jl
“ βP ,
ÿ
κląm`2
e
κl´m´2
jl
“ βQ,
|β|ÿ
l“1
αl “ α,
|β|ÿ
l“1
γl “ γ.
Note that we are using the convention that sums over empty sets to equal zero and products
over empty sets to equal one. We shall take kl “ 0 if κl ď 2 and assume that in (11.17) that
if cβ,tklu,tκlu,tjlu,tαlu,tγlu ‰ 0 then cβ,tk1lu,tκ1lu,tj1lu,tα1lu,tγ1lu for every permutation tpκ1l, j1l , α1l, γ1lqu oftpκl, jl, αl, γlqu.
Suppose that Φ : R Ñ R and v : R Ñ R are functions, called majorants, such that Φp0q “ 0,
DΦp0q “ 0,
|DβpR,P,QqF ik,κpR,P,Qq| ď
$’’’&’’’%
D|β|Φp0q|R11R22 ´R12R21|
´ |Rx|p1`|Ry|q
|R1
1
R2
2
´R1
2
R2
1
|
¯|βx|`pi |QMpRq| if |βQ0 | “ |βQ|,
0 if |βQ0 | ` 1 ă |βQ|, |βQk | ě 1,
D|β|Φp0q|R11R22 ´R12R21|
´ |Rx|p1`|Ry|q
|R1
1
R2
2
´R1
2
R2
1
|
¯|βx|`pi
otherwise,
for all R P R2n, P P Rkmn with |P | ď ?kmn, Q P Rkmn with |Ql| ď
?
mn for l ă k, and β and
2ÿ
κ“1
~Dγ1y˜ φκ~2,2N ,τ,Bgρ{sp0q `
mÿ
κ“1
2N´1ÿ
k“0
~Dγ1y˜ χκk~2,2N ,τ,Bgρ{sp0q
`
mÿ
κ“1
2N´1ÿ
k“0
~Dγ1y˜ ψκk~2N´2rk{2s,2N ,τ,Bgρ{sp0q ď D
|γ1|vp0qρ´|γ1| (11.18)
whenever |γ1| ă s. By taking the derivative of the composition functions formed by Φpη1 ` η2 `
¨ ¨ ¨ ` η2Nmnq, ηj “ eξ1`ξ2`¨¨¨`ξnvpζ1 ` ζ2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ζn´2q ´ vp0q for all j, ξj “ ξ for all j, and ζj “ ζ
for all j,
D
|α|
ξ D
|γ|
ζ
´
Φp2Nmnenξvppn´ 2qζq ´ vp0qq
¯ˇˇˇ
ξ“ζ“0
“
ÿ
cβ,tklu,tκlu,tjlu,tαlu,tγluD
|β|Φp0q
|β|ź
l“1
D|γl|vp0q
(11.19)
where the sum is over β, kl, κl, jl, and γl as in (11.17) and cβ,tklu,tκlu,tjlu,tγlu are as in (11.17). By
comparing (11.17) and (11.19) using (11.18) and (11.18) and simplifying,
|x˜|´2N`2rk{2s`2`|αx|`2|αy||Dα
X˜
Dih
i
γ,k,κpDφ,Dχ,Dψq|
ď ρ´|γ| D|α|ξ D|γ|ζ
´
Φp4Nmnpeξvpζq ´ vp0qqq
¯ˇˇˇ
ξ“ζ“0
, (11.20)
where αx “ pα1, α2q and αy “ pα3, α4, . . . , αnq. By the properties of Ho¨lder coefficients and by
taking the differences between (11.17) and (11.17) with φp ; y˜0q, χκl p ; y˜0q, and ψκl p ; y˜0q in place of
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φ, χκl , and ψ
κ
l respectively, one can similarly argue using (11.18) and (11.18) that
|x˜|´2N`2rk{2s`2`|αx|`2|αy|`2τ rDα
X˜
Dih
i
γ,k,κpDφ,Dχ,Dψqsg,τ,Bg
|x˜|2{4
pX˜q
ď ρ´|γ| D|α|`1ξ D|γ|ζ
´
Φp4Nmnpeξvpζq ´ vp0qqq
¯ˇˇˇ
ξ“ζ“0
,
|Dα
X˜
Dih
i
γ,k,κpDφ,Dχ,Dψq ´DαX˜Dihiγ,k,κpDφp ; z˜q,Dχp ; z˜q,Dψp ; z˜qq|
ď pρ{sq´τ |x˜|2N´2rk{2s´2´|αx|´2|αy|dpX˜, z˜qτ ¨ ρ´|γ|D|α|`1ξ D|γ|ζ
´
Φp4Nmnpeξvpζq ´ vp0qqq
¯ˇˇˇ
ξ“ζ“0
,
rDα
X˜
Dih
i
γ,k,κpDφ,Dχ,Dψq ´DαX˜Dihiγ,k,κpDφp ; z˜q,Dχp ; z˜q,Dψp ; z˜qqsg,τ,Bg
|x˜|2{4
pX˜q
ď pρ{sq´τ |x˜|2N´2rk{2s´2´|αx|´2|αy| ¨ ρ´|γ|D|α|`2ξ D|γ|ζ
´
Φp4Nmnpeξvpζq ´ vp0qqq
¯ˇˇˇ
ξ“ζ“0
, (11.21)
where X˜ P Bg
ρ{sp0, y˜0q, z˜ P Bn´2ρ{s p0, y˜0q, |α| ď 2N ´ 2, and in the last equation we require that
dgpX˜, p0, z˜qq ď 4|x˜|2. By the same argument except we write (11.2) as (11.13) and in place of
(11.18) we assume
|DβpR,P,QqF ik,κpR,P,Qq|
ď
$’’’’’’’’’’’’’&’’’’’’’’’’’’’%
D|β|Φp0q|R11R22 ´R12R21|
´ |Rx|p1`|Ry|q
|R1
1
R2
2
´R1
2
R2
1
|
¯|βx| |Q0MpRq||QkMpRq| if |βQ| “ 0,
D|β|Φp0q|R11R22 ´R12R21|
´ |Rx|p1`|Ry|q
|R1
1
R2
2
´R1
2
R2
1
|
¯|βx| |QkMpRq| if |βQ| “ |βQ0| ě 1,
D|β|Φp0q|R11R22 ´R12R21|
´ |Rx|p1`|Ry|q
|R1
1
R2
2
´R1
2
R2
1
|
¯|βx| |Q0MpRq| if |βQ| “ |βQk | “ 1,
D|β|Φp0q|R11R22 ´R12R21|
´ |Rx|p1`|Ry|q
|R1
1
R2
2
´R1
2
R2
1
|
¯|βx|
if |βQ| “ |βQ0 | ` 1 ě 2, |βQk | “ 1,
D|β|Φp0q|R11R22 ´R12R21|
´ |Rx|p1`|Ry|q
|R1
1
R2
2
´R1
2
R2
1
|
¯|βx|
if |βQ0 | ă |βQ|, |βQk | “ 0,
0 if |βQk | ě 2,
for all R P R2n, P P Rkmn with |P | ď ?kmn, Q P Rkmn with |Ql| ď
?
mn for l ă k, and β, (11.20)
and (11.21) continue to hold true if we interchange Dχ and Dψ and replace each ´2N `2rk{2s`2
with 0. By (11.6), (11.14), (11.15), and (11.16), we can take
Φptq “
2N`2ÿ
k“2
K0K
2ktk `
8ÿ
k“2N`3
K0K
2k
pk ´ 2N ´ 2q2N`2 t
k, vpζq “ H0ζ `
|γ|ÿ
k“2
H0H
k´2
pk ´ 1q2 ζ
k.
Given any functions f : RÑ R and g : R2 Ñ R with fp0q “ 0 and gp0q “ 0,
Dαpf ˝ gqp0q “
|α|ÿ
k“1
Dkfp0qPkptDβgp0quβďαq
for some polynomials Pk : R
ś
αj Ñ R that are independent of f and g. Since f is arbitrary, we
may take fptq “ tj for each integer j and thereby deduce that
Dαpf ˝ gqp0q “
|α|ÿ
k“1
1
k!
Dkfp0qDαpgkqp0q.
Letting fptq “ Φp4Nmntq and gpξ, ζq “ enξvppn´ 2qζq ´ vp0q yields
D
j
ξD
|γ|
ζ Φp4Nmnpeξvpζq ´ vp0qqq
ˇˇˇ
ξ“ζ“0
“
|γ|ÿ
k“2
p4Nmnqkkj
k!
DkΦp0qD|γ|ζ pvkqp0q (11.22)
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for j “ 0, 1, 2, . . . , 2N .
Observe that
1
k!
Dkζ pvkqp0q “ Hk0 (11.23)
for k “ 1, 2, . . . , |γ|. We claim that
1
j!
D
j
ζpvkqp0q ď
6k´1Hk0Hj´k´1
pj ´ kq2 (11.24)
for 1 ď k ă j ď |γ|. We can prove (11.24) by induction on k, observing that (11.24) holds true
when k “ 1 and using the induction step
1
pk ` 1q!D
k`1
ζ pvkqp0q “
1
pk ` 1q!
2ÿ
l“1
pk ` 1q!
l!pk ` 1´ lq!D
l
ζvp0qDk`1´lζ pvk´1qp0q ď 2 ¨ 6k´2Hk0
for 2 ď k ă |γ| and
1
j!
D
j
ζpvkqp0q “
1
j!
j´k`1ÿ
l“1
j!
l!pj ´ lq!D
l
ζvp0qDj´lζ pvk´1qp0q
ď 6k´2Hk0
˜
2
pj ´ kq2H
j´k´1 `
j´kÿ
l“2
1
pl ´ 1q2pj ´ l ´ k ` 1q2H
j´k´2
¸
ď 6
k´1Hk0Hj´k´1
pj ´ kq2
for 2 ď k and k ` 2 ď j ď |γ| using the fact that
N´1ÿ
l“1
1
l2pN ´ lq2 “
N´1ÿ
l“1
1
N2
ˆ
1
l2pN ´ lq2 `
1
l2pN ´ lq2
˙2
ď 4
N2
N´1ÿ
l“1
1
l2
ď 2pi
2
3N2
ď 6
N2
(11.25)
for every integer N ě 2. By (11.22), (11.23), (11.24), and (11.25),
D
j
ξD
|γ|
ζ Φp4Nmnpeξvpζq ´ vp0qqq
ˇˇˇ
ξ“ζ“0
ď CpN q|γ|!K0H |γ|´1
˜
2N`2ÿ
k“2
1
p|γ| ´ kq2
ˆ
24NmnK2H0
H
˙k
`
|γ|´1ÿ
k“2N`3
1
pk ´ 2N ´ 2q2p|γ| ´ kq2
ˆ
24NmnK2H0
H
˙k
` 1p|γ| ´ 2N ´ 2q2
ˆ
24NmnK2H0
H
˙|γ|‚˛
ď Cpn,m,N qp|γ| ´ 2q!K0K4H20H |γ|´3 (11.26)
for j “ 0, 1, 2, . . . , 2N provided H ą 24NmnK2H0.
By (11.6), (11.7), (11.20), (11.21), and (11.26),
2ÿ
κ“1
~Dγy˜φκ~2,2N ,τ,Bgρ{2sp0q `
mÿ
κ“1
2N´1ÿ
k“0
~Dγy˜χκk~2,2N ,τ,Bgρ{2sp0q `
mÿ
κ“1
2N´1ÿ
k“0
~Dγy˜ψκk~2N´2rk{2s,2N ,τ,Bgρ{2sp0q
ď C `ps ´ 2q!H0Hs´3ρ´s´1 ` ps´ 2q!K0K4H20Hs´3ρ´s˘ (11.27)
for all Bgρp0, y˜0q Ď Bg1{8p0q and for some C “ Cpn,m,N q P p0,8q.
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To complete the proof, let Bgρp0, y˜0q Ď Bg1{8p0q. If X˜ “ px˜, y˜q P Bgρ{sp0, y˜0q then Bgp1´2{sqρp0, y˜q Ď
B
g
1{8p0q, so by (11.27) and the fact that p1` 1{jqj ď e for j “ s´ 2,
pρ{sq´N´rk{2s´|α|{2´|β||Dαx˜Dβ`γy˜ ψκk pX˜q| ď Cp1`K0K4H0qps ´ 2q!H0Hs´3 pp1´ 2{sqρq´s
ď Cp1`K0K4H0qps ´ 2q!H0Hs´3ρ´s´1 (11.28)
whenever |α| ` 2|β| ď 2N ´ 2rk{2s. Similarly,
pρ{sqτ |x˜|´2N´2rk{2s´2τ |Dαx˜Dβ`γy˜ ψκk pX˜q| ď Cp1`K0K4H0qps ´ 2q!H0Hs´3ρ´s´1,
pρ{sqτ |x˜|´2N´2rk{2srDαx˜Dβ`γy˜ ψκk sg,τ,Bg
|x˜|2{4
pX˜q ď Cp1`K0K4H0qps ´ 2q!H0Hs´3ρ´s´1, (11.29)
whenever |α| ` 2|β| ą 2N ´ 2rk{2s and |α| ` |β| ď 2N . Next suppose that X˜, X˜ 1 P Bg
ρ{sp0, y˜0q. If
dgpX,X 1q ď ps´ 3qρ{2s2, then by (11.27) and the fact that p1` 1{jqj ď e for j “ s´ 2,
pρ{sqτ |D
α
x˜D
β`γ
y˜ ψ
κ
k pX˜q ´Dαx˜Dβ`γy˜ ψκk pX˜ 1q|
dgpX,X 1qτ ď pρ{sq
τ rDαx˜Dβ`γy˜ ψκk sg,τ,Bg
ps´3qρ{2s2
p0,y˜q
ď Cp1`K0K4H0qps´ 2q!H0Hs´3p1´ 2{sq´s´τρ´s
ď Cp1`K0K4H0qps´ 2q!H0Hs´3ρ´s´1 (11.30)
whenever |α| ` 2|β| “ 2N ´ 2rk{2s. If instead dgpX,X 1q ą ps´ 3qρ{2s2 then by (11.28),
pρ{sqτ |D
α
x˜D
β`γ
y˜ ψ
κ
k pX˜q ´Dαx˜Dβ`γy˜ ψκk pX˜ 1q|
dgpX,X 1qτ ď 2
τ p1´ 3{sqτ sup
B
g
ρp0,y˜0q
|Dαx˜Dβ`γy˜ ψκk |
ď Cp1`K0K4H0qps´ 2q!H0Hs´3ρ´s´1. (11.31)
By (11.28), (11.28), (11.28), and (11.28) and similar computations for φκ and χκk, we obtain (11.6)
for |γ| “ s. Therefore (11.6) holds true for all γ, completing the proof that Bu is a real analytic
pn´ 2q-dimensional submanifold near the origin.
We claim that by modifying the same argument one can show that, letting
}ψ}1
Ck,τ pBgρpX˜0qq “
ÿ
|α|`|β|ďk
ρ|α|`|β|
|x˜0||α|
sup
B
g
ρ{2
pX˜0q
|Dαx˜Dβy˜ψ| `
ÿ
|α|`|β|“k
ρ|α|`|β|`τ
|x˜0||α|
rDαx˜Dβy˜ψsg,τ,Bg
ρ{2
pX˜0q
for ψ P Ck,τ pBgρpX˜0qq where X˜0 “ px˜0, y˜0q and ρ ď |x˜0|2{4,
2ÿ
κ“1
1
|x˜0|2 }D
γ
y˜φ
κ}1
C2N ,τ pBg
ρ{|γ|
pX˜0qq `
mÿ
κ“1
2N´1ÿ
k“0
1
|x˜0|2 }D
γ
y˜χ
κ
k}1C2N ,τ pBg
ρ{|γ|
pX˜0qq
`
mÿ
κ“1
2N´1ÿ
k“0
1
|x˜0|2N´2rk{2s
}Dγy˜ψκk}1C2N ,τ pBg
ρ{|γ|
pX˜0qq ď
"
H0ρ
´|γ| if |γ| ď 2,
p|γ| ´ 2q!H0H |γ|´2ρ´|γ| if |γ| ą 2.
(11.32)
for all BgρpX˜0q Ď Bg1{80p0q with X˜0 “ px˜0, y˜0q and ρ{|γ| ď |x˜0|2{8 and γ with |γ| ě 1 for some
constants H0,H ě 1 depending only on n, m, and N (independent of y˜0 and γ). In particular, we
again argue by induction on |γ|, assuming that for some s ě maxt8, 2N ` 4u, (11.32) holds true
when |γ| ă s and then proving (11.32) for |γ| “ s. In place of using Lemma 10.7 to obtain (11.7)
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we use the Schauder estimate away from t0u ˆ Rn´2 of Lemma 10.7 instead of Corollary 10.10 to
obtain an estimate bounding φκ, χκk , and ψ
κ
k on B
g
ρ{spX˜0q. We claim that by (11.6) and (11.32),
2ÿ
κ“1
1
|x˜0|2 }D
γ1
y˜ φ
κ}1
C2N ,τ pBg
ρ{s
pX˜0qq `
mÿ
κ“1
2N´1ÿ
k“0
1
|x˜0|2 }D
γ1
y˜ χ
κ
k}1C2N ,τ pBg
ρ{s
pX˜0qq
`
mÿ
κ“1
2N´1ÿ
k“0
1
|x˜0|2N´2rk{2s
}Dγ1y˜ ψκk}1C2N ,τ pBg
ρ{s
pX˜0qq ď
"
CH0ρ
´|γ1| if |γ1| ď 2,
p|γ1| ´ 2q!CH0H |γ1|´2ρ´|γ1| if |γ1| ą 2.
(11.33)
for every γ1 with 1 ď |γ1| ă s for some constant C “ Cpn,m,N q P p0,8q. If ρ{|γ1| ď |x˜0|2{8, then
(11.33) follows from (11.32) with γ1 in place of γ. If instead ρ{|γ1| ą |x˜0|2{8, then Bgρ{|γ1|pX˜0q Ă
B
g
9ρ{|γ1|p0, y˜0q and BgρpX˜0q Ď Bg1{80p0q implies that Bg9ρp0, y˜0q Ď Bg1{8p0q, so (11.33) follows from
(11.6) with γ1 and Bg9ρp0, y˜0q in place of γ and Bgρp0, y˜0q respectively and Remark 10.9. Now by the
argument involving the majorants Φ and v above using (11.33) and with obvious modifications,
one can bound the necessary terms in the Schauder estimate to prove (11.32) for |γ| “ s. Therefore
(11.32) holds true for all γ.
By combining (11.6) and (11.32),
2ÿ
κ“1
ÿ
|α|ď2
sup
B
g
1{160
p0q
|x˜|´2`|α||Dαx˜Dγy˜φκpX˜q| `
2ÿ
κ“1
ÿ
|α|“2
p160|γ|qτ rDαx˜Dγy˜φκsg,τ,Bg
1{160
p0q
`
mÿ
κ“1
2N´1ÿ
k“0
ÿ
|α|ď2
sup
B
g
1{160
p0q
|x˜|´2`|α||Dαx˜Dγy˜χκkpX˜q| `
mÿ
κ“1
2N´1ÿ
k“0
ÿ
|α|“2
p160|γ|qτ rDαx˜Dγy˜χκksg,τ,Bg
1{160
p0q
`
mÿ
κ“1
2N´1ÿ
k“0
ÿ
|α|ď2N´2rk{2s
sup
B
g
1{160
p0q
|x˜|´2N`2rk{2s`|α||Dαx˜Dγy˜ψκk pX˜q|
`
mÿ
κ“1
2N´1ÿ
k“0
ÿ
|α|“2N´2rk{2s
p160|γ|qτ rDαx˜Dγy˜ψκk sg,τ,Bg
1{160
p0q ď
"
H0160
|γ| if |γ| ď 2,
p|γ| ´ 2q!H0H |γ|´2160|γ| if |γ| ą 2,
(11.34)
for all γ for some constants H0,H ě 1 depending only on n, m, and N (independent of γ). We can
interpret (11.34) as implying that φκpx˜, y˜q, χκpx˜, y˜q, and ψκpx˜, y˜q are locally real analytic with re-
spect to y˜ with bounds on }Dγy˜φκ}Cg,2,τ pBg
1{160
p0qq, }Dγy˜χκk}Cg,2,τ pBg
1{160
p0qq, and }Dγy˜ψκk }Cg,2N´2rk{2s,τ pBg
1{160
p0qq
given by (11.34).
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